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Three characterizations of philosophy
of physics
At a recent public lecture, Harvard physicist and University Professor Emeritus
Edward Purcell told his audience of his happiness that he has lived to see a philosophical
problem settled in the laboratory. [...] Professor Purcell’s remark that day was prompted
by his assessment of the astonishing degree to which recent experiments bear directly on
issues of a traditionally philosophical character. I, too, am happy that this situation to
which Purcell referred has taken place in my lifetime. (J. Jarrett [73, p. 60])
It is legitimate, in view of all these rich results, to speak of the enterprise of experi-
mental metaphysics. A warning is needed, however, against possible misunderstanding
of this term. One should not anticipate straightforward and decisive resolution of meta-
physical disputes by the outcomes of experiments. We know, in fact, that laboratory
tests alone do not settle without careful conceptual analysis even those problems which
are commonly classified as scientific, and a fortiori such analysis is indispensable in
coming to grips with metaphysical problems. (A. Shimony, [103, p. 29])
The moral is, it seems to me, that scientists who constructed quantum mechanics
did exactly as much as we – or science – needs. It is possible to gain greater insight
into the structure of that theory [...]. It is not possible to reach independent insight into
the “fundamental” structure of nature and to illuminate quantum theory by viewing it
sub specie that structure. But then, that is not needed. There does not have to be a
reason for everything. (B. van Fraassen, [130, p. 113])
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Re´sume´
Les the´ories physiques classiques peuvent eˆtre interpre´te´es comme repre´sentant le monde
comme constitue´ de syste`mes characterise´s par des proprie´te´s bien de´finies, et interagissant
de fac¸on causale, locale, et de´terministe. Il est bien connu que la me´canique quantique
orthodoxe, qui se trouve eˆtre par ailleurs une de nos the´ories les mieux confirme´es, ne peut
pas eˆtre interpre´te´e dans les termes du cadre classique de´crit ci-dessus. Les the´ore`mes de type
Bell, and les expe´riences qui y sont associe´es, ont aggrave´ la situation en rendant une telle
interpre´tation impossible. Au de´but des anne´es soixante, John Bell a de´montre´ que toute
the´orie repre´sentant son domaine dans les termes du cadre classique ci-dessus satisfait une
se´rie d’ine´galite´s, les ine´galite´s de Bell. L’expe´rience montre que les phe´nome`nes quantiques
violent ces ine´galite´s. Par un simple modus tollens, il suit de ceci qu’aucune the´orie qui
repre´sente le monde en termes classiques ne peut eˆtre compatible avec tous les phe´nome`nes
quantiques.
Certains physiciens ont de´veloppe´ des the´ories alternatives a` la the´orie quantique or-
thodoxe, the´ories dont les interpre´tations associe´es abandonnent au moins une des car-
acte´ristiques du cadre classique. Les philosophes s’efforcent d’interpre´ter ce re´sultat, i.e.
s’efforcent de comprendre a` quoi peut ressembler le monde s’il est vrai que les interac-
tions causales entre les syste`mes physiques sont soit non-locales, soit non-de´terministes, ou
bien que ces syste`mes physiques ne posse`dent pas de proprie´te´s de´finies. Cette ligne de
pense´e a atteint son apoge´e avec la “me´taphysique expe´rimentale” qui s’est de´veloppe´e apre`s
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que la violation des ine´galite´s de Bell par l’expe´rience a e´te´ observe´e. Les de´fenseurs de la
me´taphysique expe´rimentale soutiennent que l’on peut tirer des conclusions me´taphysiques de
nos meilleures the´ories et des expe´riences qui leur sont associe´es. L’interpre´tation orthodoxe
est que les expe´riences de type Bell nous forcent a` accepter certaines formes d’interactions
non-locales, et peut-eˆtre non causales, au niveau fondamental.
Dans cette the`se, j’e´value dans quelle mesure l’investigation philosophique de nos meilleures
the´ories scientifiques peut nous aider a` de´cider de quoi est fait le monde au niveau fonda-
mental. J’e´tudie cette question en conside´rant le domaine quantique, et en particulier les
phe´nome`nes de type Bell. Mes conclusions vont dans le sens d’une vue plus modeste du
roˆle possible de la philosophie de la physique que celle que les programmes de me´taphysique
expe´rimentale sugge`rent.
Dans une premie`re partie, j’e´tudie le roˆle que la philosophie de la physique peut le´gitimement
jouer dans le de´veloppement et l’e´valuation des diffe´rentes theories quantiques. Je sou-
tiens que le roˆle de la philosophie de la physique ne consiste pas a` imposer des crite`res
d’acceptabilite´ pour les the´ories physiques en plus des crite`res usuels de cohe´rence interne et
d’ade´quation empirique. Un roˆle a` la fois important et le´gitime que peut jouer la philosophie
de la physique consiste a` distinguer clairement, pour nos the´ories et leurs interpre´tations,
d’un coˆte´ ce qui est impose´ par les phe´nome`nes et les the´ories, et de l’autre ce qui rele`vent
de nos choix et pre´fe´rences. Je soutiens enfin qu’un tel travail de distinction peut se faire
sur la base de l’analyse structurelle de nos the´ories et de nos mode`les de donne´es.
Dans la seconde partie de la the`se, j’e´tudie spe´cifiquement le cas de l’interpre´tation des
the´ore`mes de Bell et des expe´riences associe´es. J’e´value syste´matiquement l’interpre´tation
orthodoxe selon laquelle les re´sultats de ces expe´riences nous forcent a` accepter une forme
“be´nigne” de non-localite´, “be´nigne” parce que de type non-causal. Je montre que l’interpre´tation
orthodoxe comprend trois the`ses distinctes, la premie`re portant sur la question de la localite´,
la seconde portant sur la question de la causalite´ et la troisie`me concernant le holisme, cette
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dernie`re dependant directement de la deuxie`me. Je fournis des cadres the´oriques rigoureux
afin d’e´valuer les deux premie`res the`ses. Le re´sultat de mon analyse concernant la question
de la localite´ est que l’interpre´tation orthodoxe peut eˆtre de´fendue. En revanche, concernant
les questions de causalite´, je montre qu’aucun des cadres the´oriques existant ne permet de
soutenir l’interpre´tation orthodoxe comprise dans sa version me´taphysique forte. Puisque la
the`se concernant la causalite´ ne peut eˆtre soutenue, la dernie`re the`se, concernant le holisme,
ne le peut non plus. Dans les deux cas cependant, une version faible peut cependant eˆtre
de´fendue. En particulier, un re´sultat important de ma the`se est que l’interpre´tation ortho-
doxe peut eˆtre de´fendue rigoureusement au niveau empirique.
17
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Abstract
It so happens that classical physical theories can be interpreted as a representation of
local, deterministic, causal interactions between systems with definite properties. Orthodox
quantum theory, which happens to be one of our most experimentally well-confirmed theories,
is notoriously resistant to being interpreted in terms of the above framework. Bell-type
theorems and Bell-type experiments have made such an interpretation impossible. In the
early sixties, John Bell demonstrated that any theory that represents its domain in terms of
the above framework satisfies a set of inequalities, the so-called Bell inequalities. Experiments
on quantum phenomena violate Bell-type inequalities. By a simple modus tollens, the upshot
is that no theory that includes all the elements of the above framework can give an account
of all quantum phenomena.
Philosophers have been trying to interpret this result, that is, to understand what the
world might be like if it is true that physical interactions between systems are non-local,
or non-deterministic, or that physical systems do not possess definite properties. This line
of thought found its climax in program of “experimental metaphysics” that developed after
the violation of Bell-type inequalities was observed. Experimental metaphysics consists in
deriving metaphysical conclusions from the Bell-type experimental results. The mainstream
interpretation of this work is that Bell-type experiments force us to accept the existence of
some form non-local and perhaps non-causal processes at the ontological level.
In my dissertation, I assess to what extent philosophical investigation can help us decide
19
what the world is like on the basis of our best physical theories, from the point of view
of the quantum domain and with an emphasis on Bell-type phenomena. My conclusions
point to a more modest view on the possible achievements of philosophy of physics than the
experimental metaphysics program would have us believe.
In the first part of my dissertation, I investigate what role philosophy of physics can
legitimately hope to play in the development and evaluation of various accounts of quantum
phenomena. I claim that it is not the role of philosophy of physics to impose criteria of
acceptability on physical theories, in addition to coherence and empirical adequacy. By
contrast, I take in my dissertation that the legitimate role of philosophy of physics is to
clearly determine what is imposed by the phenomena and our best theories from what is a
matter of preference on the basis of the structural analysis of the phenomena and theories.
In the second part of my dissertation, I turn to the more specific case of the interpretation
of Bell-type theorems and Bell-type phenomena. I undertake a systematic examination of
the mainstream interpretation, according to which Bell-type phenomena force us to accept
a form of non-locality, but a form that we can consider benign because it is of a non-causal
type. I show that the mainstream interpretation includes three claims, one about locality,
another about causation and a last one about holism. I utilize rigorous theories of locality
and causality in order to assess these three claims. On the one hand, the upshot of my
analysis is that the claim about locality can be supported by a rigorous theory of locality.
On the other hand, neither of the types of theories of probabilistic causation available can
support the claims of the mainstream interpretation about causality when it is construed
as a strong program of experimental metaphysics yielding conclusions about the ontology
of the world. That said, weakened versions of the mainstream interpretation, those that do
without conclusions about the ontology of the world, can be made compatible with both
types of theories of probabilistic causality. In particular, the mainstream interpretation can
be rigorously supported if its claims are restricted to the empirical level.
20
Introduction – Franc¸ais
Un the´orie physique consiste en un appareil mathe´matique, le formalisme, accompagne´
de certaines re`gles de correspondance minimales, qui indiquent comment appliquer le for-
malisme a` certaines situations physiques, et donc comment user du formalisme pour faire
des pre´dictions empiriques. Si les the´orie physiques sont minimalement pourvues de re`gles
de correspondance, elle ne sont cependant en ge´ne´ral pas pourvues d’une interpre´tation.
Interpre´ter une the´orie consiste a` dire a` quoi le monde peut ressembler si cette the´orie est
vraie. Proposer une interpre´tation consiste essentiellement a` proposer une ontologie fonda-
mentale pour la the´orie et a` indiquer comment de cette ontologie surgit le monde tel qu’il
nous apparaˆıt. Une theorie interpre´te´e est ge´ne´ralement suppose´e nous offrir une meilleure
compre´hension de la fabrique du monde – dans les limites du domaine de la the´orie, au
niveau fondamental comme au niveau des apparences.
Il se trouve que les the´ories physiques classiques peuvent eˆtre interpre´te´es comme repre´sen-
tant le monde en termes d’inte´ractions causales a` la fois locales et de´terministes entre des
syste`mes characterise´s par des proprie´te´s bien de´finies. Il est bien connu que la me´canique
quantique orthodoxe, qui se trouve eˆtre par ailleurs une de nos the´ories les mieux confirme´es
expe´rimentalement, ne peut pas eˆtre interpre´te´e comme les the´ories classiques. Les the´ore`mes
de type Bell, and les expe´riences qui y sont associe´es, ont aggrave´ la situation en montrant
qu’une telle interpre´tation est litte´ralement impossible. Au de´but des anne´es soixante, John
Bell a en effet de´montre´ que toute the´orie repre´sentant son domaine en termes classiques sat-
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isfait une se´rie d’ine´galite´s, les ine´galite´s de Bell. L’expe´rience montre que les phe´nome`nes
quantiques violent ces ine´galite´s. Par un simple modus tollens, il suit qu’aucune the´orie
qui de´crit le monde en termes classiques ne peut eˆtre compatible avec tous les phe´nome`nes
quantiques.
Dans de telles circonstances, certains sont tente´ d’adopter un point de vue quasi-intrumentalis-
te. Le formalisme de la the´orie quantique est alors conc¸u comme repre´sentant notre con-
naissance des phe´nome`nes, et non les phe´nome`nes eux-meˆmes. De nombreux physiciens
et philosophes ne se satisfont cependant pas de la voie quasi-instrumentaliste. Au lieu de
cela, des physiciens ont de´veloppe´ des the´ories alternatives a` la the´orie quantique ortho-
doxe, the´ories dont les interpre´tations abandonnent au moins une des characte´ristiques du
cadre classique: localite´, determinisme, proprie´te´s de´finies. Les philosophes s’efforcent alors
d’interpre´ter ces nouvelles the´ories, i.e. s’efforcent de comprendre a` quoi peut ressembler le
monde s’il est vrai que les interactions entre les syste`mes physiques sont soit non-locales,
soit non-de´terministes, ou bien que ces syste`mes physiques ne posse`dent pas de proprie´te´s
de´finies. Cette ligne de pense´e a atteint son apoge´e avec la “me´taphysique expe´rimentale” qui
s’est de´veloppe´e apre`s que la violation des ine´galite´s de Bell par l’expe´rience a e´te´ observe´e.
Le programme de la me´taphysique expe´rimentale est fonde´ sur l’ide´e que nous pouvons
de´river des conclusions me´taphysiques des expe´riences de type Bell. L’interpre´tation la plus
commune, que j’appelle l’interpre´tation orthodoxe, est que les expe´riences de type Bell nous
forcent a` accepter certaines formes d’interactions non-locales, et peut-eˆtre non causales, au
niveau fondamental.
Dans cette the`se, je m’attache a` la question ge´ne´rale de savoir dans quelle mesure
l’investigation philosophique de nos meilleures the´ories scientifiques et des expe´riences as-
socie´es peut nous informer de ce que peut eˆtre le monde au niveau fondamental. J’e´tudie
cette question en conside´rant le domaine quantique, et en particulier les phe´nome`nes de
type Bell. Mes conclusions vont dans le sens d’une vue plus modeste du roˆle possible de
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la philosophie de la physique que celle que les programmes de me´taphysique expe´rimentale
sugge`rent.
Dans la premie`re partie, j’e´tudie le roˆle que la philosophie de la physique peut le´gitimement
jouer dans le de´veloppement et l’e´valuation des diffe´rentes theories quantiques. Je commence
par pre´senter brie`vement ces the´ories et leurs interpre´tations: la the´orie de Bohm, les the´ories
des mondes multiples, et les the´ories du type GRW (Ghirardi, Rimini, Weber). J’explique
que de ces the´ories, munies de leur interpre´tations, abandonnent chacune un des e´le´ments du
cadre classique pre´sente´ ci-dessus. Respectivement: la localite´, la de´finition des proprie´te´s,
ou bien l’e´volution de´terministique. Etant donne´ que ces the´ories sont chacune cohe´rente et
toutes empiriquement e´quivalentes (dans les limites actuelles d’expe´rimentation), il semble
que nous ne posse´dons pas de crite`re de choix satisfaisant.
Certains ont avance´ l’hypothe`se qu’un tel crite`re de choix pourrait re´sider dans le degre´
de compre´hensibilite´ de ces the´ories munies de leur interpre´tation. Je montre que ce n’est
pas le cas dans le second chapitre de la the`se. Je prends pour point de de´part l’analyse
de la compre´hension des the´ories par de Regt et Dieks. Je soutiens que leur analyse est
incomple`te. Je de´fends que la compre´hensibilite´ d’une the´orie interpre´te´e est la combinaison
de la compre´hensibilite´ de la the´orie et de celle de l’interpre´tation. J’utilise mon analyse de la
compre´hensibilite´ pour comparer deux the´ories interpre´te´es concurrentes: la the´orie de Bohm
et les the´ories des mondes multiples. Je montre que comparer la relative compre´hensibilite´
de ces dernie`res ne permet pas de faire notre choix entre les deux. Je soutiens de plus que
la compre´hensibilite´ est en ge´ne´ral un crite`re de choix faible entre the´ories interpre´te´es, ceci
simplement parce que la compre´hensibilite´ d’une the´orie et/ou de son interpre´tation n’a rien
a` voir avec la ve´rite´ de cette the´orie et/ou de son interpre´tation, ce qui, au moins ide´alement,
reste notre but quand nous forgeons des the´ories.
A la lumie`re de ces arguments, je soutiens que le roˆle de la philosophie de la physique
ne consiste pas a` imposer des crite`res d’acceptabilite´ pour les the´ories physiques en plus des
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crite`res usuels de cohe´rence interne et d’ade´quation empirique. Un roˆle a` la fois important
et le´gitime que peut cependant jouer la philosophie de la physique consiste a` distinguer
clairement, pour nos the´ories et leurs interpre´tations, ce qui est impose´ par les phe´nome`nes
et les the´ories de ce que rele`vent de nos choix et pre´fe´rences. Je soutiens qu’un tel travail de
distinction peut se faire sur la base de l’analyse structurelle de nos the´ories et de nos mode`les
de donne´es. Je conclus la premie`re partie de cette the`se en soutenant qu’une version modeste
de la conception se´mantique des the´ories scientifiques fournit un outil approprie´ pour une telle
analyse, du fait qu’elle de´finit clairement les notions de structure et de relation structurelle.
Je de´fends la conception se´mantique contre les critiques re´centes qui lui ont e´te´ re´cemment
adresse´es dans la literature. Ces critiques reposent sur l’ide´e que les mode`les scientifiques ne
sont pas des mode`les logiques et vice versa. Je soutiens que ces critiques ne tiennent que sous
une interpre´tation forte de la conception se´mantique, une interpre´tation qui plus n’est pas
fide`le au projet initial tel qu’il a e´te´ de´fini et de´veloppe´ par Suppes depuis les anne´es soixante.
Je propose une interpre´tation modeste de la conception se´mantique, and montre que, sous
cette interpre´tation modeste, la conception se´mantique est un programme de recherche non
seulement tenable mais encore prometteur pour l’analyse des the´ories scientifiques.
Dans la seconde partie de la the`se, j’e´tudie spe´cifiquement le cas de l’interpre´tation des
the´ore`mes de Bell et des expe´riences associe´es. J’e´value syste´matiquement l’interpre´tation
orthodoxe selon laquelle les re´sultats de ces expe´riences nous forcent a` accepter une forme
“be´nigne” de non-localite´, “be´nigne” parce que de type non-causal. Cette interpre´tation
repose sur une distinction que Jarrett et Shimony ont faite entre deux notions de localite´ –
inde´pendence vis a` vis des re´sultats vs. inde´pendence vis a` vis des parame`tres, OI et PI, re-
spectivement (pour Outcome independence et Parameter Independence) – qui conjointement
impliquent la notion de localite´ qui permet la de´rivation des ine´galite´s de Bell. Il suit de
cette analyse que les phe´mone`nes de type Bell ne nous forcent a` abandonner qu’une seule de
ces formes de localite´. Jarrett et Shimony soutiennent que les violations de OI, quand PI est
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respecte´e, correspondent a` une forme be´nigne de non-localite´. Cette forme be´nigne de non-
localite´ a e´te´ subse´quemment interpre´te´e en termes d’interactions non-causales indicatrice
d’une forme de holisme.
Dans ma the`se, j’entrepends un examen syste´matique de l’interpre´tation orthodoxe. Dans
le chapitre 4, je pre´sente en de´tails l’interpre´tation orthodoxe et ma strate´gie d’analyse pour
les chapitres a` suivre. Je commence par montrer que l’interpre´tation orthodoxe comprends
trois the`ses diffe´rentes. La premie`re the`se porte sur la question de la localite´: les violations PI
indiquent l’existence d’un processus non-local sous-jacent, mais non les violations de OI. La
seconde the`se porte sur la question de la causalite´: les violations de PI indiquent l’existence
d’un lien causal sous-jacent, mais non les violations de OI. La troisie`me the`se consiste a`
interpre´ter ce lien non-causal en termes de holisme. Cette dernie`re the`se ne peut tenir que
si la seconde tient e´galement.
Une difficulte´ surgit quand on tente d’e´valuer ces trois the`ses du fait que, dans la
litte´rature, la localite´ et la causalite´ sont characte´rise´es en termes de restrictions sur les
distributions de probabilite´s conditionnelles. Ceci provient probablement de l’analyse de
la causalite´ en termes de probabilite´s conditionnelles par Reichenbach et d’une association
douteuse entre processus causaux et processus locaux. Il n’est pourtant pas clair que la
the´orie des probabilite´s conditionnelles a` elle seule constitue un cadre ade´quat pour discuter
les questions de localite´ et de causalite´. Ma strate´gie dans cette the`se est de fournir des
cadres the´oriques rigoureux de discussion, pour la localite´ et pour la causalite´, afin d’e´valuer
rigoureusement dans quelle mesure l’interpre´tation orthodoxe peut eˆtre soutenue.
Avant de fournir ma propre analyse de l’interpre´tation orthodoxe cependant, je de´dis
un chapitre entier aux travaux de Arthur Fine sur le sujet. Ceci parce que Fine a critique´
l’interpre´tation orthodoxe de fac¸on constante. Je distingue trois strate´gies d’argumentation
utilise´es par Fine, et je montre qu’aucune de ces strate´gies n’est concluante. L’une de ces
strate´gies est de soutenir qu’il existe une pre´misse cache´e dans les de´rivations usuelles des
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ine´galite´s de Bell, a` savoir la de´finition de certaines probabilite´s jointes. Si cela est vrai, alors
tout ce que la violation des ine´galite´s de Bell nous contraint de conclure est que le monde
ne peut pas eˆtre repre´sente´ par des the´ories dans lesquelles ces probabilite´s jointes sont bien
de´finies. Cette premie`re strate´gie d’argumentation e´choue du fait qu’elle ne s’applique qu’a`
une classe restreinte de mode`les depuis lesquels des ine´galite´s de Bell peuvent eˆtre de´rive´es,
a` savoir les mode`les non-contextuels, tandis que des mode´les contextuels restent viables.
La seconde ligne d’argumentation de Fine est de faire usage de ses mode`les en prisme, qui
sont des mode`les locaux pour les expe´riences de type Bell. Fine tente d’utiliser l’existence
de ces mode`les comme une preuve de facto que la localite´ n’est pas ne´ce´ssairement viole´e par
tous les mode`les des probabilite´s quantiques. Cet argument ne tient pas parce que les mode`les
en prisme sont certes des mode`les des expe´riences actuelles mais non pas des mode`les de la
me´canique quantique elle-meˆme. Dans les mode`les en prisme, certains syste`mes quantiques
ne re´pondent pas a` certains contextes de mesure. Ceci contredit la me´canique quantique,
qui pre´dit que les syste`mes quantiques re´pondent a` tous types de mesures.
La dernie`re strate´gie mise en place par Fine consiste a` soutenir que l’ensemble d’hypothe`ses
utilise´ pour les de´rivations des ine´galite´s de Bell est inconsistent, de sorte que la contradic-
tion obtenue a` la fin ne devrait pas surprendre. Je montre que ceci n’est vrai que sous
une hypothe`se forte concernant le status ontologique des probabilite´s. Cette hypothe`se est
controverse´e et Fine ne fournit pas d’argument en sa faveur, de sorte que cette dernie`re
strate´gie e´choue e´galement. Ma conclusion est donc que les arguments de´veloppe´s par Fine
contre l’interpre´tation orthodoxe ne sont pas concluants.
Je de´veloppe ma propre analyse de l’interpre´tation orthodoxe dans les deux derniers
chapitres. Je commence par la question de la localite´. Logiquement, une de´finition de
la localite´ devrait eˆtre intimement lie´e a` la structure spatiotemporelle dans laquelle les
e´ve´nements conside´re´s sont inclus. Prima facie, des restrictions sur les distributions de
probabilite´s conditionnelles n’indiquent pas a` elles seules comment les e´ve´nements sont in-
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clus dans une structure spatiotemporelle. Je propose un cadre spatiotemporel rigoureux
dans lequel j’e´tudie la question de savoir si PI et OI (inde´pendence vis a` vis des parame`tres
et inde´pendence vis a` vis des re´sultats, respectivement) sont des conditions de localite´. Je
montre que la version stochastique de la localite´ Einsteinienne applique´e aux situations de
type Bell implique PI mais non OI. Il re´sulte de cela que, dans le cadre the´orique choisi,
l’interpre´tation orthodoxe est tenable concernant les the`ses sur la localite´.
Afin d’e´valuer les the`ses de l’interpre´tation orthodoxe concernant la causalite´, je fais appel
a` deux the´ories de causalite´ probabilistes, a` savoir, les the´ories manipulabilistes (MTPC) et
les the´ories spatiotemporelles (STPC) de la causalite´. J’utilise ces the´ories afin de de´terminer
si les violations de PI et/ou de OI indiquent des liens causaux sous jacents. Je montre
que, sous une application stricte des MTPC, un argument satisfaisant peut eˆtre de´veloppe´
en faveur de la the`se selon laquelle les violations de PI, mais non pas les violations de
OI (tandis que PI est respecte´e), correspondent a` l’existence d’un lien causal, mais ceci
uniquement au niveau empirique. Tout ce que l’on peut conclure de l’application des MTPC
aux phe´nome`nes de Bell est que, contrairement aux violations de PI, les violations de OI,
quand PI est respecte´e, n’indiquent pas de lien causal qui ait de conse´quences empiriques.
Ceci est loin d’eˆtre suffisant pour la me´taphysical expe´rimentale, mais pourrait cependant
contenter de nombreux physiciens and philosophes.
Les STPC fournissent une the´orie me´taphysique de la causalite´ et pourraient sembler
prometteuses. Je montre cependant que sous une application stricte des STPC, l’interpre´tation
orthodoxe n’est pas tenable. Ceci dit, je montre que, conside´rant une version ame´liore´e des
STPC, il devient possible de de´fendre une version faible de l’interpre´tation orthodoxe, selon
laquelle les violations de PI sont indicatrices d’un lien causal sous-jacent, tandis que les
violations de OI indiquent seulement que nous devrions conside´rer les deux sous-syste`mes
comme des parties d’un unique syste`me.
Le re´sultat de mon analyse est qu’aucune des the´ories de la causalite´ conside´re´es ne per-
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met de soutenir la version forte de l’interpre´tation orthodoxe comprise comme me´taphysique
expe´rimentale. Conside´rant que Butterfield a montre´ que cette interpre´tation ne tient pas
non plus dans les the´ories contrefactuelles de la causalite´ telle que propose´es par Lewis, le
re´sultat est que la version forte de l’interpre´tation orthodoxe ne tient dans aucune des the´ories
de la causalite´ actuelles.Dans les deux cas cependant, une version faible peut eˆtre de´fendue.
En particulier, un re´sultat important de cette the`se est que l’interpre´tation orthodoxe peut
eˆtre de´fendue rigoureusement au niveau empirique.
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Introduction – English
A physical theory consists in a mathematical apparatus, the so-called formalism, along
with some basic correspondence rules that indicate how to apply the formalism to certain
physical situations, thus allowing us to make empirical predictions. To provide a physical
theory with an interpretation is to give an account of what the world could be like if the
theory was true. An interpretation primarily consists in an articulation of the fundamental
ontology associated with the physical theory, as well as an indication of how the appearances
emerge from the proposed fundamental ontology. An interpreted physical theory is commonly
taken to give us some understanding of what the physical world might be like and how it
appears to us the way it does, within the domain of application of the theory.
It so happens that classical physical theories can be interpreted as a representation of
local, deterministic, causal interactions between systems with definite properties. Orthodox
quantum theory, which happens to be one of our most experimentally well-confirmed theories,
is notoriously resistant to being interpreted in terms of the above framework. Bell-type
theorems and Bell-type experiments have made such an interpretation almost impossible.
In the early sixties, John Bell demonstrated that any theory that represents its domain in
terms of the above framework satisfies a set of inequalities, the so-called Bell inequalities.
Experiments on quantum phenomena violate Bell-type inequalities. By a simple modus
tollens, the upshot is that no theory that includes all the elements of the above framework
can give an account of all quantum phenomena.
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Given this situation, one response is to adopt a quasi-instrumentalist point of view. The
formalism of quantum theory can be taken to represent our knowledge of the phenomena,
rather than the phenomena. Many physicists and philosophers do not content themselves
such a view. Physicists have developed alternative accounts of quantum phenomena, in
which at least one element of the framework above is abandoned. Philosophers have been
trying to interpret this result, that is, to understand what the world might be like if it
is true that physical interactions between systems are non-local, or non-deterministic, or
physical systems do not possess definite properties. This line of thought has found its climax
in the program of “experimental metaphysics” that developed after the violation of Bell-
type inequalities was observed. Experimental metaphysics consists in deriving metaphysical
conclusions from the Bell-type experimental results. The mainstream interpretation is that
Bell-type experiments force us to accept the existence of some form non-local and perhaps
non-causal processes at the ontological level.
In my dissertation, I assess to what extent philosophical investigation can help us decide
what the world is like on the basis of our best physical theories, from the point of view
of the quantum domain and with an emphasis on Bell-type phenomena. My conclusions
point to a more modest view on the possible achievements of philosophy of physics than the
experimental metaphysics program would lead us to believe.
In Part I of my dissertation, I investigate what role philosophy of physics can legitimately
hope to play in the development and evaluation of various accounts of the quantum phe-
nomena. In the first chapter, I begin by briefly presenting these accounts: Many Worlds
Theories, Bohm-type theories and GRW collapse theories, explaining how each gives up one
of the elements of the framework presented above: definite properties, locality, or determin-
istic evolution, respectively. Given the internal coherence of, and the empirical equivalence
(up to our current experimental capabilities) of these accounts, we do not seem to possess
good reasons to favor one of these interpreted theories over others.
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Some have claimed that the degree to which an interpreted theory is understandable
could be used as a good criterion of choice between interpreted theories. In Chapter 2, I
argue against such a view. I begin with the de Regt-Dieks analysis of understandability of
a theory. I argue that their analysis is incomplete. I propose that the understandability of
an interpreted theory is the combination of the understandability of its theory as well as
the understandability of its interpretation. I use my extended analysis of understandability
to compare two competing interpreted theories: Bohm’s theory and Many-World theory. I
argue that understandability does not provide a means to decide between the two. Moreover,
I argue that understandability is in general a weak criterion of choice for interpreted theories
because it has nothing to do with the truth of a theory, which remains, even ideally, our goal
when constructing theories.
In the light of the foregoing, I claim that it is not the role of philosophy of physics to
impose criteria of acceptability on physical theories, in addition to coherence and empirical
adequacy. In particular, it is not the role of philosophy of physics to impose such criteria on
the basis of contingent features of human cognition. By contrast, I take in my dissertation
that the legitimate role of philosophy of physics is to clearly determine what is imposed by
the phenomena and our best theories from what is a matter of preference on the basis of
the structural analysis of the phenomena and theories. I argue in Chapter 3 that a modest
version of the semantic view of scientific theories, in so far as it offers clear definitions of
structure and of structural relationship, constitutes the appropriate tool for such structural
analysis. In defense of the semantic view, I address the criticisms recently leveled against
the semantic view in the literature, that scientific models are not logical models and vice
versa. I argue that such criticisms rely on a strong interpretation of the semantic view, an
interpretation that is arguably unfaithful to the initial project, as defined and developed
by Suppes since the sixties. I propose a modest interpretation of the semantic view, and
show that the modest version of the semantic view is both tenable and a promising research
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program for the analysis of scientific theories.
In the second part of my dissertation, I turn to the more specific case of the interpretation
of Bell-type theorems and Bell-type phenomena. I assess the mainstream interpretation
according to which Bell-type phenomena force us to accept a form of non-locality, but a
form that we can consider benign because it is of a non-causal type. The mainstream
interpretation relies on a distinction that Jarrett and Shimony have drawn between two
notions of locality – outcome independence and parameter independence – which together
imply the notion of locality from which Bell-type inequalities are derivable. Given this
analysis of locality, Bell-type phenomena force us to give up only one of these two forms of
locality. Jarrett and Shimony claim that failure of outcome independence, when parameter
independence holds, corresponds to a benign form of non-locality. Such a benign form of
non-locality has been further interpreted in terms of non-causal interaction indicating some
sort of holism.
In my dissertation, I undertake a systematic examination of the mainstream interpreta-
tion. In Chapter 4, I present the mainstream interpretation and my strategy of analysis. I
begin by arguing that the mainstream interpretation includes three different claims. A first
claim concerns the issue of locality: parameter independence is a locality condition, while
failure of outcome independence is not (PI-LOC). A second claim concerns the issue of cau-
sation: failure of parameter independence is indicative of a causal underlying process, while
failure of outcome independence is not (¬PI-CAUS). The third claim consists in interpreting
the failure of outcome independence in this situation as a form of holism (¬OI-HOL). Hence,
the third claim cannot stand if the second does not.
When it comes to assess these three claims, a difficulty arises from the fact that, in the
Bell literature, locality and causation are solely characterized in terms of restrictions on
conditional probability distributions over events. Such a focus on probability distributions
seems to be a remnant of Reichenbach’s analysis of causation in terms of probability distri-
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butions and a challengeable association of local and causal processes. Additionally, it is not
clear that the framework of conditional probabilities (alone) is appropriate for dealing with
the issues of locality or causality. My strategy in my dissertation is to utilize rigorous theo-
ries of locality and probabilistic causation in order to assess to what extent the mainstream
interpretation can be rigorously supported.
Before I give my own analysis however, I devote an entire chapter to the work Bell-type
theorems and Bell-type phenomena by Arthur Fine (Chapter 5). This is because Fine has
been constantly challenging the mainstream interpretation for the last twenty-five years. I
distinguish between three different strategies in Fine uses to argue his point. I show that
none of these strategies is successful.
One of his strategies is to claim that there exists a hidden assumption in the framework
from which Bell-type inequalities are usually derived, namely, the definition of some joint
probabilities. If true, then all we had to conclude from the violation of Bell-type inequalities
is that the world cannot be represented by theories in which these joint probabilities are well
defined. This first strategy of argument fails because it concerns only a restricted class of
frameworks for the derivation of Bell-type inequalities, namely, non-contextual frameworks,
and contextual frameworks are possible.
A second line of argument makes use of Fine’s famous Prism Models, which are local
models for Bell-type experiments. Fine hopes to use the existence of his models as a de facto
proof that locality does not have to fail in models of quantum phenomena. In short, this
argument fails because Prism Models are models of the actual experiments and not models of
quantum mechanics. Within Prism Models, some quantum systems will not respond to some
measurements. This is in contradiction with quantum theory, which predicts that quantum
systems will always respond to measurements.
Fine’s final strategy is to claim that the derivations of Bell-type inequalities starts with an
inconsistent set of assumptions, so that the final contradiction is not surprising. I show that
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this is only true under a strong assumption about the ontological status of probabilities.
Such an assumption is controversial and unsupported, Fine’s last strategy of argument is
unsuccessful. At the end of the day, Fine’s arguments to dismiss the importance of Bell-type
theorems and Bell-type phenomena are not conclusive: Bell-type theorems and phenomena
are intriguing and deserve our attention.
In the last two chapters of the dissertation, I give my own analysis of the mainstream
interpretation. Chapter 6 deals with the issue of (PI-LOC). Arguably, a definition of locality
should be intimately related to the spacetime structure that events are embedded in. Prima
facie, restrictions on conditional probability distributions do not alone indicate how events are
embedded within a spacetime structure. I propose a rigorous spacetime framework in which
I assess whether or not parameter and outcome independence are locality conditions. I show
that a rigorous argument can be given to the effect that the stochastic version of Einstein
Locality entails parameter independence but not outcome independence. The upshot is that
a rigorous argument can be made in favor of (PI-LOC).
In order to examine the causal relationships in Bell-type experiments I utilize two the-
ories of probabilistic causation; namely, manipulability theories of causation (MTPC) and
spacetime theories of causation (STPC). I use these theories to determine whether or not
failure of outcome independence and parameter independence are indicative of underlying
causal interactions.
I show that under a strict application of MTPC, a good argument can be made in
favor of (¬PI-CAUS), but only at the empirical level. Failure of parameter independence is
indicative of a causal link with empirical consequences, but failure of outcome independence
is not indicative of any causal link which can manifest itself as the empirical level. So MTPC
support the idea of‘ “peaceful coexistence” between models of quantum phenomena in which
only outcome independence is violated while parameter independence holds and Relativity
(if Relativity is taken to forbid superluminal causation) at the empirical level, but leave
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open what the world is like behind the phenomena. This is far from supporting any kind of
“experimental metaphysics” but still could content many physicists and philosophers.
STPC provide a more metaphysically oriented account of causation. However, we show
that under a strict application of STPC, the mainstream interpretation fails. That said,
I argue that under a refined version of the spacetime theories of probabilistic causation,
some plausibility arguments can be made in favor of a weakened version of the traditional
interpretation, according to which failure of parameter independence is to be regarded as
indicative of a causal interaction between the parameters and the outcomes, while failure
of outcome independence indicates that we should regard the two subsystems as parts of a
single unified system.
Given that Butterfield has proved elsewhere that the mainstream interpretation fails
within the counterfactual theories of probabilistic causation a` la Lewis, the upshot of my
analysis is thus that neither of types of theories of probabilistic causation available can
support the mainstream interpretation construed as a strong program of experimental meta-
physics. That said, it is shown weakened versions of (¬PI-CAUS) and (¬OI-HOL) can be
made compatible with some theories of probabilistic causation. In particular, an important
result of this dissertation is that the mainstream interpretation can be rigorously supported
if its claims are restricted to the empirical level.
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Part I
Understanding quantum phenomena
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Chapter 1
Three ways of understanding
quantum phenomena
1.1 Introduction
Most of us take it that our best physical theories give us some understanding of how the
world works and of what it is made of. This of course, is assuming that we can understand
these theories.1 Concerning quantum phenomena, however, it is a common claim, say, a
claim that everybody has heard from unphilosophically-minded physics professors in under-
graduate classes, that quantum phenomena are not really understandable, even if quantum
physics is one of the most empirically well confirmed and most successful theories. The con-
trast class here is classical phenomena which supposed to be understandable. Further, it is
usually added that this situation is not a problem because all we ask from quantum theory
is that it makes correct predictions about quantum phenomena, not that it gives us any
kind of fundamental account of the quantum domain. This is to say that standard quantum
mechanics equipped with the so-called orthodox interpretation is not a fundamental theory.
1As we shall explain in Chapter 2, there are various ways in which an interpreted theory is understandable.
We do not need such an analysis in this chapter.
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Many philosophers and physicists however do not content themselves with such a quasi-
instrumentalist view. Physicists and philosophers have developed interpretations for quan-
tum mechanics as well as alternative theories for the quantum domain and interpretations
for those theories. Providing an interpretation of theory is to indicate what the world might
be like if the theory is true.
Many think it a legitimate role for philosophers to provide criteria of choice between
various (coherent and empirically adequate) accounts that would make it possible to choose
between the various ontologies associated with these theories. In this Part of the dissertation,
we shall deny this role for philosophers. We shall argue that a modest but legitimate role
for philosophers of physics is to determine what is imposed by the phenomena and our best
theories from what are matters of preference.
In order to do so, it is useful to lay the groundwork for alternative theories of quantum
physics and their interpretations. This is the burden of this chapter. In Section 1.2, we begin
by demonstrating that orthodox quantum mechanics does not qualify as a good candidate for
a fundamental theory because of the measurement problem. That said, orthodox quantum
mechanics is but one of many theories that we have today for the quantum domain. There
are other coherent and empirically adequate alternative accounts of quantum phenomena,
and we shall briefly describe three of them. Each of them give a different solution to the
measurement problem. We shall describe these three alternatives in Section 1.3. Section 1.4
provides an outline for this first part of this dissertation.
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1.2 Orthodox quantum mechanics and the measure-
ment problem
1.2.1 The orthodox interpretation
From its inception, the interpretation of quantum mechanics has been the object of
debate. It is well known that Einstein and Shro¨dinger opposed the so-called “Copenhagen
interpretation”2 usually associated with Bohr and Heisenberg. Further, it is well known
that the debate raged within the Bohr Institute. At least as usually understood, followers
of Bohr defended a roughly neo-kantian view and Heisenberg defended a roughly positivist
view.3 von Neumann provided a rigorous axiomatization of the theory that was and has been
accepted by most working physicists.4 This framework provided a minimal interpretation is
what we shall call “orthodox quantum mechanics”.5
In orthodox quantum mechanics the pure states of a system are represented by unit-
length vectors (up to an overall phase factor) in the appropriate Hilbert space. The physical
properties of a system that one might observe are represented by projection operators in
the Hilbert space – the so-called observables. In general, systems do not possess definite
properties for all their observables: there is a special rule for ascribing properties to a
system, namely, the Eigenstate - Eigenvalue rule (E-E rule). The E-E rule tells us that a
system has the property corresponding to a given eigenvalue of a given observable if and only
if its quantum state is an eigenstate of the observable (more generally, if the corresponding
eigenprojection is given probability 1 by the quantum state). It is indeterminate otherwise.
2The name comes from the Institute for Theoretical Physics which Niels Bohr was the director in the
twenties – it was later renamed the Niels Bohr Institute. Under his direction, the Copenhagen Institute was
a major center of research for the formulation, development and interpretation of quantum mechanics.
3It is not the place here to give a precise account of these debates. For more details, see [76] and references
therein.
4[132].
5Note that we are not attempting to describe the so-called “Copenhagen Interpretation” of quantum
mechanics.
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Concerning the dynamics, two different kinds of interactions must be distinguished, for
which two different dynamical laws apply. As long as no measurement is performed on
a system, the dynamics is given by the Schro¨dinger equation. Such evolution is linear
and deterministic; it depends only on the Hamiltonian that describes the system. When a
measurement is made on the system, the dynamics is governed by the Collapse Postulate.
It states that upon measurement the state of the system collapses to one of the eigenstates
of the observable that was measured. Such evolution is non-linear and indeterministic.
So, the theory does not indicate which state a system is going to collapse to upon mea-
surement. In other words, the theory does not tell which definite property is going to be
observed after a measurement. That said, the theory gives the probabilities associated with
the various possible outcomes – by the Born Rule. The Born rule states that when a state is
written in the measurement basis, the probabilities of certain measurement results are given
by the square of the complex coefficients of the basis vectors corresponding to those results.
It should be stressed that the projection postulate and the Born rule are uncontroversial
as practical rules. Orthodox quantum mechanics is one of our best empirically confirmed
theories. Difficulties only emerge if one tries to interpret orthodox quantum mechanics as a
fundamental theory.
1.2.2 The measurement problem
In this subsection, we explain why orthodox quantum mechanics cannot be taken to be a
fundamental theory. There are at least two necessary criteria for a theory to be considered as
a candidate for a fundamental theory. A first criterion is that the theory gives a dynamical
account of all physical processes and interactions in its domain. In the case of quantum
mechanics, this includes measurement interactions. A second criterion is that the theory
saves the phenomena. This is simply to say that a theory can be considered fundamental only
if it rightly predicts what we observe. No claim is made here that these criteria are sufficient
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for a theory to be considered fundamental. These two criteria are minimal desiderata for a
theory to be a candidate fundamental theory, and a fortiori for a theory to be considered
as a (structurally, approximately etc., according to your own preferences in the debate over
scientific realism) true description of the world.
Orthodox quantum mechanics as characterized above cannot be a fundamental theory
because it does not provide a dynamical account of measurement interactions in the sense
that there are neither necessary nor sufficient conditions for defining exactly what a mea-
surement is, and hence, for the application of the two dynamics to a system. Moreover there
is no clear physical justification for why measurements should be treated as a special kind
of interaction. In Bell’s evocative words:
It would seem that the theory is exclusively concerned about ‘results of mea-
surement’ and has nothing to say about anything else. What exactly qualifies
some physical systems to play the role of ‘measurer’? Was the wave function
waiting to jump for thousands of millions of years until a single celled living crea-
ture appeared? Or did it have to wait a little longer, for some better qualified
system...with a PhD? If the theory is to apply to anything but highly idealized
laboratory operations, are we not obliged to admit that more or less ‘measurement
like’ processes are going on more or less all the time, more or less everywhere?
Do we not have jumping all the time?6
A natural move is to include measurement processes in the domain which is governed
by the Schro¨dinger equation. This is how the measurement problem emerges. Due to the
linearity of the Schro¨dinger equation, an interaction between two systems, one of which is
in a superposed state, results in a state of superposition for both systems. Importantly, the
pointer observable for the measurement device will be in a superposition state. It is uncon-
troversial that there is no ignorance interpretation for quantum superpositions whereby the
6[10].
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system could be viewed as really pointing to one particular outcome, though the formalism
does not indicate which. This is unfortunate because this is simply not what we seem to
observe at the macroscopic level. Experiments appear to have determinate outcomes. Just
adopting the Schro¨dinger evolution is thus not enough to show how one can recover the
phenomena.
Given this situation, one can attempt to resolve the problem of recovering the appearances
by utilizing the theory of decoherence. Decoherence theory provides a dynamical account
for the suppression of interference, at a certain level of description, through spontaneous
interaction with the environment, which is in agreement with Schro¨dinger evolution. It
is rather uncontroversial that decoherence is relevant to why observable properties appear
classical to us. It is, however, also uncontroversial that appealing to the theory of decoherence
does not solve the measurement problem at the fundamental level.7 As mentioned above,
it does not provide any new dynamics additional to the Schro¨dinger equation. Hence, by
linearity of the Schro¨dinger evolution, any enlarged system, which includes the apparatus
and the environment, ends up in a superposition state. Thus, even if decoherence theory
accounts for classical behavior at the level of the components, it does not suppress the
problem that the different components are superposed. By exactly the same argument as
the one used in stating the original measurement problem, a macroscopic physical system is
represented by a superposition state by the theory, a state for which there is no clear and
uncontroversial interpretation. To push the argument a little bit further, decoherence makes
things even worse since not only the apparatus, but also the environment and finally the
entire universe can end up being represented by a superposition state.
From the above, one can see that the measurement problem arises because orthodox
quantum mechanics holds the three following claims:
1. the wave function gives a complete description of any physical systems;
7For details on this, see for example [140] and [9].
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2. physical systems have definite properties given by the E-E rule;
3. the wave function evolves linearly and deterministically.
The measurement problem shows that no fundamental theory can include these three claims
together. Any theory of the quantum domain has to give up at least one of the above claims
in order to qualify as a candidate for a fundamental theory.
There are three different accounts of quantum phenomena that can be distinguished from
one another by which feature (1.,2., or 3. ) they give up.
• Bohm’s theory gives up 1., the idea that the wave function is a complete account of
physical systems;
• The Many-Worlds theories give up 2., the idea that physical systems have definite
properties at the fundamental level;
• GRW theories8 give up 3., the idea that the wave function evolves linearly and deter-
ministically.
We shall briefly describe these three ways of understanding quantum phenomena in the
following section.
1.3 Three ways of understanding quantum phenomena
Arguably, all three theories mentioned above solve the measurement problem. They give
three different accounts which are both coherent and empirically equivalent, while suggesting
very different worldviews.
8GRW stands for Ghirardi, Rimini and Weber
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1.3.1 Bohm’s theory
In Bohm’s theory, one rejects the idea that the wave function be a complete description
of physical systems. Bohm’s theory supposes that quantum systems are particles and the
description of quantum systems by means of a wave function is completed by the specification
of configuration of the particles that compose the system, a specification of particle positions.
These particles evolve according to the guiding equation, which relates time evolution of
the configuration of the particles to the wave function. The wave function as well as the
configuration of the particles evolve deterministically. Unfortunately, the theory has as
a consequence that we can never determine the configuration of particles with accuracy
greater than standard quantum mechanics. There is always uncertainty associated with the
configuration of the particles. This is how probabilities arise in the theory. In Bohm’s theory,
all properties of a system, save for the configuration of a system and properties which are
functions of the configuration of a system, are dispositional properties. The dispositional
properties of a system are reducible to the categorical properties of the positions of the
particles that compose a system given a specific measurement context. So, measurement
results always supervene on the configuration of a system. Because we can never be sure
of the actual configuration of a system, we can never know which outcome will occur in
measurement situations, despite the fact that systems evolve deterministically. It so happens
that Bohm’s theory is empirically adequate and recovers the heretofore successful predictions
of the standard theory.9
In short then, Bohm’s theory gives us a way to understand the quantum domain as con-
stituted of particles with definite positions and in deterministic motion. One can understand
Bell’s enthusiasm upon his discovery of the existence of such a theory:
But in 1952 I saw the impossible done. It was in papers by David Bohm.
9According to several authors, this is only an “equillibrium” feature of the theory, and in principle one
could have empirical predictions distinct from those of quantum mechanics.
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David Bohm showed explicitly how parameters could indeed be introduced, into
nonrelativistic wave mechanics, with the help of which the indeterministic de-
scription could be transformed into a deterministic one. More importantly, in
my opinion, the subjectivity of the orthodox version, the necessary reference to
the ‘observer’, could be eliminated.[. . . ]
But why then had Born not told me of this ‘pilot wave’? If only to point
out what was wrong with it? Why did von Neumann not consider it? More
extraordinarily, why did people go on producing ‘impossibility proofs’ after 1952,
and as recently as 1978? When even Pauli, Rosenberg, and Heisenberg, could
produce no more devastating criticism of Bohm’s version than to brand it as
‘metaphysical’ and ‘ideological’? Why is the pilot wave picture ignored in text-
books? Should it not be taught, not as the only way, but as an antidote to the
prevailing complacency? To show that vagueness, subjectivity, and indetermin-
ism, are not forced on us by experimental facts, but by deliberate theoretical
choice?10
Advocates of Bohm-type theories say that the great advantage of these theories is that they
make clear what quantum theory is about. Indeed, Bohm-type theories are associated with an
ontology of particles in deterministic movement. Now, of course, the classical picture of the
world is not completely recovered. The most important departure from the classical picture
is that Bohm-type theories are highly non-local: the evolution of any particle depends on
the position of all other particles. Also, a serious drawback is that there is no relativistic
formulation available for Bohm-type theories. These are the tradeoffs involved in retaining
a particle ontology in the quantum domain.
10From Bell, [14, p. 160]
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1.3.2 Many Worlds
The central idea of the Many-Worlds interpretations of no-collapse quantum mechanics is
to take the wave function seriously. More precisely, it is to accept the wave function and its
deterministic evolution as a complete description of any physical system: the wave function
is universal and never collapses. In a Many-Worlds interpretation one has to reject the idea
that physical systems possess definite properties. It will be recalled that in general, quantum
systems are described as having indeterminate properties. The orthodox interpretation via
the E-E Rule ensures that some properties have definite values. By contrast, the Many-
Worlds interpretations tell us that the world is made of physical systems with no determinate
properties at the fundamental level.
Given this fundamental ontology, how are we to recover the appearance of determinate
properties? The crucial idea of Many-Worlds theories includes observers and measuring de-
vices in our description of any physical situation. The observer is a physical system just as
any other one. After a measurement interaction, the state of an observer and the measure-
ment device will be in a superposition state and are entangled: they are no longer capable
of independent description. This state is interpreted as a realization of all possible measure-
ment outcomes and an observation of all measurement outcomes as well. Metaphorically,
we can think of the world splitting during measurement interactions. In each “world” an
observer will appear to see a definite outcome for measurement interactions.
Many-Worlds theories tell us that the world is made of physical systems that lack definite
properties at the fundamental level, even though appearances of definite properties emerge
at the level of the observer. They give an account of the quantum domain which is local,
deterministic and compatible with Relativity(although this is a subtle point). A typical
objection to Many-Worlds theories is to suggest that the ontology of worlds is “superfluous”.
Exactly what counts as superfluous structure is typically in the eye of the beholder, and
is a weak objection to the Many-Worlds theories. There is also a problem understanding
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probabilities in this case. There has been a great deal of interesting work on the matter
recently, and the problem of probabilities does not seem incapable of a solution. Hence,
Many-Worlds theories seem to be reasonable contenders for fundamental theories.
1.3.3 Collapse Theories
Collapse Theories a` la Ghirardi, Rimini and Weber are the third account of quantum
phenomena that qualifies as a candidate for a fundamental theory. Collapse Theories give
up on the idea of a deterministic and linear evolution of quantum system. The crucial
motivation is to take the collapse of the wave function upon measurement as a real physi-
cal process. Collapse theories recover definiteness of measurement outcomes by postulating
spontaneous collapses of the wave function. The upshot is a world view which is funda-
mentally indeterministic. Collapse theories replace the deterministic evolution of orthodox
quantum mechanics with stochastic evolution where:
1. In clear cut cases of measurement, predictions of the theory approximate those that
would be made using the projection postulate on the standard theory;
2. In clear cases of no measurement, dynamics of systems are roughly equivalent to those
given by the Shro¨dinger equation.
Roughly, the quantum mechanical state of a system follows the Schro¨dinger equation ex-
cept that it has a probability distribution for spontaneous collapse (independently of whether
it is measured or not). One can fix such probability distributions together with other factors
so that the two conditions above are satisfied. Though not strictly empirically equivalent
to standard quantum mechanics, Collapse theories make predictions equivalent to orthodox
quantum theory up to our current experimental capacities. Also, it appears that Collapse
theories can be given a relativistic formulation. One major drawback of these theories is
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that energy isn’t suitably conserved. That said, these theories are in their infancy, and have
no objections that seem insurmountable to date.
1.4 Outline of Part I
In this Part of the dissertation, we will use the above discussion as a starting point to
argue that philosophers of physics should concern themselves with determining, in theories
and interpretations, what is imposed by the phenomena or our best theories from what are
matters of preference. In Chapter 2 we argue that philosophical investigation can give not
provide us with criteria for theory choice, besides coherence and empirical adequacy, for
theory choice.
In order to distinguish, in theories and interpretations, what is imposed by the phenomena
or our best theories from what are matters of preference, one has to have in hand a clear
notion of what a theory is and how theories are related to one another. In Chapter 3 we
will argue that the Semantic view of theories is the appropriate tool for the job, defending
it from recent criticisms. With this framework in hand, we shall turn to the investigation of
the interpretation of Bell-type theorems and Bell-type phenomena in Part II.
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Chapter 2
How understanding matters – or not.
The aim of this chapter is to show that understandability is not a basis for choosing
between Bohm’s theory and the Many-Worlds interpretation of standard quantum mechanics.
Advocates on both side assert that their preferred account is more understandable than the
other. On that score, they are both right. The seeming inconsistency involved in this
claim is dissolved when one realizes that they employ different notions of understandability.
Moreover, understandability, on either notion, is not an overriding criterion of choice between
competing accounts if our aim in developing physical theories is truth.
It is well known that there are several ways to account for quantum phenomena. Bohm’s
theory (in the equilibrium case) and the Many-Worlds interpretation of standard quantum
mechanics (no-collapse, no extra values) seem to be among the most competitive on the
market. As it stands, we do not seem to possess any good criterion to choose between
them. There are several criteria on the basis of which we usually choose between theoretical
accounts of a set of physical phenomena. Internal consistency, explanatory and unificatory
power are among such criteria. Arguably though, the most important is empirical adequacy.
The main problem, when it comes to choosing between Bohm’s theory and the Many-Worlds
interpretation of standard quantum mechanics (SQM) is that they are empirically equivalent.
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Defendants on each side try to argue for the superiority of their account of quantum
phenomena. Some have defended accounts on the basis of its higher degree of “understand-
ability”. Such a defense begins with the following premises:
1. One of the accounts is more “understandable” than the other;
2. Understandability is a good basis for a criterion of choice.
They conclude that their favored interpretation is the one we ought to adopt. In this paper,
I would like to show that this is a poor argument. Sections 1 and 2 highlight problems with
premise 1. Section 3 highlights problems with premise 2.
Claims about the higher degree of understandability of each account over the other typi-
cally are along the following lines. Bohmians claim that Bohm’s theory is more understand-
able because it has a “clear ontology”. To this however, Many-Worlders have answered that
their account is more understandable because it is closer to the standard formalism and
has a “minimal” ontology. We would like to show that such claims involve two different
meanings of understandability, and the Bohmians and Many-Worlders are talking past one
another. With the analysis in hand, we shall assess to what extent Bohm’s theory and the
Many-Worlds interpretation can respectively be said to be “more understandable” than the
other.
A notion of understandability is famously very difficult to define. The analytic tradition
since Hempel ([66, 413]) has rejected it from the domain of philosophy for want of an ob-
jective definition. It should be noted from the outset that we shall not attack the notion of
understanding and understandability as psychological or subjective. We shall partly rely on
the work of de Regt and Dieks in [33] who give a general account of scientific understanding.
We hope to contribute to a completion of their analysis.
The confusion in the Bohm vs. Many-Worlds debate over understandability stems in part
from the failure to recognize that Bohm’s theory and the Many-Worlds interpretation are
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not competing interpretations of the same formalism but competing interpreted theories. We
shall propose that the understandability of an interpreted theory consists in the combination
of the understandability of its theory (T-understandability) and the understandability of its
interpretation (I-understandability). We shall further claim that, in the Bohm vs. Many-
Worlds debate, the sense of understandability that the Many-Worlder uses is the former,
while Bohmians use the latter. We will argue that these notions of understandability do
not provide a means deciding the Bohm vs. Many-Worlds debate over understandability.
Moreover, we will argue that understandability, generally speaking, is a weak criterion of
theory choice because it has nothing to do with the truth of a theory.
In Section 2.1, we will first introduce some terminological clarifications that are useful for
getting a handle on what is at issue in the Bohm vs. Many-Worlds debate. We will proceed
to define two different notions of understandability and discuss how they are related. In
Section 2.2 we will discuss the understandability of Bohm’s theory and the Many-Worlds
theory in relation to the notions defined. In Section 2.3 we will argue that understandability
is a poor criterion of theory choice.
2.1 Notions of Understandability
2.1.1 Terminological clarifications
One of the confusions that pervades the Bohm vs. Many-Worlds debate is to think of
them as two competing interpretations for the same formalism. It should be noted right
from the outset that Bohm’s theory is not an interpretation of standard quantum mechanics
because it utilizes a different formalism. The following clarifications in our basic terminology
will prove useful for the upcoming analysis of understandability:
Physical theory – T – A physical theory consists primarily in a mathematical apparatus,
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the so-called formalism, F . That said, the formalism alone does not suffice to constitute
a physical theory. The formalism comes with some basic correspondence rules, CR,
which tell us how to apply the formalism to certain physical situations, thus allowing
us to make some empirical predictions.
Thus, we have T = F + CR
We hold throughout that theories are chosen primarily for their empirical adequacy.1
Interpretation – I – Whereas physical theories usually come with some basic correspon-
dence rules, they do not come with a complete interpretation. To provide a physical
theory with an interpretation is to give a story of what the world could be like if the
theory were true. An interpretation I is primarily an ontological framework for the
formalism. An interpretation tells us what entities and what physical quantities corre-
spond to the mathematical constructions of the formalism. A constraint on acceptable
interpretations is that they are able to recover the appearance of the world to us, even
when it may seem strikingly at odds with the proposed fundamental ontology.
Different interpretations of the same formalism are, by definition, empirically equiva-
lent. We do not have definitive criteria for choosing between consistent interpretations
which are compatible with all the empirical predictions of a theory.
Interpreted theory – IT – An interpreted theory is a physical theory provided with an
interpretation. This is to say, an interpreted theory consists in 1. a formalism, 2. some
basic correspondence rules, and 3. an interpretation.
Thus, we have: IT = F + CR + I.
Bohm’s theory and the Many-Worlds interpretation, instead of being competing interpre-
tations of the same theory, are really competing interpreted theories. They differ not only
1“Empirical adequacy” here is not intended in the sense of van Fraassen in [128]. We simply mean that
the theory has made successful predictions in its intended domain of application.
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as far as their ontological and epistemological assumptions are concerned, but also formally.
In order to be clear at all times, I shall use the following acronyms in the remaining of the
paper:
• BIT: the full package of Bohm’s formalism, correspondence rules, plus a Bohmian type
interpretation
• BT: Bohm’s formalism and correspondence rules
• BI: a Bohmian interpretation
• MWIT: the full package of standard quantum mechanics (no collapse, no extra values)
plus a Many-Worlds-type interpretation
• MWT: the physical theory used in MWIT, that is, standard quantum mechanics
• MWI: a Many-Worlds-type interpretation
These clarifications form the foundation of our analysis of notions of understandability
and how they relate to Bohm’s theory and of the Many-Worlds interpretation.
2.1.2 Two different notions of understandability
Our main point in this section is that the notion of understandability of physical theory,
T-understandability, is different than the notion of understandability of an interpretation,
I-understandability. We shall maintain that each of these two kinds of understandability
seem to independently contribute to the understandability of the interpreted theory.
IT-understandability The understandability of an interpreted theory consists in the in-
terpreted theory being both I-understandable and T-understandable.
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The issue of how the understandability of the theory and of the interpretation respectively
contribute to the understandability of the interpreted theory will be addressed later. We
shall now try to contrast the two kinds of understandability.
Understandability of a physical theory
Concerning what it is to understand a physical theory, one might be tempted to say that
it amounts to mastering the mathematics involved in the formalism. According to such a
rather simplistic view, physicists understand a theory whenever they know well the rules
for manipulating the equations. What is required to acquire such understanding is simply
to learn the math. Such an account of understanding is rather unsatisfactory. Arguably,
understanding involves more than computing abilities. For example, computers compute,
and often compute very well, though it is highly doubtful that they ”understand” anything.
De Regt and Dieks ([33]) have given a much more interesting analysis of the kind of
understanding scientists can have of a physical theory. Note that they actually give 1) a
necessary and sufficient condition for a phenomena to be understood in terms of having an
intelligible theory and 2) a sufficient condition for a theory to be intelligible. Our condition
for T-understandability is based on what they call intelligibility of a theory:
T-understandability A theory is T-understandable if and only if there is a person at some
time (past, present, or future) who could predict how a system in a given theoretical
context is going to evolve, without any need for explicit computation2. Moreover, this
ability has developed in virtue of the person’s familiarity with the theory in question.3
2We render de Regt’s and Dieks’ sufficient condition necessary in adding an element of modality in the
condition: they hold that it is sufficient for a theory to be intelligible that some scientist(s) is (are) able to
predict without computation; we add to this that it is necessary for a theory to be intelligible that someone
could be able to predict without computation.
3This last clause is not included in de Regt’s and Dieks’ condition for intelligibility, but is required in
the case of empirically equivalent theories. One does not have T-understanding of theory A if they make
predictions in accordance with A in virtue of their T-understanding of B, an empirically equivalent theory.
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Someone has actual T-understanding of a theory if and only if they can predict how a
system in a given theoretical context is going to evolve, without any need for explicit
computation and this ability has developed in virtue of the person’s familiarity with
the theory in question.
The T-understandability of a theory for a person comes in degrees; it depends on
how well they can predict how a system can evolve without the need for explicit
computation.
History tells us that it takes one to two generations of physicists before a new theory
to be understood in this sense. It has been the case for Newton’s theory, for which, for
example, the Cartesian model of contact action had to be given up in favor of action at a
distance. It has been also the case for quantum theory where the twentieth century idea that
physical entities are either waves or particles had to be given up. It is important to note
that, if to understand quantum theory is just this, to be able to use the theory in predicting
a given system’s behavior without explicit computation, then physicists have certainly come
to understand quantum theory by now.
T-understanding is certainly an important part of scientific activity. As de Regt and
Dieks points out, it allows the physicist to understand the observable phenomena in a very
specific way. Such T-understanding is sufficient for a physicist to make his way through the
experiment and do most of his work. The impressive progress made during the twentieth
century in quantum physics is due to the possibility and efficiency of T-understanding. The
majority of quantum physicists, who are not interested in foundational issues, have proved
able to work with SQM without further need for a coherent interpretation.
That said, T-understandability is not all there is in the understandability of a fully in-
terpreted theory. The understandability of the interpretation also matters. For example,
the orthodox interpretation (misnamed as it is really a separate theory form standard quan-
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tum mechanics because of the added collapse dynamics) is perfectly T-understandable, but
very few physicists think it is IT-understandable. Reaching T-understanding has not been
enough to reach IT-understanding. Many classes on quantum physics start with some warn-
ings about the weirdness of the theory as interpreted in the orthodox way or even go so far
to say that quantum theory is not something that should be attempted to be understood.
These warnings seem inexplicable if T-understandability exhausted understandability. We
also must consider I-understandability.
Understandability of an interpretation
What is it for an interpretation to be understandable? We might first ask what an
interpretation does. An interpretation indicates what the world might be like if a theory is
true. In doing so it describes at least some of the ontology of the world (that pertaining to
the domain of the theory) that is compatible with the theory. Moreover, it also indicates
how the ontology proposed can account for the macroscopic appearances, especially if it is
far at odds from a classical ontology of definite-valued properties evolving in space and time.
This latter feature of interpretations is a criterion of sufficiency. It sorts potentially
acceptable interpretations from unacceptable ones. Note however that acceptability and
understandability of an interpretation do not necessarily go together. Of course, not all ac-
ceptable interpretations, that is, that recover the appearances, are understandable. On the
other hand, it is reasonable to expect that if a person understands an interpretation, they
be able to indicate how it does or does not recover the appearances. It is important that an
interpretation is understandable even when it cannot recover the appearances, that is, when
it is not acceptable. Bell’s theorem provides a perfect example. Bell’s theorem shows that
quantum probabilities cannot be interpreted in terms of our ignorance of underlying, definite
valued properties of physical systems evolving according to local, non-contextual laws. So,
the understandability of an interpretation must consist in more than just saying how the ap-
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pearances are recovered, or fail to be recovered by the interpretation. The understandability
of an interpretation must have something to do with the understandability of the ontology
associated with the interpretation as well.
We propose the following rough characterization of the understandability of an interpre-
tation:4
I-understandability An interpretation is I-understandable if and only if there is a person
at some time who could define the ontology employed by the interpretation in terms of
concepts they possess and indicate how the interpretation succeeds or fails at recovering
the appearances.
A person has actual I-understanding of an interpretation if and only if they can define
the ontology employed by the interpretation in terms of concepts they possess and
indicate how the interpretation succeeds or fails at recovering the appearances.
The I-understandability of a theory comes in degrees; it depends on how completely
one can define the ontology in terms of concepts they possess and how completely they
can indicate how the interpretation succeeds or fails at recovering the appearances.
So, understanding an interpretation consists in having the right kind of concepts with
which to make sense of the world. A few examples will make the analysis plausible. In order
to understand a Newtonian world, the concept of instantaneous velocity is required, as is
instantaneous action at a distance, and inertia as well. To understand the world of classical
electrodynamics, one requires the concept of a field. Having the right concepts goes hand in
hand with the understandability of the interpretation of a theory. Then one needs to know
whether or not the ontology is compatible with the appearances.
4Note that we do not pretend in this paper to provide a full analysis of the understandability of an
interpretation. We only seek to establish rough notions of understandability to bring some clarity to the
debate between Bohmians and Many-Worlders.
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Our proposal here is less controversial than it might seem. As emphasized above, we
do not pretend to give here a full and definitive theory of our categories of understanding.
I-understanding is only supposed to characterize our understanding of an interpretation of
a theory. We would not maintain that such categories of understanding, the concepts we
possess to define the fundamental ontology, are fixed, quite the contrary. Also, we strictly
avoid the issue of what the actual ontology of the world is.
The relationship between I and T-understandability
There is reasonable evidence to believe that I-understandability and T-understandability
are independent notions, but not definitive evidence. This is because I and T understand-
ability are threshold notions: theories achieve a sort of understandability when there exists
a person that could develop certain abilities. So, simply giving examples of people who have
I-understanding without T-understanding and vice versa will not be sufficient. It would have
to be shown that there are people who could achieve I-understanding while no other person
could achieve T-understanding of a theory, and vice versa to establish complete indepen-
dence.
It is certainly plausible that I-understandability is independent of T-understandability.
We only need to imagine an interpreted theory with a simple ontology which cannot possi-
bly recover the appearances, but with a convoluted dynamics that is beyond the practical
capabilities of human computational abilities. It is not clear that T-understandability and
I-understandability are independent. A similar thought experiment in this case is not con-
vincing. It’s not clear that there could be a person who could develop T-understanding of
an interpreted theory while it being somehow impossible for anyone anywhere at any tine to
develop I-understanding of the interpreted theory.
What can be said with certainty is that for a particular person, I and T-understanding of
a theory are independent. It is a fact that many twentieth century quantum physicists have
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reached T-understanding without having I-understanding. Many quantum physicists who
have a T-understanding of quantum mechanics and use the theory without thinking about
a coherent interpretation. Only a minority of physicists have gotten interested in founda-
tional issues. It is striking that the majority of working physicist have actually reached
T-understanding through use of the orthodox interpretation (theory), even if it is inconsis-
tent.
I-understanding is independent of T-understanding for a particular person. Indeed, many
philosophers know the details of the possible ontologies corresponding to the different in-
terpretations and can indicate how the ontology can succeed or fail in accounting for the
appearances. That said, few would pretend to be able to use the theory as professional physi-
cists do, i.e. given a system in a certain theoretical context, to be able to predict how the
system is going to evolve without explicit computation. This seeming independence of I and
T understandability allows us to make sense of claims regarding relative understandability
made by Bohmians and Many-Worlders.
2.2 The Bohm vs. Many-Worlds debate over under-
standability
In this section we argue that BIT is more easily I-understandable than MWIT. We also
argue that MWIT is more easily T-understandable than BIT. We will argue that these
facts do not allow us to say definitively whether BIT or MWIT is more IT-understandable.
Moreover, these facts regarding I and T-understandability alone do not allow one to decide
the debate.
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2.2.1 Bohm vs. Many-Worlds: T-understandability
MWIT contains standard quantum mechanics. It does not add anything to the standard
formalism and basic correspondence rules. Since SQM is T-understandable, MWIT is T-
understandable. Now, BIT is not restricted to the standard formalism. It contains the
guiding equation in addition. Though the introduction of the guiding equation does not
necessarily render BIT unT-understandable, it certainly makes it more difficult for people
to develop a T-understanding of the theory. Explicit calculations are typically more difficult
with Bohm’s theory. It is no great leap of faith that this hinders the T-understandability of
the theory. So, the MWIT is more easily T-understandable than BIT.
2.2.2 Bohm vs. Many-Worlds: I-understandability
Bohmians are well known to claim that their interpretation is best because it has a “clear
ontology”: particles with definite trajectories in space and time. A typical example of such
a claim is found in the abstract of a famous paper by Du¨rr, Goldstein, and Zanghi:
We argue that [the quantum formalism] can be regarded, and best be understood,
as arising from Bohmian mechanics, which is what emerges from Shro¨dinger’s
equation from a system of particles when we merely insist that “particles” means
particles. While distinctly non-Newtonian, Bohmian mechanics is a fully de-
terministic theory of particles in motion, a motion choreographed by the wave
function. [...] When the quantum formalism is regarded as arising in this way,
the paradoxes and perplexities so often associated with (nonrelativistic) quantum
theory simply evaporate. ([40, abstract])
In what sense can an ontology of particles moving in space and time be said to be more
easily understandable than an ontology of worlds with internal observers? In the sense of
I-understanding as defined above. The concepts in which the ontology that BI employs is
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definable are widely possessed. The BI employs an ontology consisting of particles and a
field which acts non-locally. We all know what particles and fields are. The fact that the
field is non-local presents no special conceptual challenge as we are perfectly familiar with
non-locality from Newton’s theory. Moreover, probabilities present no special problem for
the BIT. The theory is deterministic and probabilities receive an ignorance interpretation,
just as they do in statistical mechanics. Indeed, BI is easily I-understandable.5
The strength of the BIT here is the MWIT’s weakness. The appearances are Newtonian.
The world appears to consist in definite valued properties that evolve deterministically in
space and time. The difficulty for Many-Worlders is that they give up definite values for
properties. In taking the wave function as a complete representation of the world, the
Many-Worlders accept superpositions, and hence indefinite properties – spin and position
for instance, in their ontology, and this both at the fundamental and phenomenological levels.
Moreover, they have to account for probabilities, but cannot do so in terms of an ignorance
account because generally all values associated with the measurement of a property are
realized in some sense, but not in the sense of possessing sharp values. The Many-Worlder
faces the task of reconstructing the appearances with tools that could hardly seem more
unsuitable.
That the ontology proposed seems so at odds with the appearances entails nothing about
the understandability of the interpretation. The problem lies in the fact that no one seems
to be able (for now) to define the ontology in terms of concepts that are possessed widely, or
even at all. Many-Worlders will often claim that the only ontological features of the world are
those that correspond to the wave function, but that existential claim does nothing to define
what the ontology is. One can say that the world is composed of non-definite properties,
5One might point out that contextuality is an interpretational oddity of Bohm’s theory as an objection
to the claim that it is I-understandable. While it may be an ontological oddity in relation to what we come
to expect from the appearances, contextuality itself is perfectly commonplace. E.g. The probability that
a certain horse will win a race will depend on the other horses in the race. So, in terms of the analysis of
I-understandability offered above, it is not a challenge for the BIT.
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but simply because we possess the concepts in which “definite property” can be defined does
not mean that those same concepts can be used to define non-definite properties. It is this
fact that challenges the I-understandability of the MWIT. The fact that arguably no one
I-understands the MWIT is, of course, no guarantee that it is not I-understandable. That
said, on this matter, clearly the BIT is more easily I-understandable than the MWIT.
2.2.3 Bohm vs. Many-Worlds: minimality
No argument in favor of MWIT can be made on the basis that the MWIT is easily I-
understandable. However, one often encounters the argument that the minimality of the
MWI vis a` vis the formalism makes it preferable to Bohm’s theory. It will be argued that
minimality has nothing to do with the I-understandability of an interpretation.
The theory, because it works wonderfully as far as empirical adequacy is concerned, is
good enough for what physicists do. Further, they know by now so well how to use it, that
they do their job without being puzzled by the quantum behavior anymore. Given such
T-understandability of the theory, it is often argued that the most easily understandable
interpretation would be one that takes the formalism at face value; namely, that which is
minimal vis a` vis the formalism. An interpretation is minimal vis a` vis the formalism only
if it only postulates as fundamental entities the counterparts of some abstract mathematical
objects inhabiting the formalism (there always may be mathematical artifacts in the formal-
ism). The Many-Worlds interpretation is one such interpretation. It does not postulate any
extra elements in the ontology besides the ontological correspondent of the universal wave
function. By contrast, the argument goes, Bohmians postulate particles with definite trajec-
tories, hence at least one non-reducible definite valued property, which is not needed for an
empirically adequate theory. Instead, Many-Worlds interpretations thus only juxtapose the
simplest ontology there is to the formalism. To adopt a Bohmian-type interpretation thus
involves an inflated ontology.
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Minimality may be a virtue of an interpretation. That said, it is clearly a separate virtue
from I-understandability as defined above. The MWI is not easily I-understandable, despite
it’s minimality. Minimality seems to respect a principle of ontological parsimony that is a
guiding rule in metaphysics. Postulate no more than needed to explain what needs to be
explained (the appearances). However, whether an ontology is minimal or not has nothing
to do with whether it is easily understandable. A world in which every physical quantity
has a definite value is less minimal than a world in which many physical quantities have
contextually defined values that are reducible to other physical quantities, as in Bohm’s
theory, despite the fact that the latter is less easily understandable. So, minimality has
nothing to do with the debate over the understandability of the MWIT or BIT.
2.2.4 Bohm v. Many-Worlds: IT-understandability
What we have argued so far is the the MWIT is more easily T-understandable than BIT,
but BIT is more easily I-understandable than MWIT. Claims regarding the understand-
ability of MWIT and BIT are not that specific, but general. What we can tell regarding
the comparative IT-understandability of these interpreted theories from those facts? What
weighting does one assign to I and T-understandability to determine IT-understandability?
We will argue that T-understandability is more important than I-understandability, but even
so, it doesn’t give us a reason to prefer BIT over MWIT.
The T-understandability of a theory seems quite important. If physicists cannot T-
understand a theory, it is likely that their creative abilities and insights will be hampered
from always having to do explicit calculations. Moreover, as an eminently practical matter,
the more easily T-understandable a theory is for students, the better, as it will quite literally
give them more time for research.
The I-understandability of a theory seems less important. To frame the issue, one
might ask, “What can a physicist do with I-understanding that can’t be done with T-
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understanding?” After all, the physicist with T-understanding of a theory will be able to
employ a theory to empirical effect in a way a physicist with only an I-understanding of a
theory could not. If the aim of physics is to effectively interact with the world, it would seem
that T-understanding is more important than I-understanding.
One thing that can be said of I-understandability is that it is helpful for developing a T-
understanding of an interpreted theory. When one has a sense of what the abstract formalism
of a theory corresponds to, one has an easier time learning the formalism (There is a reason
why we learn arithmetic by thinking about apples and oranges.). Moreover, when one has
a representation of what happens in the world during certain kinds of physical interactions,
perhaps a visual representation, one can more easily acquire the ability to make predictions
without explicit calculations.
Note that we are not suggesting that I-understandability isn’t important. Obviously,
reflections on the I-understandability of interpreted theories can lead to new research pro-
grams and even new theories. Perhaps Bohm was dissatisfied with the understandability of
the Copenhagen interpretation and this motivated him to develop his theory of quantum
phenomena.
At this juncture, philosophers might want to invoke Einstein’s reflections on the concep-
tual foundations of electrodynamics and it’s importance for the development to the theories
of relativity, to emphasize the importance of I-understandability. It is important to keep in
mind that the understandability of an interpretation is not correlated to the acceptability
of an interpretation, e.g. modal interpretations of quantum mechanics (which have severe
problems but are I-understandable). Einstein was not satisfied with the interpretation of
electrodynamics, and finding the flaws in that theory spurred great breakthroughs. That
said, electrodynamics was perfectly I-understandable and understood by a great many physi-
cists.
To sum up, T-understandability is more important than I-understandability and should
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contribute more to IT-understandability than I-understandability does. One might think
that this decides the BIT v. MWIT debate in favor of MWIT. The problem here is that
the difference in T-understandability is slight, and the difference in I-understandability
is more substantial. So, even if T-understandability is weighted more heavily than I-
understandability, the IT-understandability of MWIT and BIT seem to be roughly equal.
Understandability does not appear to give us a means of preferring one interpreted theory
over another in this case.
2.3 Understandability vs. Truth
The above analysis of I-, T-, and IT-understandability of physical theories provides a
reasonable framework for assessing and comparing the understandability of theories. Even
though the determination of the IT-understandability of BIT and MWIT failed to be deci-
sively in favor of one interpreted theory or another, it would appear that the IT-understandability
could be one of many criteria of choice for interpreted theories along with accuracy, simplic-
ity, scope, etc. In this section, we will actually suggest that understandability of a theory or
of an interpretation is a weak criterion of choice, especially if our aim is truth.
In formulating physical theories, we minimally aim at true observable predictions. A
physical theory must save the phenomena of its domain. T-understandability of the physical
theory does not weigh very much in comparison to empirical adequacy. For example, a
theory that implies false predictions cannot be accepted on the argument that it is perfectly
T-understandable. Conversely, were we given, say by some god, the true theory of the
world, that is, as we defined it, a formalism with the basic correspondence rules that allows
us to apply the formalism to make empirical predictions, there is little doubt that we would
accept and use it, even if, due to our cognitive insufficiencies, we were doomed to never T-
understand it and to go through painstaking computations forever. In such a case we might
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also want to utilize a more easily T-understandable theory for practical matters, much as
we use Newton’s theory for many calculations where relativistic effects are negligible. The
point is that we would certainly never reject the true theory of the world in virtue of it’s
T-understandability.
Many would further maintain that, in designing physical theories, we ultimately aim at
finding the true laws that are behind the observed regularities in the world, not only finding
empirically adequate laws. Of course, we can never be assured that we possess the true laws
in hand because several sets of laws are compatible with a set of phenomena. That said, it
does not follow from this that the true laws are not what we are aiming at as an ideal. If
true, whether the dynamical laws a theory contains be T-understandable or not should not
weigh much when it comes to accepting it.
The same argument holds in the case of interpretations. In formulating interpretations,
we hope to grasp something of the fundamental ontology of the world. Granted again, we
do not have any empirical access to such ontology. Neither do we have the means to test
an interpretation besides its consistency with the observable predictions of the theory. This
does not imply that we are not trying to get as close to the true story of the world as we can.
For example again, we cannot see anyone adopting an interpretation which we would know
is false, on the basis that it is highly understandable. Conversely, were we given, by some
goddess this time, the true ontology of the world, there is little doubt that we would use it,
be it in terms of definite-valued properties distributed in space and time or not. Moreover,
such knowledge would likely contribute to the development of our theories.
In the case of theories as in the case of interpretations, understandability thus is neither
necessary nor sufficient as a criterion of choice. This is because theories and interpretations
are, ideally, designed to be true of the world, and that understandability is neither necessary
nor sufficient to warrant anything like truth. That it is not sufficient is clear enough. All
our false but understandable theories are obvious examples. It is not necessary either, for
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it could be well the case that the fundamental laws, if any, and the fundamental ontology
cannot fit into the framework we happen to use to understand the interactions between
physical systems at the observable level.
The understandability of an interpreted theory obviously depends on our cognitive abil-
ities, as twenty-first century adult human beings. Such cognitive abilities are highly con-
tingent. They arguably depend on the average scale of the objects with which we usually
interact, and on the evolution of our sense apparatus and neural connections, which make
us interact in a particular ways with such objects. The relative understandability of theo-
ries and interpretations could be ranked completely differently by an organism which was
equipped differently than we are, either physically or experientially. If true, then it seems
besides the point to consider understandability as a criterion of choice for theories and in-
terpretations. In short, the type of environment in which we happened to evolve does not
have much to do with the truth of the matter about what the world is ultimately like.
2.4 Conclusion
We have tried to clarify the debate over the respective understandability of the Many-
Worlds interpretation of the standard formalism and Bohm’s theory. We have under-
stood claims on each side of the debate regarding superior understandability as reconcil-
able on the notions of I and T-understandability developed in this paper. BIT is more
easily I-understandable, and the MWIT is more easily T-understandable. In terms of IT-
understandability, the MWIT and BIT seem to be on roughly equal footing. So, we cannot
advocate one of these two interpreted theories over the other on the basis of its higher degree
of understandability. Moreover, even if there was a great difference in IT-understandability
between them, it would be a weak reason to prefer one over the other, as IT-understandability
is independent of truth, the ultimate aim in accepting theories for most of us.
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Chapter 3
Understanding made modest:
scientific theories as families of models
3.1 Introduction – Semantic vs. Syntactic
The semantic view was born historically as well as conceptually through its opposition to
the syntactic view. The syntactic view of scientific theories has been labeled the “received
view”, because it has been the most important trend in the philosophy of science for more
than half of the last century.1 According to the syntactic view, a scientific theory is defined as
an axiomatic system of formal sentences, which are formulated in theoretical language, and
partially interpreted in terms of observational language by means of rules of correspondence.
The syntactic view is a normative, formal and linguistic-oriented account of scientific theories.
Only theories which can be given such axiomatic formulation are considered scientific. Lastly,
the syntactic view focuses on the products of scientific activity, scientific theories, which
are taken to exhaust all there is in scientific knowledge that can be interesting from a
philosophical point of view. The proponents of the semantic view consider the syntactic
1See [91], [24], [65] and, for an historical presentation of syntactic view, [109].
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program to be a failure for two reasons.2 One is that the defenders of the program do
not seem to have found any satisfactory formal characterizations of scientific theories. The
possibility of formulating a theory in the prescribed canonical way is neither necessary nor
sufficient a condition to qualify the theory as scientific.3 Another reason is that in looking for
such a characterization, they got tangled in endless discussions of difficulties imported from
metalinguistics, which are irrelevant to philosophy of science for they stand “a` mille milles
de toute habitation scientifique.”4 Thus, the criticism is not only that the syntactic research
program does not achieve any satisfactory conclusion. That alone would not be enough
for giving up a research program in philosophy. Rather, the criticism is that these endless
controversies, which stem from a linguistic orientation, are irrelevant; they fall outside the
proper domain of philosophy of science, that is, scientific theories as they are constructed,
used and tested in actual practice.
The semantic view has two main features in response to the two criticisms above. First,
the semantic view distinguishes scientific theories from particular (linguistic) formulations
of theories. Theories are to be studied from an extra-linguistic point of view. Second, the
semantic view aims at a descriptive account of scientific theories as opposed to a normative
account as the received view attempts to give. In both setting aside matters concerning
specific formulations and normative characterizations of scientific theories, the semantic view
is intended to give an account of scientific theories more adequate to scientific activity.
The turn from the syntactic to the semantic view thus crucially consists in shifting from
a normative theory of the specific linguistic formulation of scientific theories to a descriptive
analysis of scientific theories as used in actual practice in non-linguistic terms. The central
claim is that focusing on models of theories is the best way to give such analysis. Within
the semantic view, a theory is not defined as an axiomatic system of sentences, but as the
2See [112], [56], [128], [110].
3See [79].
4From [130, 225], quoting (in French) Saint Exupe´ry, [34].
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family of models of its possible formulations. The notion of model appealed to is the logical
notion of a model, typically referred to as the Tarskian notion of model.5. A model is the set-
theoretical structure that gives an interpretation to the possible sets of sentences in which a
theory is formulated so that the sentences are true on the interpretation. Thus, the semantic
view of scientific theories was called “semantic” for the obvious reason that it attends to the
semantics of theories.
The focus on models is supposed to address the two criticisms raised above. First, focus-
ing directly on models allows one to get rid of the problems imported from metalinguistics
that plagued philosophy of science during the syntactic reign. Of course, it should be noted
that if the notion of model taken is a linguistic notion (such as definitions, descriptions or
the like), the semantic view is an obvious target for the criticisms marshaled against the
syntactic view. The focus on models is, on the contrary, aimed to allow for a non-linguistic
account of the theories. Further, models are always interpreted. The question of interpreta-
tion, which stemmed from the distinction between theoretical and observational languages
in the syntactic view, just vanishes. A few points of clarification are needed. The point of
focusing on models is neither to avoid formulations of theories altogether, nor to deny that
to put a theory in axiomatic form can be philosophically interesting. It might be noted that,
formally, to consider a theory from the point of view of the family of its models does not
make much difference from considering it from the point of view of the set of its axioms.
Proponents of the semantic view certainly agree with this, but this is not the point. The
point is that no specific formulation of a theory is privileged. The change is a change of
perspective, nothing more, but nothing less.
Second, the semantic turn is supposed to give philosophy of science the opportunity to
re-focus on its proper domain. A central claim of the semantic view is that to consider
theories as families of logical models is a way to analyze scientific theories that is adequate
5See [82], [120], and see [55] for a rigorous presentation
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to actual practice. Indeed, “models” are what scientists use when learning, constructing,
testing and developing scientific theories. That said, the central claim above amounts to
claiming that the models used in scientific practice are logical models in some sense. This
thesis, which I shall call the identification thesis, has been the center of the controversies
and criticisms of the semantic view for the past ten years.6 Many have argued that the
two notions of model are irreconcilable. Some have concluded that the semantic view as
a research program is flawed; others have tried to make sense of the program by focusing
only on the notion of scientific models. One aim of this paper is to take identification thesis
seriously, to try to understand its motivations within the semantic view, and to assess in
what sense and to what extent it is central to the view. Such analysis should allow us to
show that most criticisms stem from a misinterpretation of the semantic view, that is an
interpretation which is arguably unfaithful to its initial project, as defined by Suppes in the
sixties and as developed by him and others since. Let me distinguish between two possible
interpretations of the identification thesis. A strong interpretation of the identification thesis
is:
When scientists develop and test a high level theory, the models that they construct and
use are the logical models of the high level theory, and as such model theory is a fruitful tool
for philosophers to give an account of the actual practice of science.
This strong interpretation seems to be at stake in the debates over the semantic view
and will be the subject of the next section. However, I shall defend later a more modest
interpretation of the identification thesis, according to which what the semantic view really
claims is this:
When scientists develop and test a high level theory, the models that they construct and
use are analyzable in terms of the logical models of a hierarchy of theories, and as such model
theory is a fruitful tool for philosophers in the formal analysis of scientific theories.
6See [26], [86], [108], and [125].
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The shift from the strong to the modest interpretation of the identification thesis is
twofold. First, there is a weakening of the thesis insofar as all the models that scientists use
are not viewed as the models of the high level theory. Second, it is a shift to a methodological
point of view. I shall defend the idea that the semantic view is best seen as the methodological
prescription to use model theory for a formal analysis of scientific theories.
In Section 3.2 I 1. give an argument for why some form of the identification thesis is cen-
tral to the semantic view, 2. briefly expose the criticisms that were recently raised against
the tenability of the identification thesis and, consequently, 3. state the dilemma that the
semantic view must address if these criticisms are successful. In Section 3.3, I argue that
the criticisms leveled at the identification thesis only apply to the strong form of the thesis.
Hence, under the modest interpretation of the identification thesis, the dilemma is bypassed.
In Section 3.4 I briefly discuss the most controversial consequence of the modest interpreta-
tion of the identification thesis; namely, that the semantic view does not address the problem
of representation. I argue that the semantic view does not have to address this problem, but
that it still provides a useful characterization of scientific theories.
3.2 From the identification thesis to the dilemma
The identification thesis stems from two requirements that are constitutive of the seman-
tic view. First is a requirement of adequacy. The semantic view aims at giving an account of
scientific theories as they are used in actual practice. As presented above, the requirement
of adequacy is a central motivation of the semantic view. Proponents of the view claim
that it is a fact of the matter that most scientific activity consists in the consideration of
models, rather than the axioms of a theory. To fulfill the requirement of adequacy, it is thus
essential to the view to consider scientific models, that is, models that are constructed, used
and tested in scientific practice.
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The second requirement is that scientific theories should be given a systematic, formal
analysis. Let us call it the requirement of formalization. The semantic view shares with
the syntactic view the aim of giving a formal analysis of scientific theories. The semantic
turn prescribes a change in tool, not in the kind of analysis. Granted, the analysis is not
to be normative, but this is another point. The point here is that the proponents of the
semantic program still believe in the necessity of a formal framework for the systematic
treatment of issues in philosophy of science and scientific methodology. However, first order
logic plus identity, advocated as the tool to use to analyze theories on the syntactic view,
is just too poor a tool to give an account of the complexities of scientific theories. The
upshot is that the syntactic view could not consider anything but oversimplified theories.
Adding the axioms of (a fairly uncontroversial version of) set theory is just what is needed
to be able to give an account of most important scientific results, because it includes most
of mathematics. Proponents of the semantic view advocate model theory as the correct
framework for a formal analysis of scientific theories. Consequently, it is essential to the
view that the models considered are models in the logical sense.
The requirement of adequacy and the requirement of formalization together thus make
the identification thesis central to the view. Recent literature has challenged the identifica-
tion thesis under its strong interpretation. Critics aim to show that models used in scientific
practice are not models of the theory, in the following sense: scientific models, which are
used as representations of phenomena, do not have some properties which are characteris-
tic of logical models and vice versa. Logical models are essentially characterized by their
truth-making function. Several have argued that scientific models used for the domain of
some theory are not the truth-makers of the theory. Redhead provides an analysis of the
relationships between models and theory.7 One important class of models Redhead identi-
fies as “impoverishment models”. What characterizes impoverishment models is that they
7See [92].
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contradict the theory. They arise from the simplification of the equations of the theory
considered in order to get the solutions more tractable. Such models are disconnected from
the theory in so far as the theory does not provide the means to mathematically justify the
approximations. Moreover, the simplified equations generally have quite different solutions
than the original equations. The point can be reformulated by saying that some models
feature real distortions with regards to the theory that are not reducible to limit cases or
Aristotelian abstractions.8 Accordingly, such models simply cannot be true of the theory.
If scientific models do not function as logical models do, then how are they to be under-
stood? According to Morrison, models are “autonomous agents in the production of scientific
knowledge.”9 Morrison studies the “production of scientific knowledge” from two points of
view: the construction of and the function of models in practice. In both cases the main
claim is that the way scientific models work is not reducible to them being models of the
theory. Concerning the construction of models, Morrison’s main thesis is that models cannot
be derived from a theory through any systematic process. If scientific models were models of
the theory, according to Morrison, the theory should provide sufficient means to construct
these models. On the contrary, argues Morrison, actual construction of models is an “art”
that demands something else than formal analysis of the theory. Concerning the way models
function in practice, Morrison’s main thesis is that they produce supplementary knowledge
that the “abstract theory” cannot provide. They function as “mediators” between experi-
ment and theory, making explicit certain “structural dependencies”. Models specify what
adjustments and modifications are needed to get the experimental results to fit the theory.
And this is simply the kind of knowledge that the high-level theory does not provide.
From a more conceptual point of view, Thomson-Jones proposes the following analysis.
He distinguishes between the two notions of models according to their functions, as truth
8See [27] for an exposition of the distinction between (Galilean) idealization and (Aristotelian) abstraction.
9See [87, 39].
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maker (logical model) and as a representational structure (scientific models).10 He claims
that the essential function of scientific models is to represent. Further, he demonstrates
that the logical function of models is not enough to give an account of the representational
function of scientific models. Thus the semantic view, if it sticks to the identification thesis,
cannot account for the essential representative function of scientific models.11
According to the analyses above, the two notions of models are seemingly irreconcilable.
On the one hand, scientific models do not seem to be necessarily truth-makers of the theory.
On the other hand, the truth-making function of logical models does not seem to be sufficient
to give an account of how scientific models are constructed and used in scientific practice.
If true, the semantic view faces the following dilemma: either it fulfills the requirement of
formalization, i.e. remains faithful to the logical notion of model, but then cannot claim to
fulfill the requirement of adequacy, or it sticks to the requirement of adequacy, but then the
model-theoretic notion of model is unacceptable, and the semantic view has to give up being
‘semantic’.
One escape is to give up on the ’semantic’ aspect, that is, to give up the logical notion
of models and focus on the representational aspect of scientific models.12 I have argued that
this would amount to giving up the semantic program altogether, for the consideration of
models in the logical sense stems from the requirement of formalization, which is central to
the view. In the next section I argue for an alternative escape from the dilemma. I relax the
strong interpretation of the identification thesis in favor of a more methodological stance.
3.3 Methodological semantic view (MSV)
Let us reconsider the distinction made at the beginning of the paper13:
10See [125].
11See [20] for another clear exposition of this point.
12Thomson-Jones does this in [125].
13(S) stands for ’strong’ and (M) for ’modest’ or ’methodological’.
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(S)
When scientists develop and test a high level theory, the models that they construct and
use are the logical models of the high level theory, and as such model theory is a fruitful tool
for philosophers to give an account of the actual practice of science.
(M)
When scientists develop and test a high level theory, the models that they construct and
use are analyzable in terms of the logical models of a hierarchy of theories, and as such model
theory is a fruitful tool for philosophers in the formal analysis of scientific theories.
Section 2 has made it clear that (S) is not tenable. I shall argue not only that (M)
is tenable, but characterizes a research program for philosophy of science which is worth
considering. I shall call this the methodological semantic view (MSV). The basic objection
against the possibility of taking a semantic perspective on scientific models is that these
scientific models do not feature the characteristic properties of logical models. In particular,
they are not models of the theory in the sense that they are not true of an abstract, general
and unified theory. A naive picture of how theories relate to the world would be the following.
A high level theory, such as quantum chromodynamics, is characterized by its models. Given
some phenomena in the world, such as the results of scattering experiments, the theory has a
model that represents the phenomena of interest. The authors considered in the last section
have shown that this view is simply incorrect. Models that scientists use to represent the
phenomena are not the (logical) models of the high level theory.
A more realistic picture is that a whole hierarchy of models stands between the phenom-
ena and the high level theory. In virtue of the definition of the model, there is a theory on
which the model is true at every level of the hierarchy. Note that this is not claiming that
we have such theories at hand, but rather that a model-theoretic perspective can be taken
on the various scientific models. The semantic view, as defined originally, has never been
not committed to the claim that all models in this hierarchy are logical models of the “high
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level” theory. Suppes made this point clear already:
What I have attempted to argue is that a whole hierarchy of models stands
between the models of the basic theory and the complete experimental experience.
Moreover, for each level of the hierarchy, there is a theory in its own right. Theory
at one level is given empirical meaning by making formal connections with theory
at a lower level. Statistical and logical investigation of the relations between
theories at these different levels can proceed in a purely formal, set-theoretical
manner. The more explicit the analysis the less place there is for non formal
consideration. Once the empirical data are put in canonical form (at the level of
models of data) every question of systematic evaluation is a formal one.1415
So, the criticisms of the semantic view considered in the last section would only apply
to the semantic view if it included the strong form of the identification thesis. The appro-
priate characterization of the semantic view is methodological. Properly understood, the
semantic view consists in considering directly the whole hierarchy of scientific models and
use model theory for a formal analysis of these models and of their relationships. Seen as
the methodological prescription to use model theory for a formal analysis of the hierarchy of
models that scientists consider, the semantic view bypasses the dilemma and is fully tenable.
Now, what is it good for? Although much of the debate in philosophy of science recently
focused on the question of representation, I shall claim that MSV consistently holds that,
leaving aside this question, there is room for a formal analysis of the structure of theories in
terms of the relationships between their models. The point of MSV is to claim that taking
the perspective of model theory can give insights on scientific models, leaving aside their
representational function. I turn to this in the following section.
14[111, 34].
15Also see [20].
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3.4 Cleaning up: what issues MSV addresses or not.
Philosophy of science is essentially concerned with inter-theoretic, intra-theoretic and
theory-world relations. MSV can fruitfully address the first two issues, but not the third
one, which includes the representational function of theories or models. If the semantic view
is a methodological prescription for using model theory as a tool for the formal analysis
of scientific theories, then it stays in the semantic level. MSV studies the relationships
between models, from the more abstract to the models of data, but never can nor ever has
to go beyond the models, and hence, beyond the formal existence of the objects the theory
presents.16
One might ask in what sense the semantic view is useful if it does not analyze theory-
world relations. No one has said it better than Suppes: “the notion of model in the sense of
logicians provides the appropriate intellectual tool for making the analysis both precise and
clear.”17 In particular, it makes the notion of structure and of the structural relationships
between models precise. Such a precise and well-defined tool is useful in addressing both
issues of internal structure of theories and interrelations between theories. For example,
van Fraassen in [131] is an explicit application of the method presented in his [130], to
examine the controversies that have plagued the philosophy of quantum mechanics since the
inception of the theory. Suppes shows how a proving representation theorem with model
theory is useful to address the question of reductionism.18 Indeed, to prove a representation
theorem is to show that there is a specific class of models such that every model of the theory
is isomorphic to a member of this class. This is arguably an interesting way to formalize the
possible reduction of the theory to this restricted class of models. Lastly, using the resources
16For more details on the distinction between presentation and representation, in [20]. For an exposition
of how the semantic view consider scientific theories as deploying different levels of models, see [79].
17[113, 17].
18[116].
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of model theory has been the only means to make structural realism a precise view.19 Note
that an advantage of MSV is that, staying at the semantic level, it does not entail any
position in the realist/antirealist debate. Thus, MSV can be useful on for both sides of the
debate.
There is no question that scientific models have a representational function. If the se-
mantic view is supposed to be a comprehensive view of science, then it had better say
something about representation. However, the semantic view was never intended to give a
comprehensive view of science. Consider the following quote from Suppes:
It is a myth engendered by philosophers - even in the past to some extend by
myself - that the deductive organization of physics in nice set theoretical form
is an achievable goal. A look at the chaos in the current literature in any part
of physics is enough to quickly dispel that illusion, this does not mean that set
theoretical work cannot be done, it is just that its severe limitations must be
recognized.20
According to me, the severe limitations that have to be recognized are just that the
semantic view cannot address the question of representation. That said, just as Suppes
remarks: this does not mean that no set theoretical work can be done.
We began this paper by considering a crucial objection to the semantic view. If the
semantic view involved the claim that the entire hierarchy of models used in scientific practice
are models of a supposedly unified high level theory, then it would be untenable. As remarked
above, the semantic view of theories is not committed to that thesis. I argued that only a
modest version of the identification thesis is central to the semantic view. The semantic view
is best seen as a methodological prescription to use model theory for a formal analysis of
the hierarchy of models that scientists consider. MSV is both tenable and still a promising
19See [32].
20[115, 214].
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research program for philosophy of science. This legitimates the use of model theory in
philosophy of science.
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Part II
Understanding Bell-type phenomena
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Chapter 4
The mainstream interpretation in
trouble?
Bell-type phenomena have been the subject of much philosophical investigation for the
last twenty five years. It is commonly held that the discussion has reached a satisfactory
conclusion. It is widely believed that Bell-type experiments force us to accept that the
quantum domain cannot be described by any theory that gives a representation of the phe-
nomena as local causal processes. That said, according to the mainstream interpretation,
the form of non-locality that Bell-type phenomena force us to accept is benign in the sense
that it does not necessarily conflict with the locality constraints that many take relativistic
theories to impose on causal processes. Put another way, it is generally agreed that our two
favorite physical theories stand in a state of “peaceful coexistence”.1 Despite this apparent
consensus, criticisms have been recurrently leveled against the mainstream interpretation in
the literature. Our aim in this part of this dissertation is to assess rigorously whether the
mainstream interpretation is well founded or not. This chapter serves as an introduction to
our analysis of the interpretations of Bell-type phenomena.
1The phrase is Shimony’s.
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We shall begin with giving some background information on Bell-type theorems and
Bell-type phenomena (Section 4.1). With this in hand, we shall present the mainstream
interpretation, its usual justification and the ongoing, albeit underground criticism leveled
against it (Section 4.2). In Section 4.3, we explain how some of these criticisms succeed in
showing that the justification usually given in favor of the mainstream interpretation fails to
support it. That said, this does not prove that the mainstream interpretation is false either,
just that it remains ill-founded. In the last section of this chapter (Section 4.4), we present
our program for assessing the mainstream interpretation. Such a program stems from the
observation that, in the Bell literature, locality and causality are mostly defined solely in
terms of restrictions on conditional probability distributions over events. Arguably though,
whether or not locality and causality can be defined in terms of probability conditions is
not trivial. Our general strategy is thus to consider rigorous theories of locality and of
causality in order to investigate whether the mainstream interpretation holds under any of
these theories.
4.1 Bell-type theorems and Bell-type phenomena
4.1.1 Introduction
Bell-type theorems come in various versions, but most of them follow the general scheme:2
• (I) Exposition of a set of assumptions S;
• (II) Derivation of some inequalities (the Bell Inequalities – henceforth BI) from this
set;
2The literature on Bell theorems is plentiful. Bell’s papers are indispensable references: [12],[11],[15],[14].
All of these are reprinted in the collection [14], with some others in the second edition [16]. For a recent
synthesis, see [104].
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• (III) Exhibition of quantum statistical predictions that violate the BI.3
The conclusion of such theorems follows by a simple modus tollens: not all statistical pre-
dictions of quantum mechanics are compatible with the S-type models, i.e., models which
satisfy all the assumptions in S. To say it the other way around: no model of S-type can
recover all statistical predictions of quantum mechanics.
It so happens that the BI are testable. Experiments which arguably correspond to Bell-
type situations have been carried out many times since the early eighties.4 These experiments
are almost universally taken to favor quantum mechanics.5 That is to say, it is widely agreed
that we have strong empirical evidence that the BI are violated by quantum phenomena. The
upshot is thus that no model of the S-type can give an account of all quantum phenomena.
The interpretation of the experimental violation of Bell-type inequalities varies depending
on the version of Bell-type theorem considered. Bell-type theorems mostly vary with the
set of assumptions considered in the derivation. Most of these sets however are supposed
to capture the idea of “Local Realism”. “Local realism” is a widely used, even if largely
misleading, phrase for the conjunction of two conditions6:
Definition 1 – Local Realism
A probabilistic model for Bell-type situations is a local realist model if and only if it
satisfies the two following requirements:
1. Realist: measurement outcomes are determined before the actual measurement process;
3Some versions deviate from this general scheme: see [104], section 6, and references therein.
4The experiment performed in 1982 by Alain Aspect and his team in Orsay is considered the classic ([8],
or, for a more popular presentation [7]). Redhead provides a table of the experimental results concerning
the violations of the Bell Inequalities up to the last eighties in [93, p.108]. Many others have been conducted
since, among which the ones by Zeilinger’s team in Vienna and Gisin’s team in Geneva are well known (see
for example [134], and for a less technical presentation, [141]).
5Some loopholes, such as the detection loophole, have still not been completely ruled out. We shall not
consider these potential problems for the implementation of the experiments in this dissertation in any detail.
That said, such loopholes relate to Fine’s Prism Models which we shall discuss in Chapter 5.
6See for example [73, p.61-2] for a “deliberately vague” characterization of local realism.
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2. Local: measurement outcomes are locally determined; namely, the results of a measure-
ment are independent of what is happening on remote systems.
In the following, we shall try to make these two conditions more clear.
4.1.2 Determinateness, Determinism and Value Definiteness
It is well known that the quantum state, given as in standard quantum mechanics, does
not allow one to predict definite outcomes for a given experiment: it only gives a probability
distribution over a spectrum of possible outcomes. The orthodox interpretation takes it
that no more complete specification of the physical situation can be made. In other words,
according to the orthodox interpretation, quantum probabilities are not merely epistemic:
there are irreducible.
By contrast, hv theories take it that the measurement outcomes are determined before
the actual measurement process – this corresponds to the “realist” part of Local Realism
as defined above. They supplement the quantum state of the system with extra variables,
which are called “hidden” variables because we do not have direct access to their values, nor
do we have control of them in practice. The completed states are usually denoted as λ.7 The
complete state of the system, possibly together with the experimental context, determine the
outcome of a given experiment. That said, the sense in which the outcomes are determined
comes in various ways. One distinguishes between :
1. determinism,
2. determinateness,
3. value definiteness.
7Whether λ corresponds only to the supplementary variables, or to the completed state of the system,
i.e. the quantum state plus the supplementary variables, varies in the literature. We shall take the latter
option in the following.
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Let us make the distinction clear by way of the following definitions.
Definition 2 – Determinism
A physical transition between the times t and t+ δt is said to be deterministic if and only
if the state of a closed system submitted to this transition is completely determined at a time
t+ δt, given its state at t.
Definition 3 – Determinateness
Determinateness is satisfied if and only if the measurement outcomes are determinate,
namely each experiment will have definite results, which may be fixed deterministically or
only stochastically by the state of the system (and of the measurement context) before the
measurement.
Definition 4 – Value Definiteness
Value definiteness is the requirement that the state of a system assigns definite values for
all quantum observables, irrespective of whether a measurement is performed.
Value definiteness, determinism and determinateness do not have the same status in the
derivation of BI. As for determinism, it is not always part of the set of assumptions S used to
derive the BI. Whereas it was assumed in the original proof of Bell’s Theorem8, the result was
further generalized to the stochastic case by Bell himself9 and by others10 Determinism entails
determinateness, but the converse does not hold in general. Note that Fine shows that any
stochastic model satisfying the BI is equivalent to some deterministic hidden variable model.
This mathematical result does not impair the philosophical significance of the generalizations
of Bell-type theorem to the stochastic case, as Butterfield explains.11 We shall describe
8[12].
9[11].
10See [29],[28], [6], and [85].
11[p. 77-8][22].
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stochastic models in more detail in this chapter, Subsection 4.1.5. We shall give our own
analysis of Fine’s result in Chapter 5.
Value Definiteness is also stronger than determinateness, at least if we assume that mea-
surement results are themselves encoded in the values of some observable. It is ruled out
by the impossibility theorems of non-contextual hv models.12 We shall not present these
theorems in this dissertation.13 That said, more has to be said about the various notions of
contextuality in the Bell literature. This is the burden of the next subsection, i.e. Subsection
4.1.3. Before, let us conclude from the presentation above that the sense in which hv theories
generally take the measurement outcomes to be determined is the sense of determinateness.
They aim at supplementing the quantum state with these values that are missing in order
to recover a determinate-outcome model of the phenomena.
4.1.3 Contextualities
Contextuality is a common issue in the Bell literature. Generally speaking, the idea
of contextuality is simply that the outcomes of a given experiment depend on the specific
characteristics of the experiment. Formulated like this, it seems both reasonable and simple.
Whether you can win a marathon depends on who is running the race (the other quantities
measured) and what the specific conditions of the race are (the weather or the humidity of
the track for example). That said, there are various notions of contextuality in the literature,
and it is not always clear how these notions relate to each other. The following is an attempt
to draw a conceptual map of these various notions of contextuality.
The most common notion of contextuality for quantum probabilities and hv theories is
the following. A hv theory is said to be contextual if and only if the value of a quantity
12A profound impossibility theorem of non-contextual hv models is due to Gleason in 1957 ([57]) for Hilbert
space of dimensionality greater than 2. Bell has a simplified version in his [13]. The conclusions are similar
Kochen and Specker’s in their [75].
13A simplified demonstration of Gleason’s theorem can be found in [71, appendix A]. An enlightening
presentation of the Kochen-Specker paradox can be found in [93, chapter 5].
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measured depends either on which other quantities are measured, or on relevant features
of the measuring apparatus. Note that there are two kinds of contextuality to distinguish
in the definition above. The distinction was made, albeit not explicitly, by Bell.14 Shi-
mony has made the distinction explicit and dubbed them respectively algebraic contextuality
and environmental contextuality. Here is how Shimony defines algebraic and environmental
contextualities:
[...] an “algebraic” context is one which specifies the quantities (or the op-
erators representing them) which are measured jointly with the quantity (or
operator) of primary interest, whereas an “environmental context” is one a spec-
ification of the physical characteristics of the measuring apparatus whereby it
simultaneously measures several distinct co-measurable quantities.15
Other distinctions exist in the literature. Redhead distinguishes between ontological con-
textuality, measurement contextuality and environmental contextuality.16 As far as we can
tell, Redhead’s ontological contextuality and measurement contextuality are both of Shi-
mony’s algebraic type: they both express the dependence of the result of the measurement
of a given quantity on the other quantities measured jointly or considered alongside with this
quantity. However, unlike Shimony’s algebraic contextuality, they come with an interpreta-
tion of the observables and the measurement process. While both are of the algebraic type,
Redhead’s ontological and measurement contextualities differ from each other in that they
come with two different interpretations. Ontological contextuality is algebraic contextuality
equipped with an interpretational framework including possessed definite values before mea-
surement and faithfulness of measurement. In such a framework, a measurement faithfully
reveals the possessed value of the system. Outcomes depend on the algebraic context, be-
cause possessed values do. By contrast, measurement contextuality is also a kind of algebraic
14[13, p. 9].
15[104, p. 2].
16[94].
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contextuality, but which comes with an interpretational framework in which the values of
measurement correspond to relational properties. That is to say, a measurement does not
reveal the possessed value but rather “a holistic relational attribute”, depending on both the
system and the measurement quantum mechanical context.
Clifton and Pagonis distinguishes between two concepts of contextuality which they label
contextualism1 and contextualism2.
17 Contextualism1 is Shimony’s environmental contex-
tuality equipped with the interpretation that the values measured correspond to disposi-
tions, that is, not categorical properties of the quantum system. They arise in an “un-
remarkable” way from both the initial state of the system and the experimental context.
Thus, Contextualism1 has no ontological significance. Contextualism2, by contrast, corre-
sponds to the causal dependence of possessed values on the context of measurement. Thus,
contextualism2 has strong ontological significance.
Shimony’s and Redhead’s environmental contextualities, despite sharing the same name,
do not strictly overlap. Redhead makes it explicit that environmental contextuality includes
only non-quantum mechanical aspects of the apparatuses. By contrast, Shimony’s definition
above seem to be completely general. If true, then Shimony’s environmental contextuality is
more general than Redhead’s. In the following, we shall in general consider only Shimony’s
notions of contextuality.
With these clarifications above, we can now present the types of hv models we shall
consider in this dissertation, i.e. stochastic, contextual, determinate-outcome hv models.
4.1.4 Stochastic models
Three different groups of hv models and corresponding derivations of the BI can be
distinguished:18
17See [30].
18According to an important theorem by Arthur Fine, for each given experiment the three conditions
above are equivalent (See [48], [49].) As said before, we shall analyze Fine’s results in Chapter 5.
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1. the outcomes can be accounted for in terms of a local deterministic hidden variable
model,
2. the outcomes can be accounted for in terms of model with factorizable probability
distributions,
3. the outcomes can be accounted for by a probabilistic model in which there are well
defined joint-probabilities for incompatible observables.
The experimental results refute every set of assumptions that allows for the derivation of a
Bell-type theorem.
In the rest of the dissertation, we shall mostly be concerned with sets of assumptions
characterized by 2. above, that is with Bell-type theorems in which the BI are derived
from a condition of factorizability on the probability distributions of the outcome-events.
Such theorems constitute a generalization of the original version of Bell’s theorem to the
stochastic case. Such theorems apply to models in which the outcomes are determined only
stochastically by the λ together with the experimental context. Let us say a little more
about what it means for a probabilistic model in Bell-type situations to be stochastic.
First, not all probabilistic models are stochastic. Any determinate hv model of the
Bell-type situations is a model where the complete state determines, deterministically or
stochastically, and possibly together with the experimental context, the outcome of a given
experiment. That said, while the system is taken to be really in one of the states λ ∈ Λ, we
are in a state of ignorance of which one. Our ignorance about the specific state the system
under consideration is in introduces a first layer of probabilities: any determinate model
includes a probability measure on the possible λ. Any such model is thus a probabilistic
model in the sense that it assigns probabilities to outcomes of Bell-type measurements. The
probabilities for outcomes are obtained by averaging over the possible λ. The model will be
satisfactory if the probabilities assigned are in agreement with the statistical distributions
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observed in experiment. This first layer of probabilities, the one representing our ignorance
about the specific state the system under consideration is in, is independent of the issue of
whether the model is deterministic or stochastic.
Contextual models entail a second layer of probabilities in the following way. In such
models, the system under consideration is really in one of the complete states λ, but the
λ do not alone determine the outcomes of a given experiment. Rather, they determine the
outcomes together with the experimental context. Now, we may be ignorant of the exact
state of the experimental context, or of how exactly it influences the outcomes. Typically, the
model may take into account the possible influence of unknown and possibly uncontrollable
features of the measurement apparatuses. In such a case, the λ do not determine an outcome
bound to be obtained in a given experiment, but only prescribe probabilities of outcomes.
The second layer of probabilities in some contextual models thus results from averaging
over the unknown context. Here again, the fact that the model gives us only probabilities
of outcomes does not imply that the model is not deterministic. Whether the λ and the
experimental context determine the outcomes deterministically or stochastically still remains
open. So, contextual hv models are perfectly compatible with determinism.
A hv model is not stochastic because it assigns probabilities to outcomes because of our
ignorance of the underlying situation. Rather, it is stochastic if and only if the complete
state of both system and experimental context still does not determine completely the result
of a measurement. This typically occurs because a stochastic hv model includes a stochastic
dynamics at the “hidden” level. A third layer of probabilities is thus introduced in such
models. Stochastic models, even in the ideal case of a perfect knowledge of the underlying
physical situation, would only assign probabilities to outcomes. Arguably, such models
involve a form of irreducible indeterminism (which may concern the determination of the
outcomes by the λ, by the experimental context, or both).
To sum up then, we have the following layers of probabilities:
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1. Probability measure over the complete state – probabilities mirroring our ignorance of
the underlying physical situation for the system – compatible with determinism;
2. Probability measure over the experimental context – probabilities mirroring our ig-
norance of the underlying physical situation for the apparatus(es) – compatible with
determinism;
3. Probabilities of outcomes, given the λ and the complete state of the experimental
context – incompatible with determinism.
Now that we have a clear idea of what it means for a model to be stochastic, we can turn
to the issue of how the BI are derived from such stochastic models. As said above, stochastic
hv models satisfy some BI if and only if they satisfy the so-called factorization condition, or
Factorizability. In accordance with the above, the upshot of the experimental violation of
the BI in these cases is that no factorizable hv model can give an account of all quantum
phenomena. Let us say more about Factorizability.
4.1.5 Locality as Factorizability
Factorizability, or the factorization condition, is a condition on hv probabilistic models of
the outcomes of the experiment. It is supposed to capture the locality part of Local Realism19
within the stochastic context. The factorization condition is thus supposed to be a locality
condition on determinate-outcome hv probabilistic models. Locality is here understood
as the independence of a nearby outcome-event from remote events. The link between
Factorizability and Locality is supposed to go both ways: on the one hand, violations of
Factorizability amount to violations of Locality, and, on the other hand, with Factorizability
satisfied, Locality is secured.20
19Definition 1, Subsection 4.1.1.
20Note that, in order to complete a Bell-type modus tollens argument, there is no need that satisfaction
of Factorizability be a sufficient condition for Locality to be satisfied. What we only need is that a violation
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Taking for example the case of a spin measurement, the rigorous formulation of factoriz-
ability is the following: Let λ stand for the “hidden state”21, i for the setting of the apparatus
A measuring the spin of one of the systems, j for the setting of the apparatus B measuring
the spin of the other system22, and a (respectively b) for the possible outcomes of measure-
ments by apparatus A (respectively B) of the spin component in the direction defined by
i (respectively j).23 The probability for the outcomes a and b to jointly occur, conditional
on i and j, and given the complete state λ, is simply the product of the probability of a,
conditional on i by the probability of b, conditional on j:
Definition 5 – Factorizability
A probabilistic model for Bell-type situations is factorizable if and only if:
p(a, b|i, j, λ) = p(a|i, λ)p(b|j, λ).
The factorization condition24 thus requires that the probabilities of outcomes at each end
of the experiment be statistically independent, each conditional on the complete specification
of the states and measurement protocol at its respective end of the experiment. To sum up
then, stochastic Bell-type theorems express that any stochastic hv model that satisfies the
factorization condition also satisfies some BI.
of Factorizability implies a violation of Locality. That is to say, it would suffice that Factorizability be a
necessary condition for Locality. That said, the mainstream understanding seems to be that Factorizability
is not only a necessary but also a sufficient condition of Locality.
21Whether λ is a single variable or a set of variables does not matter in the context of the following.
22The possibility that the apparatuses might also have hidden states will be discussed later in Section 4.3.
23In the following, we will denote the variables as capitals and the values of the variables as small letters.
Thus, a and b are values of the outcome variables A and B; λ is a value of the complete state variable Λ.
24In our formulation of Factorizability, we take apparatus settings i and j as well as the hidden state λ as a
variable on which we conditionalize, and not as a parameter which appears as an index. In the deterministic
case, the settings of the apparatuses have to be taken as parameters on pain of contradiction (see [139, p.61-
72] for more details). Since we confine ourselves with the stochastic case, we are not constrained to define
a new probability measure where i and j are fixed. We shall indeed consider in general that the settings of
the apparatuses are the result of a stochastic physical process, and not the result of the free choice of the
experimenters. Now, whether the complete state λ should be taken as a parameter or a variable depends
on whether or not we assume that we can assign a probability to it. We shall assume throughout that
probabilities can be assigned both to λ and to i, j; therefore we shall consistently use the framework of
conditional probabilities.
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The interpretation of the experimental violation of the BI in this case amounts to in-
terpreting the fact that no probabilistic model in which the probabilities for outcomes are
factorizable in the above manner can give an account of Bell-type phenomena. This in turn
has proved very difficult to analyze and has been the focus of foundational studies concerning
Bell-type results for the past twenty five years.
4.2 The mainstream interpretation and its critics
4.2.1 The mainstream interpretation
Factorizability was introduced by Bell as a formal expression of a locality condition for
probabilistic hv models. If that is the correct way to formalize the requirement of locality,
then the conclusion of the Bell-type modus tollens is simply that no local realist model
can give an account of all quantum phenomena. This is troubling because it seems to be in
conflict with Relativity theory.25 Most of the development in the analysis of the experimental
violation of the BI by quantum mechanics and quantum phenomena have focused on the issue
of whether such violation stands in conflict with the principles of Relativity theory.
An influential result in this regard was shown by Jarrett and Shimony (independently)
in the mid-eighties. They showed that Factorizability divides up into two distinct conditions
on the probability distributions of the outcome-events: Outcome and Parameter Indepen-
dence.26
25This might hinge on a certain interpretation of Relativity theory. We shall not enter the debate over
Relativity theory and its interpretations. Our aim here is to give an overview of the mainstream discussion
in the Bell-literature. For a serious discussion concerning Quantum Mechanics, Bell-type theorems and the
theory of Relativity, see [83] and references therein.
26The distinction between the two conditions was actually made for the first time by Suppes and Zanotti
in [117]. Van Fraasen in [129] (reprinted as [130]) has used the same distinction for his own analysis. That
said, Jarrett and Shimony were the first to claim that the distinction is relevant to the issue whether the
experimental violation of the BI stands in conflict with Relativity theory. For the details, see [72] and [102],
and also [73] and [103].
Note also that the phrases ‘parameter independence’ and ‘outcome independence’ are Shimony’s. Jar-
rett calls similar conditions respectively ‘locality’ and ‘completeness’. As Jones and Clifton notice in [74],
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Outcome Independence (henceforth OI) expresses the requirement that the outcome of
the measurement on one subsystem be independent of the outcome of the measurement on
the other one:
Definition 6 – Outcome Independence
A probabilistic model for Bell-type situations satisfies Outcome Independence if and only
if for all a, b, i, j, and λ:
p(a, b|i, j, λ) = p(a|i, j, λ)p(b|i, j, λ)
OI is a condition of statistical independence of the outcome-events. OI is not enough to
obtain Factorizability because OI does not require the “separation” of the two factors i and
j in the product of the conditional probabilities. In addition to mere statistical independence,
what is needed to obtain the factorization condition is Parameter Independence (henceforth
PI):
Definition 7 – Parameter Independence
A probabilistic model for Bell-type situations satisfies Parameter independence if and only
if for all a, b, i, i′, j, j′ and λ :
p(a|i, j, λ) = p(a|i, j′, λ) and p(b|i, j, λ) = p(b|i′, j, λ),
that is, the requirement that the outcome of the measurement on one subsystem not depend
upon the setting of the apparatus measuring the other one.
Shimony’s and Jarrett’s conditions are not identical, since the latter includes the hidden variables of the
measurement apparatuses’ states as factors, whereas the former does not. Jones and Clifton show that
whether or not one considers these variables makes a difference to the issue of whether the violation of
Bell-type inequalities by quantum theory and quantum phenomena stand in conflict with STR. We shall
present their argument in Section 4.3.4 and deal more precisely with this issue in Chapter 7. For now, let
us confine ourselves to Shimony’s conditions.
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That Factorizability is equivalent to the two above conditions taken together is prima
facie an interesting result as far as the interpretation of the experimental violation of the BI
is concerned. Granted, without any control of the hidden variables λ, we cannot test any of
these two conditions independently of one another, so that we cannot determine empirically
whether Bell-type systems violate one and not the other. That said, the distinction between
these two conditions is interesting at the level of the interpretation. The distinction allows
one to make the interpretation of the violation of BI by experiment more precise in narrowing
down what one has to give up in any hv model for quantum probabilities and quantum
phenomena. Indeed, the conclusion that any hv model must violate Factorizability entails
that any hv model must fail to satisfy either PI or OI (or both). In other words, we may
have to give up only one of the two.
Jarrett and Shimony have made the further claim that the distinction between PI and OI
is relevant to whether the experimental violation of Bell-type inequalities by quantum theory
and quantum phenomena stand in conflict with Relativity theory. They argued that, while
any theory violating PI would stand in conflict with Relativity theory, a theory violating
only OI could stand in “peaceful coexistence” with it.27 The core of their argument for this
is the claim that while a failure of PI could in principle lead to superluminal signaling, it is
not the case for a failure of OI.
Here is how Jarrett and Shimony’s argument goes.28 Were we to have control over the
hidden variables (that is, were we able to prepare and maintain a collection of quantum
systems in the same complete state), then we would have the means to signal through failure
of PI. Concretely, consider that the experimenter at one end, say the left, could prepare a
collection of systems in a specific state, and maintain these in such a fixed state as well as
27The phrase is Shimony’s in [100].
28See [72, p. 573-576] for the first formulation of the argument. The argument is completed in [101] and
[73]. Our formulation of the argument is a synthesis of the series of argument formulated by Jarrett and
Shimony.
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control the settings of the apparatuses. If this were the case, the experimenter at the other
(right) end could change the probabilities of outcomes on the left side by changing the setting
on her (right) side, which would change the observable statistics on the other (left) side and
thus constitute a case of signaling. By performing measurements on a large enough ensemble
of Bell-type pairs of subsystems each spread over a large enough distance, one could thus
efficiently send a signal at arbitrary speed. If the probability of the outcomes is independent
of any parameters that could be controlled by the experimenters, no superluminal signaling
can be achieved, even if the outcomes are correlated, i.e. even if OI fails. Finally, taking
a ban on superluminal signaling as one of the principles of Relativity theory, Jarrett and
Shimony conclude that our two best theories do not necessarily stand in conflict provided
that we consider OI only, and not PI, as being violated by quantum theory and quantum
phenomena.
Foundational studies on the matter have since mainly focused on the interpretation of PI,
of OI, and of their respective potential failure. Most of the philosophers have followed Jarrett
and Shimony on the argument above and have developed what we shall call a mainstream
interpretation of Bell-type results. Let us start with violations of PI. The possibility of
signaling is taken to be indicative of the existence of an underlying causal process. Because
signaling can take place superluminally, the underlying causal process would be non-local.
So, a violation of PI is taken to be indicative of the existence of a non-local causal process.
Still according to the mainstream interpretation, the argument above shows that a vio-
lation of OI is not indicative of a non-local causal process. Violations of OI are interpreted
to be indicative of the fact that subsystems of the kind we are considering are not separate
systems at all, despite their spatial separation. A violation of OI is thus interpreted as
indicative of a form of holism.
We wish to emphasize that such an interpretation contains three claims. First, while PI
is a locality condition in a sense connected with the theory of relativity, OI is not; second,
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that, while a violation of PI is indicative of a underlying causal influence, a violation of
OI is not; and third, granted the first two claims, a violation of OI is interpreted as being
indicative of a form of (not necessarily nonlocal and causal) holism.29
4.2.2 The mainstream interpretation challenged
So much for the mainstream interpretation. Let us now mention that, since Jarrett’s
and Shimony’s seminal papers in the mid-eighties, there has been an ongoing, albeit rather
underground, controversy over the interpretation of Jarrett and Shimony’s analysis of Fac-
torizability. Let us lay down some of the contributions in the literature that have denied one
or several of the three claims above. Earman has denied that factorizability appropriately
captures notions of locality and/or action at a distance.30 Butterfield has argued that a
ban on superluminal causation does not favor PI over OI.31 Jones and Clifton have argued
that, under some specific circumstances, a violation of Jarrett’s version of OI can lead to
superluminal signaling.32 Maudlin argues that Jarrett’s and Shimony’s distinction is not rel-
evant as an analysis of the underlying causal picture.33 Finally, Berkovitz argues that, while
the distinction is relevant as far as superluminal signalling and the conflict with Relativity
theory are concerned, it is not concerning the issue of action at a distance, superluminal
causation and holism.34
29For an overview of the interpretation of PI, OI and of their potential failure, see [31], or, more recently,
[23]. The literature on the interpretation of the experimental violation of the BI in terms of holism is
plentiful. Howard’s seminal paper ([69]) was indeed followed by, among others, Teller ([123], [124]), Howard
himself ([70]), Healey ([60], [61], [62]), and Dickson ([35]). The debate is still vivid, as the paper by Winsberg
and Fine ([135]) and the answer Fogel gives to it ([54]) prove. A fairly recent synthesis on these debates can
be found in [63]. Another influential (and not unrelated) trend for the interpretation of OI and its failure,
is Shimony’s and Redhead’s interpretations in terms of non-causal relation or ‘passion-at-a-distance’. See
for example [94] for an argument to the effect that passion-at-a-distance differs from action-at-a-distance in
terms of the ‘robustness’ of the influence.
30[41].
31[22].
32[74].
33[83, p.94-95].
34[17, 18].
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We shall undertake a systematic examination of the mainstream interpretation. We
rigorously assess whether or not there are precise frameworks for discussing locality and
causality in which the three claims which we said constitute the mainstream interpretation
hold. Let us recall these three main claims:
Definition 8 – (PI-LOC):
Parameter Independence is a locality condition while Outcome Independence is not –
locality being understood in a sense linked with Relativity Theory.
Definition 9 – (¬PI-CAUS):
A violation of Parameter Independence is indicative of an underlying causal relationship,
while this is not the case for a violation of Outcome Independence.
Definition 10 – (¬OI-HOL):
Given that (PI-LOC) and (¬PI-CAUS) hold, a violation of Outcome Independence is
indicative of a form of non-separability or holism.
In the following section, we shall explain how Jarrett and Shimony’s argument in terms
of in principle superluminal signaling fails to support (PI-LOC), (¬PI-CAUS), and hence
(¬OI-HOL). In doing so, we shall dwell on arguments formulated by some of the critics of
the mainstream interpretation. In particular, we shall rely on Jones and Clifton’s (1993).35
The upshot will thus be that the mainstream interpretation lacks argumentative support.
Before turning to this, we need to make one note about our notation. As briefly mentioned
before, Jarrett’s and Shimony’s conditions differ from each other. More precisely, they differ
from each other exactly in that Jarrett includes the hidden variables of the apparatuses as
factors, while Shimony does not. We shall soon argue (Section 4.3) that a complete picture
of the Bell-situation should include the hidden variables of the apparatuses. So, our analysis
35[74].
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utilizes Jarrett’s conditions, which he called Locality and Completeness, and not PI and OI,
which are Shimony’s corresponding conditions without the hidden parameters of the appa-
ratuses. While we favor Jarrett’s conditions, we much prefer Shimony’s terminology over
Jarrett’s, because it is more neutral. Thus, from now on, we shall stick to Shimony’s termi-
nology, but in order to denote Jarrett’s conditions. We shall add stars to the acronyms every
time we do so. So, OI* and PI* are Outcome Independence and Parameter Independence in
which the hidden variables of the apparatuses are taken into account. Similarly, (PI-LOC)*,
(¬PI-CAUS)* and (¬OI-HOL)* are the theses corresponding to (PI-LOC), (¬PI-CAUS) and
(¬OI-HOL), when the hidden variables of the apparatuses are taken into account. With this
in mind, let us now turn to show that Jarrett and Shimony’s argument fails to satisfactorily
support the mainstream interpretation.
4.3 How Jarrett and Shimony’s argument fails
In this section, we shall recall Jones and Clifton’s arguments to the effect that Jarrett’s
and Shimony’s argument in terms of superluminal signaling does not satisfactorily support
either (PI-LOC)* or (¬PI-CAUS)*36. We shall then notice that it does not follow from Jones’
and Clifton’s argument37 that either (PI-LOC)* or (¬PI-CAUS)* is false. We shall conclude
that the question of whether (PI-LOC)* or (¬PI-CAUS)* hold can be settled only if a precise
definitions of locality and causality (respectively) are adopted. A clear definition of a specific
spacetime framework and of locality in that framework are necessary to discuss (PI-LOC)*.
A specific theory of causation is necessary to discuss (¬PI-CAUS)*. The remaining chapters
show that providing rigorous frameworks indeed proves to be useful.
Jones and Clifton develop their analysis on the basis of Jarrett’s conditions, conditions
36Note that Kronz, in [77], had leveled a similar objection against Jarrett and Shimony. Jones and Clifton
improve on Kronz in so far as they show that the objection holds only in the case where one takes into
account the hidden variables of the apparatuses’ states.
37Note that they do not pretend it does.
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which include the so-called hidden variables of the apparatuses’ states as factors. We shall
now discuss the distinction between Shimony’s and Jarrett’s conditions, and explain why the
latter are more interesting.38
4.3.1 Surface correlations and the underlying causal picture
Bell-type experiments typically amount to the observation of correlations between ob-
servables outcomes. How do we reason when facing correlated events? Generally, we tend to
think of correlations as indicative of an underlying causal relationships. This in turn hinges
on the idea that probability distributions over events and causation go hand in hand. Where
does such an idea come from? It comes as a development of regularity theories of causation.
Regularity theories are a very natural type of theory of causation, in the sense that they give
a simple empirical criterion to recognize causal relationships. According to such theories,
a cause is consistently followed by its effect. Hence, whenever one observes that an event
e (e.g. my hand in fire) is consistently followed by an event f (e.g. my hand burns), one
has a good indication that e is a cause of f . This, of course, is far too rough, and demands
elaboration to qualify as a satisfactory criterion for causal processes. Without entering in
any details for now, let us only sketch how the theories of probabilistic causation come as a
development of the intuition behind regularity theories of causation.
One starts by noting that the criterion for qualifying as a cause given above fails in
the case of imperfect regularities between a cause and its effect. Imperfect regularities may
appear in the two following cases: 1. e is not always followed by f because the occurrence
of the effect depends on factors other than e – e is a deterministic but partial (maybe
necessary but not sufficient) cause of f ; 2. e is not always followed by f because the world
is fundamentally and irreducibly indeterministic. Theories of probabilistic causation mainly
38Jones and Clifton confine themselves to notice the distinction between Shimony’s and Jarrett’s conditions
and draw the consequences in case one takes Jarrett’s view. They do not take a stance over which view is
preferable.
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aim at accommodating these two cases.
A central idea of theories of probabilistic causation is that the occurrence of a cause
increases the probability that the effect occur.39 Such an idea can be construed either
within the framework of counterfactual conditionals, in which the consequent is a proposition
assigned a probability, or in using the framework of conditional probabilities. Construed in
terms of counterfactuals, the idea amounts to say that e is a cause of f just in case the
probability that f occurs is higher if e occurs than if e did not occur. Formally:
Definition 11 – Causation: counterfactual conditional:
In a counterfactual conditional account, e is a cause of f if and only if, for x ∈ [0, 1],
(e occurs)→ p(f) = x and ¬ (e occurs)→ (p(f) ≤ x)
Construed in terms of conditional probabilities, the same idea amounts to say that the
probability of f , conditional on the occurrence of e, is higher than the probability of f ,
conditional on the non-occurrence of f .
Definition 12 – Causation: conditional probabilities:
In a conditional probabilities account, e is a cause of f if and only if p(f |e) ≥ p(f |¬e)
In this dissertation, we shall not deal specifically with counterfactual theories of causation.
We shall instead focus on the theory of probabilistic causation which uses the formalism of
conditional probabilities. This type of framework is the most commonly used in the Bell-
literature. Accordingly, we shall consider the completed state λ and the settings i and j as
potential causal factors on which to conditionalize and not as fixed parameters. This entails
that λ, the settings i and j, as well as all other factors, be construed as events which can be
ascribed some probabilities of occurrence.
39Probabilities have to be interpreted as objective in such theories. That said, this does not involve that
such objective probabilities be interpreted as irreducible chances.
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There are convincing arguments that Definition 12 fails to characterize causes. Indeed,
there are well known counterexamples to the claim that every increase in probability, as
in Definition 12, is indicative of a causal relation40 and also to the claim that every causal
relation results in an observable increase in probability.41 Probabilistic conditions must
be supplemented by other conditions such as manipulability or continuity in spacetime to
characterize causal processes. We shall not dwell much on this for now. We provide a more
complete presentation of theories of probabilistic causation in Chapter 7.
For the moment, let us illustrate how the central idea of theories of probabilistic causation
seem to give a natural account of imperfect regularities by way of a few examples. The main
idea is the following: imagine that all we have is some probability distributions over events;
one then hopes that the theory allows one to infer the underlying causal picture, which
includes the potential causal factors as well as the various causal relationships between these
factors.
An example is the following. Imagine that you notice that you have a higher chance of
suffering from stomach pain after eating fast food than from eating a meal in accordance
with the USDA nutrition recommendations: you will probably find yourself inferring that
high fat / high sugar food causes indigestion. This would be a case of direct, albeit either
partial or indeterministic, causation. Now, let us turn to two more elaborate examples.
First, consider that your two best friends, Jules and Jim, are both somewhat cyclothymic,
that is, they are, from days to days, either in an excellent or in a execrable mood. Now
imagine that you note that, while their respective “mood-states” are randomly distributed
over the days, one is always in the opposite state of the other. That is, whenever Jules
is in a good mood, Jim is in a terrible one, and vice versa. Now if you further know for
sure that your two best friend do not know each other, you will probably find yourself quite
40A typical counterexample of such spurious correlations are common cause patterns.
41Typical counterexamples of cancellation of correlations are related to reversal of probabilities as in
Simpson’s paradox.
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puzzled by such correlations. You will probably feel satisfied once you realize that 1. both
Jules and Jim go every morning to the same bakery to buy some croissants for breakfast;
2. while Jules love the crispiness of a thoroughly cooked croissant, Jim appreciates much more
the sensation of an almost uncooked croissant softly melting in his mouth; 3. the baker at
their common bakery randomly under- or overcooks his croissants. Based on a pretty crude
theory of psychology (reducing the mood-state of Jules and Jim to an effect of how much
they enjoy their breakfast), you have a satisfactory scheme of explanation, or underlying
causal picture, for the correlations observed. The perfect correlations between two events,
none of which causes the other, are thus explained in terms of the random duration of baking
of the croissants in the common bakery.42
Second, consider that another friend of yours, June, suffers from incurable anxiety. To
cope with such anxiety, she took up smoking very early in her life. This, according to all
your knowledge, increases her chances to die from heart attack. Imagine now that, smoking
being not enough, June starts each of her days with a 6 mile run. And imagine further
that, feeling exhausted after a day of work, she takes a glass of red wine in order to relax
every night. It might well be the case that June does not have higher chances of having
a heart attack than the average non-smoker. Even if a very few people would deny that
smoking is a cause of heart attack, the corresponding rise in probability is canceled in the
case of June by other factors. Indeed, regular exercise strengthens the heart while a regular
consumption of red wine lowers cholesterol. Again, were you to know only about June’s
heavy smoking, you would be surprised that her chances of having a heart attack are not
higher that an average non-smoking person. That said, you will probably feel satisfied when
you discover about her other habitual means to fight anxiety. You have now a satisfactory
scheme of explanation, or underlying causal picture for the correlations observed (or the
42Such treatment of correlations as arising from either a direct causal relationship or from two parallel
causal path originating in a common cause was famously formalized for the first time by Reichenbach in [43].
We shall give a brief presentation of the Principle of Common Cause by Reichenbach in Chapter 6.
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lack of them). Theories of probabilistic causation aim just at giving an empirical criterion
to infer such causal picture, which includes the causal factors and the causal relationships
between these factors, underlying some events, on the basis of the probability distributions
over these events.
A final note about the theories of probabilistic causation. Causal relationships are not
always positive. Here is an example of a non-positive causal relationship: regular exercise
decreases the chances of obesity. Despite such decreasing effect, one might want to consider
regular exercise as a causal factor in the causal picture. One would only have to make
precise that the causal relationship between regular exercise and obesity is of a negative, or
impairing, type. Arguably, our framework should accommodate this type of cause as well.
So, it may be useful in some cases to modify the central idea that a cause increases the
probability of its effect to: a cause changes the probabilities of occurrence of its effect, either
positively or negatively:
Definition 13 – Causation: conditional probabilities – refined:
In a refined conditional probability account, e is a causally relevant to f if and only if
p(f |e) 6= p(f |¬e)
In the examples above, all factors (the fat and sugar in the fast food, the amount of
cooking the croissants received, and June’s habits of smoking, running and drinking red
wine) were observable. What the user of the a theory of probabilistic causation wanted to do
is to figure out the relations between the causal factors and the events to be explained. What
happens when no potential causal factor is observable? In such cases, one hypothesizes an
underlying, even if not directly observable, causal picture behind the phenomena.43 Thus, to
43Whether one wants to take a realistic stance on such a causal picture, or prefers to remain agnostic as
to the ontological status of the causal factors and causal relationships postulated remains open here. In the
latter case, that is, if one wants to remain agnostic as to what the underlying causal picture is, it is still
interesting to try to figure out what the underlying causal picture could be. In particular, it is interesting to
figure out what causal pictures are compatible with the phenomena and/or with our best theories.
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the “surface description” of the phenomena – the observed correlations and the controllable
factors, one adds the description of the hidden, i.e. unobservable and possibly uncontrollable,
causal picture underlying the surface phenomena44. Arguably, it is more difficult to decide
what should count as a causal factor and what should not in this case.
The type of philosophical analysis that has been applied to Bell-type situations fits into
such a heuristic schema: one aims at giving the description of the hidden causal picture,
which includes a set of hidden causal factors and causal relations between such hidden
causal factors and outcome events. In introducing the λ in the factorization condition, Bell
introduces a causal factor which could cause correlation of events as a result of two parallel
causal chains originating in a common cause (like the baking time in the example of Jules
and Jim). Jarrett and Shimony’s analysis of the factorization condition can be seen as of
the same kind. It consists in distinguishing between the potential relevant paths underlying
the correlations. One such path goes from the parameter on one side to the outcome on the
other side. The other path goes between the outcomes. We thus end up with three possible
causal paths underlying the observed correlations, as shown in Figure 4.1.
In Shimony’s analysis, the hidden causal picture for Bell-type situations includes: the
settings of the apparatuses i and j, the outcome-events a and b, and the state λ. However, in
such a picture, one element of the experiment is indeed generally ignored, namely the hidden
variables of the states of the apparatuses. These elements should enter into the picture
and be distinguished from the surface states of the apparatuses as well as from the hidden
variables of the system.
44See van Fraassen in [130], 103 sq., for a more systematic distinction between the surface and the hidden
description of a phenomenon.
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Figure 4.1: A traditional picture of the putative causal structure underlying Bell-type phe-
nomena
4.3.2 From Shimony to Jarrett: A completed causal picture
Bell was one of the first to express his interest in taking into account the hidden variables
of the apparatuses’ states in his [11]. In his paper, Bell writes:
Actually we can, and we should, be somewhat more general. The instruments
themselves could contain hidden variables which could influence the results. ([11],
37)
In the literature, not much attention has been paid to such a generalization of Bell’s result to
the case where hidden variables for the measurement apparatuses were taken into account.
In general, the possible relevance of the hidden variables of the apparatuses’ states is ignored.
A rather simple argument in favor of taking the hidden variables of the apparatuses into
account is the following. In constructing a causal picture underlying some phenomena, we
should aim at completeness. In the case in which we try to design the hidden causal picture
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underlying some phenomena, as in the case of Bell-type situations, then no possibility should
be left aside, since no empirical access is allowed. Therefore, there is no a priori reason to
leave out the possibility that the hidden variables of the apparatuses may be relevant in Bell-
type situations. They could enter into the hidden causal picture underlying the experiment.
We have already mentioned that Jarrett’s and Shimony’s conditions differ exactly in that
the latter does not include the hidden variables of the apparatuses’ states, while the former
does. Jarrett considers that the i and j are the “detector-states, including the switch setting
and whatever else may be relevant.45 By contrast, Shimony makes it explicit that the i and
j can include various characteristics of the apparatuses, “but since the dependence of the
result upon the microscopic features of the apparatus is not determinable experimentally,
only the macroscopic features of the apparatus (such as the orientation of the polarization
analyzers), in their incompletely controllable environment need be admitted in practice.”46
Shimony’s argument to not consider the hidden variables of the apparatuses’ states as
potential causal factors is that they are unobservable and uncontrollable in practice. By
contrast, i and j are the parameters that are controllable in practice by the experimenters.
All such controllable parameters are included in i and j, while everything else is left out.
The reason for this is that Shimony is interested in the practical possibility of signaling.
From the point of view of providing the hidden causal picture underlying the experiments,
however, this is not enough. When introducing the hidden state λ in the first place, we
introduce a non-observable and perhaps uncontrollable factor as well. If the possibility of
empirically determining the dependence of the outcome on a variable X is necessary to
consider X as qualifying as a causal factor in the causal picture underlying the phenomena,
then λ does not qualify either. The point is that, as we explained above, the analysis of
the Bell-type situations consists in supplementing the surface description of the phenomena,
45[72], [73, p.65].
46Shimony, [102], [104, p.5].
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which includes the outcomes as well as the macroscopic and/or controllable variables of
the apparatuses’ states, with a description of the hidden causal picture, which postulate
potential causal factors and causal relationships. In such a hypothetical inquiry, none of the
hidden causal factors are supposed to be either empirically observable or directly controllable.
Because we do not have any direct access to the causal factors, we are confined to the level of
speculation. That said, it seems reasonable to require that the causal picture be as complete
as possible. So, in this perspective, and contra Shimony, we take that the hidden features of
the apparatuses should be considered.
Moreover, contra Jarrett, we would maintain that the hidden variables of the apparatuses
should be distinguished from the surface (observable and perhaps controllable) features of
the apparatuses. Jarrett includes under the same factor the hidden features together with
the settings and other surface features, in short: all that could be relevant to the result. We
do not see any a priori reason to believe that there is a one-one correspondence between the
hidden and the surface features of the apparatuses. In the case one considers that the surface
features of the apparatuses are chosen by the experimenters, there might be various hidden
physical situations underlying the same setting. In the case where the macroscopic features,
in particular the settings of the instruments, are the result of (irreducibly indeterministic)
stochastic processes, then there is every reason to believe that different settings can result
from the same underlying physical situation. Second, the hidden features of the apparatuses
may have an influence on the results through a causal path that does not go through the
surface features. Finally, in keeping the hidden and surface features of the apparatuses
separate, we keep separate the parameters that are controllable in practice from the ones
that are controllable in principle only, a distinction which is certainly of interest. One
could object that hidden features presumably influence surface features at the same end of
the experiment. So, were we to have complete over hidden features, then surface features
would become redundant. The interest of including the surface features as independent of the
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hidden features resides in that surface features could be changed in practice, but that change
in the macrostate would only constrains the microstate to be one of the many compatible
with the given macrostate. For all these reasons, we prefer keeping the hidden states of the
apparatuses separate from their surface states, with the assumption that the hidden features
of an apparatus do not influence the surface features of the same apparatus.
Thus, we shall consider in the following that a complete picture of the underlying physical
situation includes the hidden variables of the apparatuses’ states as potential causal factors,
distinct from both the hidden variables of the system’s state and the surface variables of
the apparatuses’ state. Let us then give a more complete specification of the states of the
apparatuses by supplying i and j with the hidden variables γ and δ respectively. By including
theses variables into the picture, we complement the causal picture of the experiment in the
following way. We are now considering something like Figure 4.2:
Figure 4.2: A completed picture of the putative causal structure underlying Bell-type phe-
nomena
Further, the two conditions which together entail some BI now take he following form:
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Definition 14 – Outcome Independence*:
A probabilistic model for Bell-type situations satisfies Outcome Independence* if and only
if for all a, b, i, j, λ, γ, and δ:
p(a, b|i, j, λ, γ, δ) = p(a|i, j, λ, γ, δ)p(b|i, j, λ, γ, δ);
Definition 15 – Parameter Independence*:
A probabilistic model for Bell-type situations satisfies Parameter Independence* if and
only if for all a, b, i, i′, j, j′ λ, γ, γ′, δ and δ′:
p(a|i, j, λ, γ, δ) = p(a|i, j′, λ, γ, δ′), and p(b|i, j, λ, γ, δ) = p(b|i′, j, λ, γ′, δ).
Taking into account the hidden variables of the apparatuses as distinct potential factors
allows us to analyze Factorizability as the combination of more than two conditions. Indeed,
as new causal factors being considered, new causal paths also enter into the picture.
4.3.3 Hidden Parameter Independence: Local and Global
We now need to define the various probability conditions that correspond to the intro-
duction of the hidden variables of the apparatuses’ states as potential factors in our hidden
causal picture. That is to say, we have to introduce what we shall call Hidden Parameter De-
pendence, for it corresponds to the statistical dependence of the outcomes over such hidden
variables of the apparatuses’ states.
Let us first note that, within the terminology of the Bell literature, Hidden Parameter
Dependence is a form of contextuality. Given the various notions of contextuality in the
literature 47, let us spend a little time explaining what kind of contextuality Hidden Parame-
ter Dependence is. First, within Shimony’s distinction between algebraic and environmental
contextualities, Hidden Parameter Dependence is of the environmental type: it corresponds
47See Section 4.1.3.
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to the specification of the physical characteristics of the measuring apparatuses, not to what
other measurements are performed. Second, Hidden Parameter Dependence remains neu-
tral as to what interpretation is made regarding the properties of quantum systems, whether
they are categorical, dispositional or relational. Finally, Hidden Parameter Dependence does
not include any constraint that the hidden variables of the apparatuses’ states be strictly
quantum mechanical. In short then, Hidden Parameter Dependence singles out the potential
statistical relevance of the hidden variables, by contrast to the surface features, within the
environmental context.
In the case of two-winged Bell-type situations, Hidden Parameter Dependence naturally
divides into two different conditions, which we shall call Local Hidden Parameter Dependence
and Global Hidden Parameter Dependence.48 Consistent with what was said before, such a
division corresponds to the distinction between the various causal paths through which, in
a Bell-type situation, the hidden states of the apparatuses could influence the outcomes.
Local Hidden Parameter Independence (henceforth LHPD) expresses the idea that the
outcome distribution at one end of the experiment is independent from changes in the hidden
variables of the apparatus at this end. For example at the A-end:
Definition 16 – Local Hidden Parameter Independence:
A probabilistic model for Bell-type situations satisfies Local Hidden Parameter Indepen-
dence at the A-end if and only if for all a, b, i, j, λ, γ, γ′, δ:
p(a|i, j, λ, γ, δ) = p(a|i, j, λ, γ′, δ);
and similarly for the B-end.
Global Hidden Parameter Independence (henceforth GHPI) expresses the idea that the
outcome distribution at one end of the experiment is independent from changes in the hidden
48What we call Local Hidden Parameter Independence corresponds to a violation of Jones and Clifton’s
Measurement contextuality (MC). What we call Global Hidden Parameter Independence corresponds to
their Constrained Locality (CLOC).
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variables of the apparatuses at the other end. For example, at the A-end:
Definition 17 – Global Hidden Parameter Independence:
A probabilistic model for Bell-type situations satisfies Global Hidden Parameter Indepen-
dence at the A-end if and only if for all a, b, i, j, λ, γ, δ and δ′:
p(a|b, i, j, λ, γ, δ) = p(a|b, i, j, λ, γ, δ′);
and similarly for the B-end.
It is important to note that, in the expression for Global Hidden Parameter Independence
for the outcome a, conditionalization is made on the outcome b. The point is, again, to try
to differentiate between the various possible causal factors and causal paths underlying the
correlations. GHPI is formulated so that its violation corresponds to the idea that a change
in the hidden variables of the apparatus at one end is directly relevant to the outcome event
at the other end. That is to say, it is supposed to correspond to a direct causal path between
the hidden variables of the apparatus at one end and the outcome at the other end. Now,
the probabilistic condition would not be appropriate if it did not exclude those cases where
the relevance of the hidden variables of the apparatus at B on the outcome at A is obtained
by Local Hidden Parameter Dependence at B together with Outcome Dependence between
a and b. Conditionalizing on b is just what is needed to exclude these cases and separate the
two causal paths, as shown in Figure 4.3.
With these condition in hand, we can lay out the relationships between Jarrett’s and Shi-
mony’s conditions. With OI standing for Outcome Independence, OI* for Jarrett’s “Com-
pleteness”, PI for Parameter independence, PI* for Jarrett’s “Locality” and, again, LHPI
and GHPI respectively for Local and Global Hidden Parameter Independence:
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Figure 4.3: GHPI singles out the direct causal path from the hidden parameter at one end
to the outcome at the other end, excluding an indirect causal influence the outcome variable
B.
(a) PI∗ → PI +GHPI;
(b) PI + LHPI +GHPI → PI∗;
(c) OI∗ + LHPI +GHPI → OI;
(d) OI + LHPI +GHPI → OI∗.49
We introduced two new probability conditions for the analysis of the causal picture under-
lying Bell-type situations. Our justification for this has been a requirement of completeness
regarding both the various potential causal factors and the various causal paths for the cor-
relations. It remains to show how Jarrett and Shimony’s argument fails to support either
(PI-LOC)* or (¬PI-CAUS)*.
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4.3.4 OI*, PI*, and Superluminal Signaling
The reason why Jarrett and Shimony’s argument in terms of superluminal signalling fails
to support either (PI-LOC)* or (¬PI-CAUS)* is simple. Jarrett’s and Shimony’s argument
in favor of the claim that a violation of PI* is indicative of a non-local causal influence while
a violation of OI* is not, is that the former can lead to in principle superluminal signaling
while the latter alone cannot. Given an association between signaling and causation, they
deduce that a violation of PI* is indicative of an underlying causal relationship while a
violation of OI* is not. Given the experimental set up, they conclude that such a causal
relationship is also non local.
Jones and Clifton have challenged the reasoning above. They show that certain cases
of superluminal signaling can be reduced to a causal influence between outcomes alone.
Hence, PI* and OI* do not single out specific causal paths as far as superluminal signaling
is concerned. Hence, neither (¬PI-CAUS)* nor (PI-LOC)* are supported by the argument
in terms of superluminal signaling.
Let us give a more precise account of Jones and Clifton’s proof. They show that if
one takes into account the hidden variables of the apparatuses’ states, then a failure of
OI*, together with a failure of Local Hidden Parameter Independence, imply a failure of
PI* itself, which we know can lead to signal non-locality in principle. At first sight, such
result could appear irrelevant to the question whether or not (¬PI-CAUS)* and (PI-LOC)*
hold. Indeed, the mainstream interpretation is not endangered by cases in which failure of
OI* along with failure of PI* can lead to superluminal signaling. Instead, the mainstream
interpretation is that failure of OI* alone does not allow for superluminal signaling, and
hence is not indicative of a non-local causal process. However, a closer look at Jones and
Clifton’s result allows us to see why it is relevant. In the cases of superluminal signaling
they consider, they rule out the apparatus-outcome causal path by imposing GHPI.50
50See the proof in [74, p.303].
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Theorem 1 – Jones and Clifton:
¬OI∗ + ¬LHPI +GHPI → ¬PI∗
Note that on the right hand side of the implication Local Hidden Parameter Independence
fails, but Global Hidden Parameter Independence holds. It is interesting to understand why
the failure of GHPD is required to entail ¬ PI*. In securing GHPI, Jones and Clifton aim
at singling out the causal path ¬LHPI + ¬OI* under the assumption that the possibility
of signaling is characteristic of a causal path. We shall emphasize the importance of this
assumption at the end of this section. So, the possibility of superluminal signaling obtained
under the right hand side conditions is not obtained through the causal path that PI* aims
at characterizing, i.e. the causal path between the state of the apparatus at one end and
the outcomes at the other. Inclusion of GHPI serves to block the objection that, since the
result shows only that a failure of OI* supplemented with failure Local Hidden Parameter
Independence implies a failure of PI*, we are, in this case of signaling, using again the causal
path corresponding to the failure of PI*, and not the one corresponding to the failure of
OI*. Contra such an objection, the conditions above render the causal path between the
apparatus state at the B-end and the outcome at the B-end unusable thanks to GHPI.
Figure 4.4 should help to make this point clear.
Under the assumption of failure of Local Hidden Parameter Independence, an argument
can be designed to the effect that a violation of OI* could be used in principle for super-
luminal signaling. Such argument is strictly similar to the one formulated by Jarrett and
Shimony in the case of PI*. Indeed, imagine that experimenters had sufficient control on the
hidden variables λ, γ and δ, such that 1. they prepare a set of systems all in the same state λ,
2. the experimenter (EA) at the A-end of the experiment sets all her measuring apparatuses
to (i, γ), and 3. the experimenter (EB) at the B-end chooses to set her measuring devices
sometimes as (j, δ), sometimes as (j, δ′). If this were the case, (EB) could change the proba-
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Figure 4.4: The causal structure underlying Jones and Clifton’s theorem: the causal path
corresponding to PI* is forbidden.
bilities of outcomes on the A-side by changing the setting on her side, which would change
the observable statistics for (EA) and thus constitute a case of signaling. By performing
measurements on a large enough ensemble of Bell-type pairs of subsystems each spread over
a large enough distance, one could thus efficiently send a signal at arbitrary speed. Thus
one can obtain in principle superluminal signaling using a violation of OI*.
4.4 Outline of part II
4.4.1 Strategy
Jones and Clifton have shown that, given that Local Hidden Parameter Independence
fails, some cases of superluminal signaling are obtained in using a causal path between the
outcomes. If true, then Jarrett and Shimony’s argument in terms of superluminal signal-
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ing is not satisfactory as an argument for either (¬PI-CAUS)* or for (PI-LOC)*, so that
(¬OI-HOL)* is in turn ill-motivated. If one takes Relativity theory to ban spacelike causal
influences, then the traditional interpretation that it is preferable to give up OI* than PI*
as far as the compatibility of the models with Relativity theory is concerned is ill founded.
Note that Jones and Clifton’s result does not imply that either of the claims constituting
the traditional interpretation, that is, (¬PI-CAUS)*, (PI-LOC)*, or (¬OI-HOL)*, is false.
Concerning (¬PI-CAUS)*, that it is impossible to signal thanks to a violation of OI* alone
is not sufficient to conclude that there is no causal relationship between the outcomes un-
derlying the violation of OI*. Moreover, superluminal signaling thanks failure of PI* do not
necessarily correspond to usage of a causal path between the parameter at one end and the
outcome at the other end. The upshot is that the mere possibility of signaling using some
correlations between some events, without any further refinement, is neither necessary nor
sufficient a criterion for determining whether or not the correlations considered correspond
to a causal path.
What is needed in order to assess whether or not (¬PI-CAUS)* holds is a more rigorous
theory of probabilistic causation. We can see two options here. Either one attempts to
refine the criterion in terms of signaling – as do the Manipulability Theories of Probability
Causation (MTPC), or one rejects the criterion of manipulability and proposes another one.
In the later case, there are two alternative theories of causation available on the market.
One such theory is the counterfactual theory a` la Lewis. Jeremy Butterfield has proved
that (¬PI-CAUS)* does not hold within that theory.51 We consider the last alternative
available, namely the theories of causation as continuous processes in spacetime a` la Salmon
and Dowe. Chapter 7 is devoted to assessing whether or not (¬PI-CAUS)* holds in MTPC
and/or STPC.
Concerning (PI-LOC)* now, we find ourselves in an embarrassing situation. On the one
51[22].
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hand, if one supposes that locality reduces to a ban superluminal signaling, then PI* is a
condition of locality while OI* is not and (PI-LOC)* holds. On the other hand, if one takes
that locality reduces to a ban on spacelike causal influences, then OI* and PI* in general
both qualify as locality conditions and (PI-LOC)* does not hold. What is needed in order
to settle the situation is a rigorous definition of locality. Arguably a definition of locality,
hinges on the space-time structure in which it is considered. It seems then reasonable to
require that discussions about locality take place within a clear space-time framework. We
provide one such rigorous spacetime framework in the next chapter (Chapter 6) in which it
is possible to show that (PI-LOC)* holds.
4.4.2 Outline
In Chapter 6, we shall turn to the issue of locality. In Jarrett’s and Shimony’s argument,
as in most of the Bell literature, no space-time structure is specified in any rigorous way.52
We shall begin by correcting this problem. We define a precise spacetime framework for the
discussion of locality, in which we provide a rigorous argument in favor of (PI-LOC)*. To do
so, we shall extend Earman’s argumentation from his 1987 paper.53 In this paper, Earman
does not deal with PI and OI, but only with Factorizability. Further, Earman confines his
discussion to the deterministic case. We extend Earman’s discussion in two ways: first, we
discuss Outcome Independence* and Parameter Independence* and not only Factorizability.
Second, we generalize the discussion to the stochastic case. We shall show that a rigorous
argument in favor of (¬PI-LOC)* can be made within our framework. We shall lead a
discussion concerning how to generalize Einstein Locality to the stochastic case. With this
notion of Stochastic Einstein Locality (SEL) in hand, we shall argue that SEL entails the
space-time version of PI* but not the spacetime version of OI*. Instead, the requirement that
52Exceptions are [64], [41], [21], [83] and [17, 18].
53[41].
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spacetime version of OI* holds is shown to be equivalent to the demands of the spacetime
version of the Principle of Common Cause when applied to Bell-type situations.
In chapter 7, we finally turn to examining the claims of the mainstream interpretation
concerning causal links: (¬PI-CAUS)* and (¬OI-HOL)*. We consider two theories of prob-
abilistic causation: the manipulability theories of causation (MTPC) and the spacetime
theories of probabilistic causation (STPC). Again, we do not consider counterfactual the-
ories of causation because Butterfield has already satisfactorily shown that (¬PI-CAUS)*
and hence (¬OI-HOL)* do not hold within such theories. So, we consider the two remaining
strong candidates for theories of probabilistic causation. The upshot of our analysis will be
the following.
Within MTPC, we show that a rigorous argument can be made in favor of (¬PI-CAUS)*.
That said, MTPC do not allow for inferences about causation at the ontological level but only
at the empirical level. Hence, (¬PI-CAUS)* is only supported in a weakened version: failure
of PI* alone are indicative of empirically observable causal link between the parameters and
the outcomes, whereas failure of OI* is not indicative of any causal link between the outcomes
that has any empirical manifestation. Also due to the empirical leanings of MTPC, the issue
whether or not (¬OI-HOL)* holds remains open within MTPC.
Within STPC now, we show that the mainstream interpretation fails in general. Either
both failure of PI* and failure of OI* are indicative of a causal link, or none are. Thus, no
STPC support the mainstream interpretation understood as in the program of “experimental
metaphysics”. That said, we shall give some plausibility arguments to the effect that (¬PI-
CAUS)* and (¬OI-HOL)* could be supported in a weakened version, i.e. a version in which
no inferences about the causal structure of the quantum domain are made, but only about
about how we can best understand it.
The upshot of our analysis is that:
1. No theories of causation supports (¬PI-CAUS)* and (¬OI-HOL)* under the strong
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interpretation suggested by the program of experimental metaphysics;
2. An empirical version of (¬PI-CAUS)* is well supported within MTPC;
3. An epistemological version of (¬OI-HOL)* is plausible in some refined STPC.
Thanks to our analysis, the conditions under which a mainstream-like interpretation holds
will have been specified. Also, the mainstream interpretation as interpreted as a form of
experimental metaphysics will be undermined.
Before we turn to the proper assessment of (¬PI-CAUS)* and (¬OI-HOL)* within precise
framework of locality and causation, we shall consider the work by Arthur Fine, who has
been challenging the mainstream interpretation since its inception. In Chapter 5, we distin-
guish between three strategies that Fine uses in attempting to undermine the mainstream
interpretation. We show that none of these strategies succeed. The upshot will then be that
Fine fails to prove that Local Realism is not at stake in the violation of the BI by quantum
phenomena.
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Chapter 5
Fine ways to fail to secure local
realism
For more that twenty five years, Fine has been challenging the traditional interpretation
of the violations of Bell inequalities (BI) by experiment. A natural interpretation of Fine’s
theorem is that it provides us with an alternative set of assumptions on which to put the
blame for the failure of the BI to hold, and a new interpretation of the violation of the
BI by experiment should follow. This is not, however, how Fine interprets his theorem.
Indeed, Fine claims that his result undermines other interpretations, including the traditional
interpretation in terms of local realism. The aim of this chapter is to understand and to
assess Fine’s claims. We distinguish three different strategies that Fine uses in order to
support his interpretation of his result. We show that none of these strategies is successful.
Fine fails to prove that local realism is not at stake in the violation of the BI by quantum
phenomena.
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5.1 Introduction: Bell-type theorems, Fine’s theorem
and its interpretations
5.1.1 Bell-type results, and hidden variable programs
A Bell-type experiment generally involves the following elements:
• A measurement set up with two separated parts, or “wings”, A and B, and a source;
• On each wing, a measurement device (detector plus analyzer) which can be set to
measure one of several observables on each side, labeled respectively A1, A2, . . . , An
and B1, B2, . . . , Bn, with the Ai, Bj commuting for all (i, j) and the Ai, Aj and Bi,
Bj non commuting for every i 6= j;
• A system, produced at the source, such that it can be measured at the two wings of
the experiment. Traditionally, the system is understood as constituted by two parts
which travel in opposite directions corresponding to the two wings.
One then considers the single and double outcome distributions P (Ai), P (Bj), and P (Ai, Bj),
usually for i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
These distributions can be easily computed with the quantum algorithm. This algorithm
does not allow one to specify which particular outcome is to obtain for a given setting of the
experimental device; it only assigns probabilities over a spectrum of possible outcomes. Some
experiments can be conducted which arguably correspond to measuring the outcome distri-
butions. The experiments to date are almost uncontroversially1 taken to be in agreement
with the predictions of quantum mechanics.
A striking feature of Bell-type situations is the correlations obtaining between the out-
comes of the two wings of the experiment. According to the quantum algorithm, there are
1There remains some debate on the so-called “detection loophole”. For an analysis of the detection
loophole, see the work of J.A. Larsson, for instance [78].
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quantum states and experimental configurations such that, whereas we are in a state of
complete ignorance about what outcomes are to obtain at each wing taken separately, we
can be in a state of complete certainty on what outcome is to obtain in one wing once we
know which outcome obtained on the other wing.
In general, there are two natural ways to interpret correlations: either they arise from an
interaction between the two wings of the experiment or through a common cause. In our case,
a last minute interaction would take place between the system that has been measured and
the one that has not such that the results of the measurements would be perfectly correlated.
However, actual experiments are generally taken as having the two wings so positioned that
a last minute interaction would have to occur faster than the speed of light. This in turn
is usually taken to conflict with Relativity Theory. So, explaining the correlations by a last
minute interaction is usually taken as entailing a form of non-locality.
An alternative interpretation of the correlations is that the values of the outcomes were
in fact determined before measurement and only revealed by measurement. In this case,
the correlations stem from a common cause, i.e. the interaction of the two subsystems at
the source. Probabilities are just representations of our ignorance of the real underlying
situation on this view.2 They are grounded in determinate properties, possibly hidden in
the sense that we do not have any control of them.
It is the aim of hidden variable (h.v.) theories to assess which types of non-local prob-
abilistic models can return all statistical predictions of quantum mechanics. In particular,
hidden variable research programs seek to assess whether a model, in which probabilities are
interpreted in terms of our ignorance of the underlying determinate properties, is possible.
It might seem very difficult to assess in general what types of probabilistic models can
be constructed consistently with all statistical predictions of quantum mechanics. Bell’s
2Throughout this chapter, we shall use the phrases ‘ignorance interpretation of probabilities’ and ‘proba-
bilities interpreted in terms of ignorance’ to refer to this situation, that is, the situation in which probabilities
derive merely from our ignorance, and are thus epistemic.
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theorem3 is a major achievement in this matter. Bell has managed to show that any local,
either deterministic or probabilistic, determinate-value model4 obeys numerical inequalities,
i.e. the so-called Bell Inequalities (henceforth, the BI).
It so happens that, for Bell-type situations described above, statistical predictions of
quantum mechanics violate these inequalities. The experiments which have been conducted5
are usually taken to favor quantum mechanical predictions. By a simple modus tollens,
the upshot is that no local realist model can give an account of all quantum phenomena.
Fine’s 1982 theorem provides an alternative derivation of the BI thereby making additional
interpretations of the violation of the BI by experiment possible.
5.1.2 Fine’s theorem and its possible interpretations
Fine proved the following theorem:6
Theorem 2 The following conditions on the correlations of a Bell-type experiment with
i, j ∈ {1, 2} are equivalent:
3The original proof of Bell Theorem, within a deterministic context, is in [12]. The result has been
generalized to the stochastic case by Bell in [11] and by others, including [29],[28], [6], and [85]. The
literature on Bell-type theorems is plentiful. Bell’s original papers are an indispensable reference. Most of
them are reprinted in the collection [14], with some others in the second edition [16]. A recent synthesis of
the discussions concerning Bell’s theorems can be found in [104].
4The issue of the precise definitions of Locality and Determinateness cannot be addressed here in any detail
for it would take us off course. As explained above, the assumption of locality is a constraint which is taken to
forbid superluminal interactions between the two subsystems. Determinateness, or, as is traditionally referred
to, realism, is satisfied if and only if the measurement outcomes are determinate, namely each experiment
will have definite results, which may be fixed deterministically or only stochastically by the complete state
of the system, possibly together with the state of the measurement context before the measurement. In this
chapter, we shall refer at the traditional derivation of the BI as the derivation in terms of local realism for
convenience, despite the variety and ambiguity of what these terms refer to.
5The most well-known are the experiments conducted in Orsay by Aspect and his team: [8], [6] and, for
a more popular presentation, [7]. Michael Redhead provides a table of the experimental results concerning
BI up to the 90’s ([93, p.108]). Many others have been conducted since, among which the ones by Zeilinger’s
team in Vienna and Gisin’s team in Geneva are well known (see for example [134], and for a less technical
presentation, [141]).
6The original proof is to be found in [48]; [49] is more philosophically concerned, and more ambitious in
terms of the consequences Fine wants to draw from his result, and [52] is making the point in a non-technical
way.
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1. The BI hold for the probability distributions of the experiment;
2. There is a deterministic hidden variable model of the experiment returning the observed
outcome distributions (singles and doubles);
3. There is a factorisable model of the experiment returning the observed outcome distri-
butions (singles and doubles);
4. There is a joint distribution for all four observables of the experiment P (A1, B1, A2, B2),
compatible with the observed outcome distributions (singles and doubles) as marginals;
5. There are well-defined joint distributions for all pairs and triples of commuting and
noncommuting observables compatible with the observed outcome distributions (singles
and doubles) as marginals.
The result is impressive and multifold but two striking features deserve discussion. First,
Fine’s theorem provides us with alternative derivations of the BI in terms of the defini-
tion of certain joint probability distributions. He indeed shows that it is sufficient, for a
probabilistic model to satisfy the BI, to have well defined joint probability distributions for
all pairs and triples of observables, or to have well defined joint distributions for all four
observables, whether these observables are compatible or not – let us call these PJPD, for
Problematic Joint Probability Distributions. (We say“Problematic” because they cannot be
correct because of the violation of the BI by experiment). Second, Fine’s theorem establishes
the converse of the original Bell derivation of the inequalities7.
A natural interpretation of Fine’s result is as follows. An alternative derivation of the
BI is provided: the BI hold in any probabilistic model in which the PJPD are well defined.
Alternative assumptions are uncovered on which we can put the blame in a Bell-type modus
tollens argument. No model in which the PJPD are well defined can give an account of
7In this chapter we confine ourselves to the deterministic models of the BI, so we will not deal with case
3. Nonetheless, our conclusions apply in the stochastic case as well
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all quantum phenomena. The ontological significance of this fact can be the subject of
philosophical inquiry.
This is not the way in which Fine interprets his theorem. From 1982 on, he has been
holding that his theorem does more than provide an alternative derivation from which ad-
ditional interpretations of the ontological situation underlying Bell-type experiments can be
made. Rather, Fine contends that the interpretation in terms of well defined joint proba-
bility distributions supersedes other interpretations of the violation of the BI. In particular,
the traditional interpretation in terms of local realism would be threatened. Consider the
three following quotations, two from the original papers, the other from a more recent one:
Our investigations suggest that what the different hidden variables programs
have in common, and the common source of their difficulties, is the provision of
joint distributions in those cases where quantum mechanics denies them.8
Finally, I believe that Proposition (1) – conjoined with the other two [items
2, 3, and 5 above]– shows what hidden variables and the Bell inequalities are
all about; namely, imposing requirements to make well defined precisely those
probability distributions for non commuting observables whose rejection is the
very essence of quantum mechanics.9
The Bell inequalities have a purely probabilistic content [...]. 10
As it stands, such claim does not seem to hold. It is a simple matter of logic that
the theorem does not undermine the other derivations, nor conclusions drawn from them.
Further argumentation is needed to support Fine’s strong interpretation of his results.
8[49, p.1309]
9[48, p.294]
10[53, p.3]
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5.1.3 Fine’s three lines of argumentation
Fine uses three different strategies to defend his strong interpretation. In this chapter,
we shall object to each of these lines of argument in turn.
A first strategy Fine adopts to argue for his strong interpretation is to claim that his
theorem uncovers an additional assumption in the traditional derivation, thus making an
alternative option for the modus tollens available, an option in which the BI would be vio-
lated while locality and determinateness secured. According to this strategy, Fine wants his
theorem to show that local determinate h.v. models include a hidden assumption which is
sufficient to make them satisfy the BI.
However, as we shall point out in Section 5.2, Fine’s argument only holds for a very
restricted class of h.v. models. In particular, Fine never considers contextual h.v. models.
For contextual h.v. research programs, the interpretation in terms of local realism is not su-
perseded by Fine’s interpretation of the violation of the Bell inequalities. Bell-type theorems
and Bell-type experimental results are highly relevant to those research programs: indeed,
it proves that they can be compatible with all quantum statistical predictions only if they
are non-local.
Section 5.3 will focus on a second strategy of argumentation, which is based on a de
facto argument. Fine has produced some local realist models of Bell-type experiments, the
so-called Prism Models, which reproduce the violation of the BI. Prism Models are local
deterministic classical probabilistic models returning the probability distributions of the
actual Bell-type experiments. Fine seems to hope to conclude from the existence of Prism
Models that local realism is not at stake in the violation of the BI by quantum phenomena:
there are, de facto, some probabilistic models that violate the BI and in which local realism
is secured.
Against this second line of argumentation, we shall point out that Prism Models are
not models of quantum probabilities, but only of the actual experiments performed so far.
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Prism Models are successful in returning the outcome distributions of Bell-type experiments
because of a specific feature of the actual realization of the experiments: detector deficiency.
However, Prism Models do not constitute a local realist model compatible with all statistical
predictions of quantum mechanics. Prism models indeed contradict quantum theory in
denying that a perfect experiment is in principle possible. Contra quantum theory then,
they predict that the detector efficiency has a physical limit. Hence, their existence does not
threaten the traditional view that no local realist classical probabilistic model can return all
statistical predictions of quantum mechanics.
The last line of argumentation in favor of the strong interpretation of Fine’s theorem is
based on the fact that the theorem does not only show that the BI can be derived from
the assumption that some joint probabilities are well-defined. It also shows the equivalence
between these joint probabilities being well defined and the other sets of assumptions used
in alternative derivations. Fine seems to claim that the converse of his new derivation, that
is, that the BI’s holding implies the PJPD to be well defined, supports his strong claim.
Fine interprets the converse of his new derivation in the following way: whatever its set
of assumptions, any framework from which the BI are derivable requires, in Fine’s terms,
the “existence of well defined joint probabilities”, especially for non-commuting observables.
Now, Fine’s point seems to be that the definition of these joint probabilities is just what
quantum theory not only does not provide, but also strictly forbids. From this, Fine wants
to deduce that h.v. models for quantum probabilities start right from the beginning with an
inconsistent set of hypotheses.
The argument is not all clear. Svetlichny, Redhead, Brown and Butterfield have inves-
tigated this argument in [118]. They reconstruct Fine’s argument as coming in two steps,
each of which, we believe, involves controversial claims:
1. In accepting QM, the h.v. investigator is committed to rejecting the existence of joint
probabilities for incompatible observables;
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2. By the converse of the new derivation, any model from which the BI are derivable is
committed to the existence of the PJPD, including joint probabilities for incompatible
observables, whatever the other assumptions might be11.
Svetlichny, Redhead, Brown and Butterfield have shown in [118] that 2. is not well supported.
In Section 5.4 of the chapter, we shall recall their argument, and proceed to address 1. We
shall point to an assumption that Fine seems to make in most of his arguments, namely, the
“reality” of probabilities. Our objection will be rather simple: the acceptance of a theory
does not include a specific interpretation of probabilities. Applied to 1., this means that, in
accepting quantum mechanics, one is not committed to anything like “the existence” or the
“non-existence” of well defined probabilities in the sense needed by Fine.
5.2 A hidden assumption in the traditional derivation?
One way to construct hidden variable models is to construe observables as random vari-
ables defined over a common classical probability space. Such construction is usually referred
to as an “ensemble representation”. It is a formal consequence of an ensemble representa-
tion that the joint distributions are well-defined for all pairs of observables, commuting or
not. Further, these joint distributions are compatible with the singles as marginals. Hence,
by Fine’s theorem, some BI hold for such models. Fine holds that this supports the claim
that his theorem uncovers a hidden assumption in the traditional probabilistic models, an
assumption which alone is sufficient to make the BI to hold:
11Note that in their paper, Svetlichny, Redhead, Brown and Butterfield actually consider the contrapositive
of 2:
2. By rejecting the joint probabilities to exist, the local realist is committed, by the converse of Fine’s
derivation, to expect the outcomes’s distribution to violate the BI, whatever other characteristics of the
models considered.
The version we consider is of course logically equivalent. It stresses a different aspect of Fine’s criticism
of the hidden variable research program: namely, not that the violation of the BI is directly given, but that
the local realist starts off with an inconsistent set of premises. Fine uses both versions of the argument.
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[...] any ensemble representation must make well defined joint distributions
for incompatible observables (like position and linear momentum, or spin in skew
directions), for the function associated with these observables will be random
variables over a common space and these always have well-defined joints.12
In this section, we shall first explain how ensemble representations indeed include the defi-
nition of the PJPD. We shall then proceed to criticize Fine’s strong conclusion in pointing
out that a large class of hidden variable theories do not construe quantum observables as
random variables over a common classical probability space. For this class of h.v. theories,
Fine’s argument does not stand.
5.2.1 Ensemble representations and joint probabilities
A classical way to deal with statistical distributions of outcomes is to reduce them to
determinate but unknown states. In our case, let the “complete state” of a system be
the quantum state plus the set of hidden variables which together determine the results of
measurements. This more complete specification of the state is denoted by means of variables
λ. Whether λ is a single variable or a set is irrelevant here. The only relevant feature of the
parameter λ is that it provides a complete description of the quantum system considered.
There is more structure needed for the construction of a determinate model for the given
distributions on the basis of the consideration of the variables λ. Consider the set Λ of all
possible hidden variables λ. Even if all we know about a system is confined to the probability
distribution over a spectrum of possible outcomes given by |ψ〉, we want the system under
consideration to be really in one of the complete states corresponding to some variables λ (or
the state |ψ〉 really describes an ensemble of systems, each of which is in one of the complete
states corresponding to the λ). For each |ψ〉, this set Λ is then structured as a classical
probability space, that is to say, is equipped with a probability measure on its Borel sets BΛ.
12[51, p.45]
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Thus, for a given |ψ〉, there is a probability density ρ|ψ〉(λ) of the possible hidden parameter
λ over the space Λ. That is to say,
P |ψ〉(I) = ρ|ψ〉(λ) dλ (5.1)
represents the probability that the hidden variables lie in the interval I = [λ, λ+ dλ].
What remains to be done is to provide a formal way of connecting the statistical distri-
butions of outcomes with the probability measure over the variables λ. To this aim, every
observable Qi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, is defined as a random variable on the common probability
space Λ. In other words, every observable Qi is represented by a real-valued function [Qi]
defined over the domain Λ of the possible λ. For a given state, any observable has a range of
determinate values associated with the possible λ. A consequence of construing observables
as random variables over Λ is that the probability structure (Λ,BΛ, ρ|ψ〉(λ)) induces one on
the Borel sets BEi of the ranges Ei of the functions [Qi] corresponding to the observables Qi
(in general the Ei are some subset of the real numbers). A new probability measure is thus
defined on the subsets F of the BEi , that is, the probability P |ψ〉[Qi](F ) that the function [Qi]
of the observable Qi takes its value in F . It is defined in the following way:
∀Qi, ∀F ⊂ BEi , P |ψ〉[Qi](F ) = P |ψ〉[([Qi])−1(F )] (5.2)
So, the probability structure on the set of hidden variables is projected on the space of the
possible values of each observable. Thus, the statistical distributions of outcomes given by
|ψ〉 for a given observable are reduced to statistical distributions of hidden variables.
Further, since the functions [Qi] are defined as random variables on a common probability
space, any Borel function f([Q1], [Q2], . . . , [Qn]) is in turn a random variable on the Cartesian
product Λn, and there is a new probability measure defined on the Borel sets of its range,
fully characterized by ρ|ψ〉(λ) on BΛ. In particular, for all pairs of observables (Q1, Q2),
whether compatible or not according to quantum formalism, the joint probability P
|ψ〉
[Q1],[Q2]
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and the random variable f([Q1], [Q2]) is defined for all Borel function f such that they satisfy,
for F1,F2, Borel subsets of respectively BE1 and BE2 .
P |ψ〉
[
([Q1])
−1 (F1) ∩ ([Q2])−1 (F2)
]
= P
|ψ〉
[Q1],[Q2]
(F1 × F2) (5.3)
The probability that two observables take jointly some given values is fully determined by
considering the intersection of the sets of hidden variables respectively corresponding to the
given values.
Finally, the quantum expectation values are recovered as the expectation values of the
functions corresponding to the observables along the the lines of the usual probability rules.
That is, given a certain state, a simple integration over the whole range Λ of the possi-
ble λ provides the expectation value of any of the observables or of any Borel function
f([Q1], ..., [Qn]) of the observables.
< f([Q1], ..., [Qn]) >
|ψ〉=
∫
Λ
f([Q1], ..., [Qn])(λ).ρ
|ψ〉(λ).dλ (5.4)
To summarize, such h.v. models amount to constructing an ensemble representation for
all the observables, which includes the definition of joint probabilities for all observables
returning the singles as marginals, whether these observables are commuting or not. By
Fine’s theorem, the Bell inequalities hold for any probabilistic model of this kind.
Granted then, it is the case that any probabilistic model in which the observables are
construed as random variables over a common classical probabilistic space entails that the
PJPD are well defined. For these models, whatever the set of other assumptions they may
include, whether it be locality, realism or anything else, the PJPD being well defined alone
can be blamed for their incompatibility with some of the quantum mechanical statistical
distributions of outcomes. For these models, the violation of the BI do not need to involve
anything else than a specific probability structure.
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This alone, however, does not imply that Fine’s theorem undermines the interpretation
of Bell-type results in terms of local realism. For it is not the case that all hidden vari-
able probabilistic models construe observables as random variables over a common classical
probabilistic space. In particular, Fine never considers contextual h.v. research programs.
5.2.2 Hidden variable models outside the scope of Fine’s argument
In arguing that his theorem shows that the traditional derivations of the BI include a
hidden assumption about the definition of the PJPD, Fine seems to pursue two different
aims. One aim is to dismiss h.v theories as a whole in saying that “what the different
hidden variables programs have in common, and the common source of their difficulties”13
is precisely the definition of the PJPD. Thus, h.v. research programs, whether local realist
or not, would simply be dead ends. A second aim is to deflate the significance of Bell-type
theorems and Bell-type results: the PJPD being well defined would be what the BI are all
about. In particular, the violation of the BI by experiment would not mean that h.v. theories
have to be non-local in order to be compatible with all quantum phenomena.
Fine’s argument presented above fails to help to achieve any of these aims. This is because
the classical construal of the observables as random variables over a common probability
space, which Fine shows to include the assumption of well defined joint probabilities, is
non-contextual. But, first, we did not need to wait for Fine’s theorem to know that no
non-contextual h.v. theory can model quantum probabilities. Second, there are contextual
h.v. theories, which do not include the definition of the PJPD, and thus, which simply fall
outside Fine’s argument. Indeed, for such models, the derivation in terms of local realism
remains highly relevant, for it forbids them to be local. Let us make these points in more
detail14.
13[48, p.1309]
14For similar points, see Shimony in [101].
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Hidden variable theories are said to be contextual, if and only if the value of the observ-
able obtained by any measurement process is not fully determined by the complete state of
the system, λ ∈ Λ, but depends on what other quantities are simultaneously measured, or
of the state of the measuring apparatus or any other details of the measurement context.
Shimony 1984 made a distinction between algebraic and environmental contextuality. Al-
gebraic contextuality is when the value of a quantity measured depends on other quantities
measured. Environmental contextuality is when the value of a quantity depends not on other
quantities measured but on other features of the measurement context.
The idea of contextuality is more familiar than it seems. Let us take a rather simple
analogy. Consider a horse race. Whether Quick Silver, your favorite horse, is going to win
the race or not may depend on various factors. One factor could be the degree of humidity
of the ground: for example, Quick Silver, even though the best horse ever on a dry ground,
might be very uncomfortable on a muddy soil. It seems also reasonable to think that whether
Quicksilver is going to win or not depends on which other horses are running the race. If
so, the outcome of an experiment in which a given quantity is measured (Quick Silver wins:
1, Quick Silver loses: 0) depends on both the environmental context (the state of the track)
and on the algebraic context of the race (What other horses are “measured”). It is both
environmental and algebraic contextual.
Now, the entire class of non-contextual h.v. theories were ruled out before Fine’s theo-
rem. Indeed, that there can be no non-contextual h.v. model compatible with all statistical
predictions of quantum mechanics, was famously shown by Gleason in his profound theorem
in 1957 for Hilbert space of dimension greater that two,15 and in a simplified version of the
theory by Bell in 1966,16 as well as by Kochen and Specker 1967 theorem17. Fine’s theorem
15in [57].
16in [13].
17in [75].
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does not seem to provide anything new as far as non-contextual h.v. theories are concerned.18
Further, Fine cannot hope to dismiss all h.v. research programs on the basis that all
non-contextual h.v. theories include the definition of the PJPD. The entire class of contex-
tual h.v. theories simply falls outside Fine’s argument. Bohm’s theory is such a contextual
h.v. theory, which returns all statistical predictions of quantum mechanics within the bounds
of current empirical accuracy. It does not include the definition of the PJPD, and thus does
not necessarily imply that the BI hold by Fine’s theorem. This is because Bohm’s the-
ory does not use the classical construal of observables as random variables over a common
probability space, but the framework of statistical variables.
A statistical variable is real-valued function with a probability measure directly defined
on the Borel subsets of its range. This can be contrasted with random variables which we
considered up to now. A random variable is a real valued function defined on the space of
complete states, or on some subset of the space of complete states. In the case of a random
variable, there is a probability measure on the possible values of the variable (which derives
from the probability measure on the states). Therefore, a random variable is a statistical
variable but the converse does not hold, as the example of Bohm’s theory shows.
Within Bohm’s theory, the result of a given measurement is encoded in the position of the
“pointer”, for which there is always a well defined probability distribution. While of course
the result of a given measurement depends on the λ, which values of the λ are underlying
which positions of the pointer depends on the context of measurement. Thus, even if the
outcomes are construed as deterministically arising from an underlying physical situation,
the observables are not construed as random variables on the common space Λ. Instead, the
various experimental set-ups correspond to statistical variables.
Now, given two statistical variables, the joint distribution is generally not defined. By
contrast, two random variables, as explained above, whenever they are defined on a common
18See Shimony in [101] for a discussion of the case of dimension 2.
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domain, have their joint distributions well defined. Clearly then, by Fine’s theorem, the BI
do not necessary hold in a statistical variables model of the quantum distributions.
It is worth noting that the framework of statistical variables is precisely the framework
that Fine has been advocating as the appropriate framework for quantum probabilities since
(at least) 1968.19 Fine argues convincingly that to construe the observables as statistical
variables is sufficient to avoid the definition of the PJPD.
That said, Fine does not provide the framework of statistical variables with an h.v inter-
pretation, that is, an interpretation in which probabilities only reflect our ignorance of the
real physical situation. Rather, Fine claims that statistical variable models admits a natural
interpretation he dubs “Minimal Realism”.20
According to Minimal Realism, the following objects and properties are real:
1. physical objects – corresponding to the theoretical systems;
2. generic features which can take different forms – corresponding to the observables;
3. particular forms of the generic features – corresponding to the values of the observables;
4. distributions of probability on the spectrum of particular forms of the generic features
– corresponding to the distributions of probability on the spectrum of values of the
observables, ascribed by the quantum state.
Thus, the theoretical state of a quantum system is associated with an objective physical
object (say, a quantum coin), an objective property (say, Quantum Face), a spectrum of
objective forms of the property (Quantum Head and Quantum Tail), and the objective
probability measure over this spectrum of forms (An even distribution for instance between
Q-Heads and Q-Tails if our quantum coin is fair).
19See [45], [46], [47], and [51, chap. 4].
20See [51, p.160 sq.].
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There are various aspects in which Minimal Realism is puzzling. That said, for this
chapter, we shall insist only on the following point. In minimal realism, probability distri-
butions are objective features of the world: they are second order properties of the object.
This means that probabilities are properties of properties. Each property possesses as a
property the probability distribution over its different forms. In taking the probabilities to
be fundamental, Fine gives up the ignorance interpretation of quantum probabilities.
Fine never considers that an ignorance interpretation of the probabilities might still
be possible. Such interpretation, however, is precisely what Bohmians advocate for the
framework of statistical variables. Within Bohm’s theory, quantities are interpreted either
as categorical properties (for the quantities with continuous spectra such as position) or as
dispositions (for all others). The dispositional properties considered by Bohm’s theory can
be seen as being reducible.21. Reducible dispositions are not ontologically significant: they
reduce to categorical properties together with the experimental context. On Bohm’s theory,
measurement outcomes are determined by the underlying situation, including the initial
positions of the particles, the initial wave-function, and the experimental context. The
probability distribution associated with any given measurement arises from our ignorance of
the underlying situation, in particular from our ignorance of the initial configuration of the
particles.
So, even if the PJPD are not well-defined probabilities, it does not mean probabilities
cannot receive an ignorance interpretation. H.v. models are possible despite Fine’s theorem.
Moreover, Bell has shown that the BI are derivable from local realism in a contextual setting.
Thus the violation of the BI by experiment is relevant to contextual h.v. theories.22 Indeed, it
implies that, since they endorse the assumption of “realism”, contextual h.v. theories have to
be non-local in order to be compatible with all statistical predictions of quantum mechanics.
21See Clifton and Pagonis on this in [30].
22in [13].
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Bohm’s theory is one such non-local contextual h.v. theory.
Thus, Fine’s first line of argument cannot deflate the significance of Bell-type theorems
and Bell-type results to merely being that some joint probabilities are well defined.
5.3 A de facto argument: Fine’s Prism Models
Fine is well known to have constructed local realistic models for the Bell experiments,
the so-called Prism Models. Fine seems to believe that the existence of his Prism Models
implies that the traditional interpretation in terms of Local Realism is threatened. Indeed,
he argues that:
1. Prism Models are deterministic, local realistic models, where the joint probabilities are
not defined and which return the single and double outcome distributions of actual
Bell-type experiments;
2. Prism Models provide a probabilistic model of the quantum probabilities;
3. Hence: the traditional interpretation of Bell-type results in terms of local realism is
threatened23.
In the following, we shall present the construction of Prism Models in 1. and refute 2., so
that 3. does not follow.
5.3.1 Prism Models
Prism Models are probabilistic models characterized by the special feature that observ-
ables do not in general have well defined probability distributions on all complete states
23See for example [50]. Szabo, in his [119], gives a very clear exposition of what Fine’s Prism Models do
and discusses possible future developments of them.
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λ ∈ Λ. More precisely, there are some quantum states, for which there are some hid-
den variables, for which there are some observables, on the ranges of which no probability
distribution is defined. From a mathematical point of view, the idea is just that, while ob-
servables are separately construed as random variables, they are defined on different subsets
of Λ. Thus, observables are associated with partial real-valued functions on Λ. Using Fine’s
notation with a slight modification: a given observable Qi is not defined on the entire space
of complete states, but rather, given a quantum state, on a subset σ(Qi) of Λ.
It should be noted that this is different from saying that some observables have a zero
probability associated with some range of outcome for a given state. In other words, Fine’s
construal of the observables as partial random variables does not entail that, associated
with certain observables or experimental configurations, a given state has probability zero
to display such or such outcome. Instead, in the framework of partial random variables
observables are not in general defined on the entire space of hidden states. No probability
distribution is defined for these states which fall outside the domain of the function of the
observable considered.
Now, there is no reason to think that another observable Qj will have its function [Qj]
defined on the λ ∈ σ(Qi). In other words, σ(Qi) in general includes states in and outside
the domain of the function [Qj] associated with the measurement of Qj. If we happen to
measure Qi and Qj at the same time, the set of hidden states for the joint systems on which
the joint measurement is defined is the intersection σ(Qi)∩σ(Qj). So, whether you measure
Qi and Qj together or separately makes a difference as to which set of complete states is
selected. In some cases, the intersection may be empty for some observables, so that not
all joint distributions are defined. Typically, in the case of a Bell-type experiment, the joint
distribution over all observables is not defined, because the intersection of all domains of all
the functions associated with all the observables is empty.
To complete the presentation of Prism Models, more needs to be said about their in-
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terpretation. That the observables are associated with partial real-valued functions on Λ is
interpreted in terms of “defectiveness”. For a given state |ψ〉, the λ encodes for determinate
values of the outcomes, but it also encodes for some physical, predetermined property (or
properties), “defectiveness”, that makes the system under consideration suitable for certain
measurements, and not for others. An Qi-defective system just cannot respond to the ex-
perimental configuration (an analyzer-detector assembly) corresponding of the observable
Qi and hence will not “show up” in the sense that it will not be counted by the detector.
Applied to a Bell-type experiment, given the experimental configuration or observable QAi
at the A end of the experiment, λ is in σ(QAi ) if and only if an A-particle of type λ will be
detected by any detector associated with a QAi -analyzer.
With this construction in hand, Fine shows that there are some Prism Models for the
actual Bell experiments with two observables on each end. That is to say, it is possible to
divide Λ in subsets and define the four observables considered in the experiments over these
subsets, such that the single and double probability distributions given by the model are
consistent with the observed outcome distributions which violate the Bell inequalities.
Because they construe each observable as a random variable defined on a classical proba-
bilistic state, Prism Models are models in which the probabilities are interpreted in terms of
ignorance. That is to say, some underlying (even if possibly hidden) properties, associated
with the variables λ, fully determine the outcomes of our experiments. So, Prism Models are
determinate. Prism Models are also deterministic. Finally, Prism Models are local. There is
no need for any superluminal information transfer to recover the correlations. Granted then,
Fine has constructed local realistic models returning the statistical distributions of the actual
experiments for dimension 2×2. This is an impressive result. Szabo, in his nice presentation
of Fine’s model, further proves the possibility of Prism Models for n × n dimensional sys-
tems.24 This, however, does not suffice to support Fine’s strong claim about the irrelevance
24in [119].
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of the notions of locality and realism for the interpretation of Bell-type experiments. To put
it bluntly, this is because Prism Models, while compatible with the actual experiments, are
incompatible with quantum mechanics.
5.3.2 Prism Models, the experiments, and quantum mechanics
Fine’s Prism Models are successful because of a specific feature of the actual realizations
of Bell-type experiments, namely the deficiency of the detectors used. Our detectors just fail
to catch all particles we send to them. Our statistical measure of Bell-type correlations thus
takes into account only these particles that are “coincidentally” detected by both detectors.
The usual way around the deficiency problem is to assume that the sample of particles we
actually detect is a fair one. This is called the “enhancement hypothesis”.25 Fine’s models
draw on this feature to recover the probability distributions of the outcomes, interpreting
what is usually taken as the deficiency of the detectors as to be reflecting a physical property
of the systems, i.e. defectiveness.
While giving room for a local deterministic account of the actual experimental results,
the construal of the observables as partial functions on Λ makes Prism Models stand in
contradiction to quantum mechanics (as normally construed). At least if interpreted in
terms of defectiveness, Prism Models predict that not all particles will be detected by a
given experimental context. In other words, Prism Models predict that there is an irreducible
deficiency in the detectors. Even if not interpreted in terms of defectiveness, however, they
fail to make predictions (even probabilistic ones) for some runs of the experiments, which
quantum mechanics instead makes.
On the contrary, quantum mechanics predicts that any quantum system should respond
to any given experimental question. Indeed, according to the usual quantum measurement
theory, any quantum system can be appropriately coupled to some other system which will
25On this, again, see [78] and reference therein.
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act as a perfect measuring apparatus.26 Any deficiency in the experiment is in one of our
detectors – it is a technical problem – and does not reflect any property of the system being
measured.
Because Prism Models contradict quantum mechanics, their existence does not support
the strong claim held by Fine, that there are models consistent with all quantum statistical
predictions in which local realism is secured. It also does not support the claim that locality
and realism are not at stake in the violation of the BI by quantum phenomena. Fine suggests
that it is because the joint distributions are not defined that Prism Models can violate the
Bell Inequalities in the right way. He claims that prism models keep the structural features
of the probabilistic model which codify the “local realistic” character of the observables,
while avoiding the assumption of the existence of the joint probabilities, which he deems
responsible for the Bell inequalities to obtain. We have argued that the real reason why
Prism Models are successful is our actual detectors’ deficiency. Further, Fine’s way to avoid
that the PJPD makes Prism Models stand in contradiction with quantum theory. While
providing an alternative model for the actual statistical results, Prism Models do not provide
an alternative model for quantum probabilities.
That said, that Prism Models are local deterministic models of the experiments to date, is,
we believe, worth considering for further investigation. It would be certainly worth pursuing
a research program to assess which one of the two models the experiments favor, that is,
to experimentally assess whether there is a detector efficiency limit. This probably deserves
more attention, especially if one considers the importance of recent positive experimental
developments in quantum physics using Bell-type situations and entangled systems in general
(in quantum cryptography for example). It would be interesting to assess whether Prism
Models can give an account of these experimental protocols (perhaps with suitable provisos
26We do not consider the limitations shown by Araki and Yanase in [1]. They can be disregarded for
present purposes.
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related to detector efficiency). Szabo shows how Prism Models are physically motivated by
the actual realizations of the experiments.27 He further investigates to what extent Prism
Models can be refuted by experiment on the basis of the detection efficiency rates. His
conclusion is that actual experimental results still do not constitute a serious objection to
Prism Models. Fine’s models might be more relevant than they seem.
If further experimental investigation was favorable to Prism Models, some further inter-
pretational work would still have to be done. The interpretation in terms of defectiveness
seems unsatisfactory as it stands. What we have is that there are some complete states for
which some observables cannot be measured. Fine does not give any further interpretation
of this property. At least three further interpretations are possible. First, if an observ-
able corresponds to some determinate property-assignment, one interpretation is that the
property corresponding to the observable is not measurable. Unless Fine could provide an
explanation for why this happens, such an interpretation goes against one of the most funda-
mental assumptions in the methodology of experiment about the possibility of measurement.
Moreover, it might run into problems with Kochen-Specker-type theorems. Another inter-
pretation would be that the observable corresponds to a generic property, but the value of
this property is unmeasurable because it is indefinite. The idea is that some properties do
not have any determinate value, that could be correlated either deterministically or stochas-
tically with the measurement context. This could correspond to the notions of “spread
quantities” or “inexact values” that have been defended by some authors.28 However, Fine
seems to reject this option himself: he accepts the objections leveled against such notion
of spread quantities.29 Yet another interpretation is that the observable corresponds to a
generic property, but there are some states that simply do not “have” this generic property,
in any form, exact or spread. This obviously needs more fleshing out, but it might be what
27in [119].
28See for example Teller in [121], [122], and [124].
29See [51, p.161, note 16].
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Fine has in mind, considering the concluding remark of [49]:
After all, if we hold that probabilities (including joint probabilities) are real
properties, then some observable may simply not have them.30
That said, Fine never seriously investigates such issues. Indeed, Fine himself admits that
Prism Models are somewhat too “cheap” and too “easy”.31 The aim of constructing these
models was primarily negative, that is, it was to undermine the traditional interpretation in
terms of local realism. This, however, as we have argued, is just not what Prism Models can
be used for.
5.4 Beyond the alternative? Fine’s strong claim
Fine’s last line of argumentation in favor of his strong claim uses the converse of his
derivation of the BI, that is, that any model in which the BI hold is also a model in which
the PJPD are well-defined. Fine’s theorem indeed gives the equivalence between the BI’s
holding and the joint probabilities being well defined. According to Fine, this means that
whatever the set of assumptions, any framework from which the BI are derivable includes
the assumption of, in Fine’s terms, the “existence of well defined joint probabilities”, es-
pecially for non-commuting observables. Now, Fine’s point is that the definition of these
joint probabilities is just what quantum theory not only does not provide, but also strictly
forbids. From this, Fine wants to deduce that hidden variable programs start right from
the beginning with an inconsistent set of hypotheses. Equivalently, in accepting quantum
theory, the hidden variable investigator is directly committed to the non existence of the
joint probabilities for incompatible observables, and hence to the BI to be violated, which
contradicts local realism or any other set of assumptions used.
30[49, p.1310]
31See [51, p. 56 sq.]. Fine formulates the same kind of qualifications as to the philosophical or physical
significance for his local model in response to the Hardy theorem in [53].
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Fine’s argument can be reconstructed as coming in two steps:
1. In accepting QM, the local realist is committed to rejecting the existence of joint
probabilities for incompatible observables;
2. By rejecting the existence of joint probabilities, the local realist is committed, by the
converse of Fine’s derivation, to expect the outcome distributions to violate the BI,
whatever other characteristics of the model considered.
Svetlichny, Redhead, Brown and Butterfield have investigated this argument.32 They
accept 1. but show that 2. is not well supported. According to them, 2. would hold, and
Fine’s theorem would threaten the traditional interpretation in terms of local realism as
well as the strength of other proofs, only if the BI’s holding for the outcome distributions
implied “physically real” joint distributions. The point is that the local realist might be
happy to accept the joint probabilities as being defined formally, but without any ontological
commitment. In the following, we shall briefly sum up their argument against 2. and then
modestly contribute to undermining Fine’s argument in raising some objections against 1.
Let us adopt the following notation:
• (Com): all observables pairwise commute
• (BI): some Bell-type inequalities hold
• (Rjd): the joint distributions are physically real.
Svetlichny et al. convincingly argue that what Fine shows is that there is a condition (jd)33,
which is stronger than conditions 4 and 5 in Fine’s theorem alone, such that:
(jd)↔ (Com)
32in [118].
33(jd) stands for joint distributions.
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(jd)→ (BI)
(jd)→ (Rjd)
Now, step 2. which Fine needs in his argument translates as:
(BI)→ (Rjd)
However, Fine fails to show:
• either directly that:
(BI)→ (Rjd)
• or that
(BI)→ (jd)
By contrast, Svetlichny et al. show that:
• It is doubtful that the BI’s holding is sufficient for real joint probabilities to exist, and
• there are cases where the BI hold and (jd) fails.
Hence, 2. is undermined. It is not true that all the frameworks from which some BI
are derivable imply the existence of real joint probabilities which quantum theory forbids.
Svetlichny et al. conclude that alternative proofs of Bell type theorem do avoid commitment
to the existence of the joint distributions for non-commuting observables.
This is a good point against Fine’s strong interpretation of his theorem. We believe that
there is more to say though, in particular concerning 1. , i.e. that in accepting QM, the
local realist is committed to rejecting the existence of joint probabilities for incompatible
observables.
It seems to us that 1. consists in at least three components. The first component is the
underlying assumption that hidden variable programs are committed to accepting quantum
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theory. The second component is that to accept quantum theory is sufficient for being realist
about quantum theory, in particular about quantum probabilities. This is to say that to
accept the theory commits one to a certain interpretation of the probabilities involved in the
theory. The final component is that to be realist about a theory that contains probabilities
is sufficient for being committed to the “existence” of only the probabilities that are well
defined within the theory. Our contention is that none of these components is trivial. Each
can be avoided in hidden variable programs, so that Fine’s argument does not stand.
First, not all hidden variable programs presuppose the quantum formalism. As Shimony
systematically points out, there are different types of h.v. programs, with different sets
of assumptions and tackling different issues.34 Now, an important part of the h.v. research
programs aims at assessing whether some specific kind of probabilistic models are compatible
with all statistical predictions of quantum mechanics. The construction of the probabilistic
models generally does not presuppose the quantum formalism, quite the contrary. Famously,
the original derivation of the BI by Bell does not presuppose the quantum formalism. The
point of some of these research programs is to show what kinds of probabilistic models are not
compatible with all statistical predictions of quantum mechanics. One can then investigate
the significance of the failure of such models from an interpretational point of view: what
the world could be like, since such and such probabilistic models are impossible? Such
investigation guides other, more positive, research programs, which try out new theories
which are empirically equivalent to standard quantum mechanics, up to our current level
of empirical accuracy. Bohm’s theory is obviously a case in point (although historically it
developed in a more complicated manner).
Concerning the second component, it is not clear that Bell-type research programs are
as committed to scientific realism as Fine wants them to be. To accept a theory can involve
at least two different options:
34See [101].
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1. to believe that the theory is true or approximately so, or,
2. to take the theory as empirically adequate.
One might want to take an empiricist stance towards quantum theory, but still investigate
the interpretation of the violation of the BI by the experimental outcomes. Famously, van
Fraassen takes such an empirical stance. However, he still contributed to the work on the
interpretations of the Bell-type experiments. His interpretation is roughly that Bell-type
experiments exhibit some phenomena which do not fit into one of our favorite models for
scientific explanations: the common cause model. He argues that this is casting doubt on
the legitimacy of the demand on our scientific theories that they give explanations in terms
of common causes. We do not see how Fine could argue that an anti-realist like van Fraassen
is committed, in investigating the derivation of the BI and their violation by experiment, to
the existence of the joint probabilities in any ontologically robust sense.
From a more general point of view, we would like to stress that to accept a probabilis-
tic physical theory does not involve any commitment to any particular interpretation of
probabilities35. Scientific realists as well as scientific empiricists can choose to interpret the
probabilities involved in the theory as being:
(a) either objective or subjective;
(b) either reducible or irreducible to physical properties.
That some probabilities can be defined formally does not imply that they “exist” in any
ontologically strong sense.
Concerning the third component, i.e. that to be realist about a theory that contains
probabilities is sufficient for being committed to the “existence” of only the probabilities
35It is striking that the core of many arguments of the objectors to Fine up to now has been to vary
the interpretations of the probabilities in Fine’s results: Shimony and Redhead consider counterfactual
interpretations, Svetlichny et al. consider a Church-von Mises interpretation. The reason for this, it seems to
us, is that Fine’s argument hinges on a specific interpretation of the probabilities. Fine seems to implicitly
assume that to accept a probabilistic physical theory commits one to one particular interpretation of the
probabilities.
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that are well defined within the theory, we maintain that it is as problematic as the first two,
because the converse of this last statement holds as well: that some probabilities cannot
be defined formally does not imply that they do not “exist”. The point is easy to make
in the case where one takes an empirical stance toward quantum mechanics. In this case,
that some probabilities are not formally defined in the theory does not imply that they do
not “exist”, since a theory that pretends only to be empirically adequate does not preclude
the “existence” of probabilities not contained in the formalism itself. But this holds for the
non empiricists too. That some mathematical objects are not defined in a given formalism
does not imply anything at the ontological level, even if one is a realist about the quantum
formalism. For example, that deterministic trajectories for the particles cannot be defined in
the standard formalism of quantum mechanics does not imply that they cannot exist at the
ontological level. A realist Bohmian would obviously believe that they exist, while possibly
being just as realist about the quantum mechanical wave functions.
Our point is that the ontological status of the counterparts of mathematical objects in
the world has to be strictly distinguished from the formal construction of these mathematical
objects in a given formalism. To distinguish, within the formalism, what is physically signif-
icant from what is an artifact of the mathematical construction, is, we believe, precisely one
of the most important aims of the interpretational work on physical theories. The upshot is
that, in 1. as well as in 2. , the main difficulty in Fine’s argument is the confusion between
the formal definition and the objective “existence” of probabilities.
5.5 Conclusion
We have argued that:
• Fine’s argument that the definition of joint probabilities is a hidden assumption in the
traditional derivations of the BI holds only for a restricted class of h.v. theories, which
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were ruled out by previous theorems;
• Fine’s argument, to the effect that the existence of his Prism Models is a de facto
argument against the traditional interpretation of Bell-type results, does not hold,
because Prism Models are incompatible with some quantum statistical predictions;
• Fine’s argument that the converse of his derivation shows that h.v. research programs
start off with an inconsistent set of assumptions holds only under strong assumptions
about the ontological status of probabilities.
It seems to us, then, that Fine fails to prove that his theorem has to be interpreted in
a strong way, namely as undermining the traditional interpretation of Bell-type results in
terms of local realism. Bell-type theorems and Bell-type results are still relevant for the
interpretation of quantum theory and quantum phenomena.
That said, the framework of statistical variables, which Fine has been advocating as the
appropriate one for quantum probabilities, is interesting, especially when fleshed out with a
Bohmian interpretation. Further, Fine’s Prism Models constitute a competitive model for
the outcomes distributions to date, and should probably be given more attention.
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Chapter 6
Locality in Bell-type phenomena
6.1 Introduction
Recall (PI-LOC)*:1
(PI-LOC)* : a violation of Parameter Independence* constitutes a case of non-locality
while a violation of Outcome Independence* does not – non-locality being understood
as in Special Theory of Relativity (STR).
In this chapter, we propose a spacetime framework for the probabilities considered in Bell-
type situations, a rigorous definition of locality within such framework, as well as spacetime
versions of Outcome and Parameter Independence*, so that (PI-LOC)* can be properly
assessed. We show that, within the spacetime framework proposed, part of (PI-LOC)* is
rigorously supported.2
Our results can be seen as an extension of John Earman’s paper “Locality, non-locality
and action at a distance: A skeptical review of some philosophical dogmas”3. In that paper,
1See Definition 8 in Subsection 4.2.2.
2Note that this result is not contradictory to Jones and Clifton’s theorem presented in Chapter 4. What
they show is that a violation of Outcome Independence is generally indicative of an underlying causal
relationship. We shall argue that such causal influences do not amount to non-locality.
3[41]
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Earman argues that Factorizability is not a locality condition. We extend Earman’s argu-
ment in two ways. First, Earman only investigates the issue of whether Factorizability is
a locality condition; he does not address either Parameter or Outcome Independence*, on
which we shall focus in this chapter. Second, Earman’s discussion is mostly confined to the
deterministic context: we generalize the discussion to the stochastic case.
In Section 6.2, we specify a spacetime structure and how Bell-type situations can be
embedded in it. To this aim, we shall follow Earman and define locality as Einstein Locality.
With this in hand, we shall propose (and argue for) our formulations for the spacetime
versions of Factorizability*, OI* and PI* (STFAC*, STOI* and STPI*, respectively).
Section 6.3 deals with the issue whether or not Einstein Locality entails STPI* and/or
STOI*. We begin with a discussion of how to construe Einstein Locality in the stochastic
context. Bell has proposed a condition of locality in the stochastic case which he dubs “local
causality”.4 We shall argue that Bell’s condition is not an acceptable locality condition.
We shall propose a natural generalization of Einstein Locality to the stochastic case, or
Stochastic Einstein Locality (SEL).5 Finally, we shall show that SEL implies STPI* but not
STOI*. Hence, STPI* is a locality condition, at least in the sense that failure of STPI* is a
case of non-locality,6 while STOI* is not. Thus, most of (PI-LOC)* is supported.
Section 6.4 addresses what STOI* is. We argue that STOI*, when applied to Bell-type
situations, is just a spacetime version of the PCC. In order to do so we discuss what an
appropriate spacetime version of the PCC is. Our discussion relies on remarks in Earman’s
paper; however, the explicit formulation of the spacetime version of the PCC (STPCC) given
is ours. We will give a rigorous argument to the effect that failure of STOI* is equivalent to
4[15, p. 54].
5For this, we shall partly rely on both Earman in [41] and Hellman in [64].
6The converse does not hold, that is: STPI*’s holding is not sufficient for SEL to be secured. So, strictly
speaking, the mainstream interpretation does stand at least in its original guise. That said, the defendant
of the traditional interpretation can content himself with STPI* being a necessary condition of locality: it
is all he needs for a modus tollens in the interpretation of Bell-type experiments.
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failure of the PCC. Depending on how one interprets failure of the PCC, the significance of
failure of STOI* may change. We leave open the question of how to interpret failure of the
PCC, except for one interpretation that we reject; namely, that failure of the PCC is failure
of locality. We extend Earman’s arguments to support this contention.
6.2 A spacetime framework for probabilistic conditions
6.2.1 A rigorous spacetime framework
Locality is a a space-time notion. Yet, violations of certain probabilistic conditions are
supposed to be indicative of failure of locality. For such claims to make sense, the events for
which certain probabilistic conditions hold will have to be embedded in spacetime. In order
to provide a rigorous assessment of whether failure of Factorizability*, PI* and OI* threaten
locality or not, what we need is a specification of how events are to be embedded within
spacetime. Towards this end, we discuss locality in conjunction with a rigorous spacetime
framework in this section.
A minimal spacetime framework should thus provide a notion of localization of events
within the spacetime structure that is considered. In particular, if the notion of spatial
separation and spatially separated systems are to be precisely defined, it should be possible
to localize the systems under consideration within spacetime.
This requirement is difficult to fulfill in standard quantum mechanics (henceforth SQM),
because SQM is not a spacetime theory. In effect, SQM provides no representation for
quantum magnitudes as spacetime quantities. So, it is not obvious how to discuss locality
issues rigorously.7
7That said, it should not be impossible either. One possibility is to endorse the Copenhagen interpretation
in a version that takes the apparatuses to be classical. In this way, one can say that the apparatuses are
located in classical spacetime. For our purposes this is an unattractive option. The project we are analyzing
is experimental metaphysics whose conclusions should be independent of any interpretation of quantum
mechanics.
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We shall suppose that a spacetime perspective can be taken on quantum events. Within
ordinary relativistic spacetime, quantum events are taken to be localizable in extended space-
time regions. We propose that an event e in region R can be represented by the total physical
state over R. We will not consider any spacetime point-events in order to avoid singularities.8
Whenever we shall refer to events embedded in spacetime, we shall specify the regions on
which these events are localized. We denote event e located in region R by eR.
What is at issue is whether certain probabilistic relations between events or failure thereof
is indicative of non-local interactions between events. In order to address that issue we must
examine what counts as a local interaction in relativistic spacetime.9
We first need the following notions: domain of influence, time slices, domains of depen-
dence, and Cauchy surfaces. Let us begin with domains of influence. Let M stand for a
spacetime. The domains of influence of a point p of M is defined as follows:
Definition 18 – Domain of influence
The future (respectively past) domain of influence I+(p) (I−(p)) of a point p ∈M is the
set of all the points q ofM such that there exists a future(past)-directed timelike curve which
begins at p and ends at q.
Figure 6.1 represents the past and future domains of influence of a region R of M. One
contrasts domains of influence with domains of dependence. In order to define domains of
dependence, we need the notion of time slice:
Definition 19 – Time slice
A time slice S of M is defined to be a spacelike surface S ⊂M without edges.
With this in hand, one can define the past and future domains of dependence of a time slice
S in the following way:
8Note that Reichenbach considers only point events, as opposed to Butterfield (Compare [95] and [21]).
9We restrict discussion to spacetimes in which Cauchy surfaces can be defined. See below for the definition
of a Cauchy surface.
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Figure 6.1: Domains of influence
Definition 20 Domains of dependence
The future (respectively past) domain of dependence D+(S) (D−(S)) of a timeslice S ⊂
M consists of all those points p ∈M such that every past (future) directed timelike curve that
passes through p and has no past (future) endpoint meets S. The total domain of dependence
of S is D(S) ≡ D+(S) ∪D−(S).
This is illustrated by Figure 6.2. With this in hand, we can finally introduce the notions of
(future and past) Cauchy surface:
Definition 21 – Cauchy surface
A timeslice S is said to be a future (respectively past) Cauchy surface for M, g just in
the case that all the points of M to the future (past) side of S are in D+(S) (D−(S)).
S is a Cauchy surface simpliciter just in case it is both past and future Cauchy.
The notion of Cauchy Surface is closely related to the notion of determinism, as well as
to our favorite notion of locality: Einstein Locality. In short, Einstein Locality simply states
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Figure 6.2: Domains of dependence
that an event localized within a certain region R of spacetime should be determined by an
appropriate slice S across its backward light cone. But let us use Earman’s definition of
Einstein Locality.10
To do so, we need to introduce the notion of global Laplacian determinism:
Definition 22 – Laplacian Determinism
If two models agree on appropriate data on a Cauchy surface then they agree everywhere.
It is also useful to introduce the notion of local Laplacian determinism:
Definition 23 – Local Laplacian Determinism
Local Laplacian Determinism demands that the state on a region R be determined by the
state on any spacelike surface S such that S ⊂ I−(R) and R ⊂ D+(S), and likewise with
past and future interchanged.
This is illustrated by Figure 6.3.
10See [41, p.462]For another formulation, see [64].
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Figure 6.3: Laplacian Determinism: The state on R is determined by a time slice S such
that S S ⊂ I−(R) and R ⊂ D+(S).
Finally, Einstein locality (EL) can be formulated:
Definition 24 – Einstein Locality – EL
A theory satisfies Einstein Locality if when it is Laplacian deterministic it is locally so.
We now have the minimal spacetime structure needed for the connection between prob-
ability conditions and locality to be properly discussed.
6.2.2 Factorizability*, PI* and OI* in spacetime
We shall now propose formulations of Factorizability*, Outcome and Parameter Indepen-
dence* within our minimal spacetime framework. To this aim, let us consider a Bell-type
situation. What we are given are the outcome-events a and b (for variables A and B). In
agreement with the above, we consider that a and b are located on two regions of spacetime
R1 and R2. Now, in order to be able to assess whether the correlations between A and B are
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the result of a non-local underlying physical process, we need to make R1 and R2 spacelike
separated.
The relativistic spacetime structure then gives us the past and future domains of influence,
or backward and forward light cones of R1 and R2. Let S stand for the whole time slice
across the backward light cones of R1 and R2, before they get separated, and such that S ⊂
I− (R1 ∪R2) and (R1 ∪R2) ⊂ D+(S). Let S1, S2 and S3 be spacetime regions constituting a
partition of S, so that S1 (respectively S2) correspond to the part of the slice within the past
light cone of R1 (respectively R2) which is not within the past light cone of R2 (respectively
R1), and S3 corresponding to the part of the slice lying in the intersection, as in Figure 6.4.
Figure 6.4: A Bell-type situation in spacetime: the outcome-events are located on regions
R1 and R2, S is a time slice across the backward light cones of R1 and R2, such that
S ⊂ I− (R1 ∪R2) and (R1 ∪R2) ⊂ D+(S).
We want to assess whether or not the various underlying causal paths that could be
considered responsible for the observed correlations correspond to non local processes. In
order to do so, we need to connect the spacetime regions described above with the various
causal factors possibly influencing the phenomena. Remember that we considered the fol-
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lowing potential factors: the complete state λ, the surface variables i and j, and the hidden
variables γ and δ of the apparatuses. What spacetime regions can these factors be localized
to?11
Let us consider first the time slice S. The total physical state σ over S includes the
complete state λ. Now, the question of how λ is to be localized on S is a little tricky. λ
certainly depends on some parts of S3. That said, the state of S3 and λ do not necessarily
coincide. On the one hand, there is no a priori reason to consider that λ depends entirely
on S3. In particular, nothing in the ordinary relativistic spacetime framework implies that
the complete state of the quantum systems involved in Bell-type situations be localized in
the intersection of the backward light cones.12 On the other hand, it is not clear for now
that λ exhausts the state of S3. The localization of the states of the apparatuses needs to
be discussed in order to settle that matter.
The total physical state on S also includes the states of the apparatuses, surface and
hidden. To localize these within our framework is again not easy, but a little more can be
said about the states of the apparatuses than about the complete state λ of the system
under consideration. We can legitimately localize the states (surface and hidden) of the
two apparatuses on S1 and S2 respectively, so that they stay spacelike separated. It seems
physically possible to make sure that the two apparatuses do not interact with each other.
What else is there on S? Arguably, if we consider that {λ, i, j, γ, δ} are the only potential
causal factors relevant to Bell-type situations, then they should exhaust the total physical
state on S relevant to Bell-type situations. Note however that there is no reason to hold
that the regions of S1 on which {i, γ} and λ depend be mutually exclusive. Similarly for
11Strictly speaking this language is misleading. States and variables are mathematical objects and are
not properly speaking located anywhere. What we mean by localizing states and variables is localizing the
properties of systems on which the states and values of variables supervene. For brevity though, we will
continue to use the language of localizing states and variables.
12We shall clarify this statement later on in Section 6.4 by explaining why Einstein locality does not imply
that two events localized on spacelike separated regions should be determined by the state over a region of
the intersection of their backward light cones.
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{j, δ} and λ on S2. In both cases, a tight localization of the system may be difficult to
obtain – especially if the systems are field-like. Since we do not need such localization for
our argument, we allow for some overlap. We only require that the regions on which {i, γ}
and {j, δ} depend do not overlap. Call the regions on which {i, γ} and {j, δ} depend S∗1
and S∗2 respectively. The region on which λ depends may overlap with S
∗
1 and S
∗
2 . Call the
region on which λ depends S∗3 , may extend outside of region S3.
In the end then, we shall consider that {λ, i, j, γ, δ} are localized as in Figure 6.5.13
Figure 6.5: A Bell-type situation in spacetime: localization of the potential causal factors.
We now have a spacetime representation of Bell-type situations. With this in hand, we can
formulate the spacetime versions of Outcome Independence* and Parameter Independence*
(STOI* and STPI*).
Remember that OI* is the requirement that the outcome-events on R1 and R2 be statisti-
13One could object that our representation of Bell-situation in spacetime does not take into account
whether {λ, i, j, γ, δ} will evolve, deterministically or stochastically, between S and R1, R2. We should then
localize the causal factors on the extended regions stretching from S to just below R1 and R2. This is what
Butterfield does in [21]. We believe we do not need to do so in the context of this chapter. The condition
SEL, defined in Section 6.3.3, obviates this problem.
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cally independent from each other, conditional on the hidden states of the system undergoing
measurement and the measurement devices. Within our spacetime framework, this trans-
lates into: STOI* prescribes that the outcome-events a and b, localized on the two relatively
spacelike regions R1 and R2, are statistically independent, conditional on the total physical
state on an appropriate slice across the backward light cones. That is to say:
Definition 25 – Outcome Independence*: spacetime version – STOI*
A probabilistic model for Bell-type situations satisfies STOI* if and only if for all aR1,
bR2, iS∗1 , jS∗2 , λS∗3 , γS∗1 and δS∗2 :
p(aR1 , bR2|λS∗3 , iS∗1 , jS∗2 , γS∗1 , δS∗2 ) = p(aR1|λS∗3 , iS∗1 , jS∗2 , γS∗1 , δS∗2 ).p(bR2|λS∗3 , iS∗1 , jS∗2 , γS∗1 , δS∗2 )
On the other hand, Parameter Independence* requires that an outcome-event at one end
be determined only by the apparatus parameters on its end, and not by the parameters on
the other end. Translating within our framework, STPI* requires that the probability of an
outcome-event a, localized on a region of spacetime R1, be determined by the total physical
state on an appropriate slice across the backward lightcone of R1. That is to say:
Definition 26 – Parameter Independence: spacetime version – STPI*
A probabilistic model for Bell-type situations satisfies STPI* if and only if for all aR1,
bR2, iS∗1 , jS∗2 , λS∗3 , γS∗1 , δS∗2 , i
′
S∗1
, j′S∗2 , γ
′
S∗1
and δ′S∗2 :
p(aR1 |λS∗3 , iS∗1 , jS∗2 , γS∗1 , δS∗2 ) = p(aR1|λS∗3 , iS∗1 , j′S∗2 , γS∗1 , δ
′
S∗2
);
p(bR2|λS∗3 , iS∗1 , jS∗2 , γS∗1 , δS∗2 ) = p(bR2|λS∗3 , i′S∗1 , jS∗2 , γ
′
S∗1
, δS∗2 ).
The spacetime version of Factorizability* (STFAC*) follows straightforwardly from the
above:
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Definition 27 – Factorizability*: spacetime version – STFAC*
A probabilistic model for Bell-type situations satisfies STFAC* if and only if for all aR1,
bR2, iS∗1 , jS∗2 , λS∗3 , γS∗1 , and δS∗2 :
p(aR1 , bR2|λS∗3 , iS∗1 , jS∗2 , γS∗1 , δS∗2 ) = p(aR1|λS∗3 , iS∗1 , γS∗1 ).p(bR2 |λS∗3 , jS∗2 , δS∗2 ).
It should be easy enough for the reader to figure out the spacetime versions of Local and
Global Hidden Parameter Independences. Since we shall not need them, we skip them here.
We are thus provided with a rigorous spacetime framework, and with spacetime versions
of the various probability conditions about which we want to assess whether or not they
are locality conditions or not. We shall begin with STPI*. That said, before we can assess
whether STPI* is a locality condition or not, we need to discuss the issue of how to construe
Einstein Locality in the stochastic case.
6.3 STPI* and SEL
In this section, we shall argue that STPI* follows from a version of Einstein Locality
in the stochastic context within our spacetime framework. We shall first discuss the issue
of how to construe locality in the stochastic case. In Subsection 6.3.1, we present Bell’s
proposal for a formulation of locality in the stochastic case. We call Bell’s condition SL, and
argue that it is not a reasonable locality condition. We shall propose a formulation of the
stochastic version of Einstein Locality, SEL, which is more satisfactory.14 Finally, we show
that STPI* is entailed by SEL, when the latter is applied to Bell-type situations.
14Our formulation is partially based on some remarks by Earman in [41] and in [64].
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6.3.1 Bell’s formulation of locality in the stochastic case
The history of formulations of locality conditions in the stochastic context seems to begin
with Bell in [15]. There he formulates a condition of locality for the stochastic case. He shows
that from this condition, one can derive Factorizability*, and hence the BI. If correct, then
such an argument supports the claim that Factorizability* qualifies as a necessary condition
for locality. Hence, the argument goes, violations of Factorizability* are necessarily violations
of locality.
Bell’s notion of locality is that given a complete specification of the backward light cone of
a given event e, the probability of e should not be modified by information on events located
outside the backward light cone of e. According to Bell, this translates in the following way
in terms of conditional probabilities:
Definition 28 – SL
Let e be an event located on a region Re of spacetime. Let σ, stand for the physical state
over a time slice S of spacetime across the past light cone of Re. Let n stand for any event
located outside of Re and its backward light cone. Then SL requires that the probability of
the event e, lying over the region of spacetime Re, be independent of n, conditional on σ:
p(eRe|n, σ) = p(eRe|σ).
Admittedly, this condition allows for the derivation of the factorization condition. This is
because n is interpreted as representing any event outside Re and its past light cone. Indeed,
consider two regions of spacetime R1 and R2, on which are respectively located the a and
b outcome-events. Let λ stand for the physical state over a time slice across the past light
cones of R1 and R2. Let n, (respectively m), represent any event outside the past light cone
of R1 (respectively R2). Since n (respectively m) can be any event outside R1 (respectively
R2) and its backward light cone, it can be, for each side of the experiment, the choice of
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Figure 6.6: Bell’s condition of locality in the stochastic case: p(e|σ) must be independent of
n.
settings or the outcome-event on the other side. Hence, outside of the backward light cone
of R1 are b, j, and eventually δ; while, outside of the backward light cone of R2 are a, i, and
eventually γ. We then obtain, from SL, that15:
p(a|λ, i, j, b) = p(a|λ, i), and p(b|λ, j, i, a) = p(b|λ, j), (6.1)
from which in turn one can get the factorization condition. Thus, if SL is the correct construal
of locality within the stochastic context, then Factorizability would be derivable from it and
hence, qualify as a necessary condition of locality.
Note that, if this were correct, then (PI-LOC)* would be false. Indeed, since Factoriz-
ability* is equivalent to the conjunction of Parameter and Outcome Independence* together,
failure of Parameter Independence* or of Outcome Independence* entail a failure of Factor-
izability*. If now failure of Factorizability* counted as a case of non-locality, then failure of
Parameter Independence* alone and failure of Outcome Independence* alone would count
15We omit the specification of the regions of spacetime on which the events are localized
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as failure of locality as well. In this case, failure of Outcome Independence* would not be
less problematic than failure of Parameter Independence in so far as locality is concerned.
Thus, the mainstream interpretation is not supported if one follows Bell on the formulation
of locality for the stochastic case.
Whether or not the argument above holds depends on whether or not we accept Bell’s
condition as a condition of locality. Bell takes the spacetime structure as given, and then
formulates his locality condition as his “intuitive notion”. In the context of this chapter,
we can assess Bell’s condition within our spacetime framework and our definition of locality
as Einstein Locality (Definition 24). The question is thus whether or not Bell’s condition
qualifies as a satisfactory construal of Einstein Locality in the stochastic context. We shall
show in the next subsection that there are good reasons to reject Bell’s condition as a
satisfactory formulation of Einstein Locality in the stochastic context.
6.3.2 SL is not satisfactory as a stochastic version of Einstein Lo-
cality
However natural and intuitive it may look like, SL appears, under closer scrutiny, to be
too strong a condition. Suspicion of this comes from the fact that relativistic quantum field
theories do not satisfy SL, which Bell himself admits.16
The example that Bell gives to the effect that quantum theories, ordinary or relativistic,
violate SL is symptomatic of a more serious problem for Bell’s condition of locality. Bell
mentions an experimental set up in which a radioactive nucleus can emit a single α-particle,
and several α-particle detectors are scattered around the nucleus. As long as none of the
counters has detected that α-particle, there is a nonzero probability that, say, counter Ci
detects the α-particle. That probability becomes zero if one adds the information that, say
Cj, has actually detected the α-particle. Bell’s locality condition is violated in this case.
16See [15, p. 55].
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The problem that the example uncovers is that Bell’s condition trivializes the notion
of non locality because it makes it ubiquitous. Moreover the example shows that the non
local correlations identified as such by Bell’s condition are certainly not generally those
appropriately explainable by a non local physical process between events. So, Bell’s condition
seems completely inappropriate to the analysis of Bell-type situations.17 A new locality
condition for the stochastic case is required.
6.3.3 Stochastic Einstein Locality
Recall Einstein Locality in the deterministic case: it requires that theories that are
Laplacian deterministic be locally so. Laplacian Determinism requires the existence of a
Cauchy surface, the state on which determines the outcome-events to the future of the Cauchy
surface. Local Laplacian Determinism requires that events on a region R of spacetime be
determined by the state on the intersection of a Cauchy surface to the past of R and the
backward light cone of R.
Let us propose a formulation of Einstein Locality in the stochastic case by forming natural
adaptations of Laplacian Determinism and Local Laplacian Determinism to the stochastic
case (yes you read that correctly). The idea is that instead of demanding that the states
are determined, we require that probability distributions are determined. We arrive at the
following definitions.
Definition 29 – Stochastic Laplacianism
Stochastic Laplacianism requires that any two models which agree on appropriate data
on the Cauchy surface agree everywhere to the future of the Cauchy surface on probability
distributions of events.
Definition 30 – Local Stochastic Laplacianism
17See [64] for a similar criticism.
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Local Stochastic Laplacianism demands that the probability distributions over events on
a region R to the future of the Cauchy surface be determined by the intersection of the given
Cauchy surface and the backward light cone of R.18
Definition 31 – Stochastic Einstein Locality
A theory satisfies SEL if when it is Stochastic Laplacian it is locally so.
Note that SEL does not entail SL. This is because it states that, of all possible determining
factors for the probabilities on R, only some are in fact relevant. It says nothing about
whether there are any correlations between events in R and other events to the future of the
Cauchy surface. Again because SEL as formulated above says nothing about correlations, it
does not entail Factorizability*, which we make explicit in the following subsection.
6.3.4 SEL entails STPI*, but not STOI*
SEL prescribes that the probability distributions of events localized on a given region
R of spacetime be determined by the physical state of an appropriate slice S across the
backward light cone of R. How is this applied in the case of Bell-type situations? Consider
the same notation as in Section 6.2: aR1 and bR2 for the outcome-events localized on R1 and
R2, respectively, R1 and R2 being two spacelike separated regions of spacetime. Consider
then the past domains of influence of R1 and R2, and a time slice S across it. Consider then
the physical states λ, i, j, γ and δ, are localized on S∗1 , S
∗
2 and S
∗
3 .
Concerning aR1 , SEL prescribes that its probability assignment be determined by the
physical state on S1 ∪S3. Since we are assuming that the only possible causal influences are
λ, i, j, γ and δ, this region of dependence can be restricted to the subregion S∗1 ∪ S∗3 \ S2.
Similarly, concerning bR2 , SEL prescribes that it be determined by the physical state on
18Note in the above definitions a time asymmetry has been introduced that was not in Laplacian Deter-
minism nor Local Laplacian Determinism, which is natural because we are considering the stochastic case.
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S2∪S3, but this can be restricted to the subregion S∗2∪S∗3\S1. So what SEL prescribes in Bell-
type situations for probability assignments on R1∪R2 are determined by S∗1∪S∗2∪S∗3 . It does
not imply that correlated events onR1∪R2 should be made independent by conditionalization
on the total physical state on S. In other words, SEL does not entail STOI* as defined in
6.2, Definition 25.
If SEL does not prescribe that a be uncorrelated with any event outside the past domain
of dependence of R1 as SL would have it, it still prescribes, once one considers the appropriate
time slice S, that a is not determined by the physical state over S2. And similarly for b. So,
in the end, we can say that SEL, applied to Bell-type situations, becomes:
p(aR1|λS∗3 , iS∗1 , jS∗2 , γS∗1 , δS∗2 ) = p(aR1|λS∗3\S2 , iS∗1 , γS∗1 );
p(bR2|λS∗3 , iS∗1 , jS∗2 , γS∗1 , δS∗2 ) = p(bR2|λS∗3\S1 , jS∗2 , δS∗2 ),
from which STPI*, as defined in Section 6.2, Definition 26, follows.19 This should be straight-
forward when one considers that the equations above are stronger than STPI*: p(aR1) (p(bR2)
is made independent of the state on S∗3 \S2 (S∗3 \S1) instead of the state on S∗3 alone. Indeed,
STPI* is:
p(aR1|λS∗3 , iS∗1 , jS∗2 , γS∗1 , δS∗2 ) = p(aR1|λS∗3 , iS∗1 , j′S∗2 , γS∗1 , δ
′
S∗2
);
p(bR2|λS∗3 , iS∗1 , jS∗2 , γS∗1 , δS∗2 ) = p(bR2|λS∗3 , i′S∗1 , jS∗2 , γ
′
S∗1
, δS∗2 ).
Thus, we have shown that the appropriate version of SEL in our spacetime framework implies
STPI* while it does not imply STOI*. As such, STPI* can count as a necessary condition
19One might be worried that λS∗3\S2 may not be well defined since we explicitly left open that it may
depend on regions in S2. In this case, we can simply conditionalize on all λs compatible with the properties
fixed in S∗3 \ S2.
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for locality, while STOI* cannot. In this sense, most of (PI-LOC)* can be supported: failure
of STPI* amounts to a case of non-locality while failure of STOI* does not. What cannot
be supported is the converse, that is, that STPI*’s holding secures that SEL holds. The
defendant of the mainstream interpretation could content himself with this though, if all he
wants to sustain is that failure of STPI* are cases of non-locality while failure of STOI* is
not. That claim that STPI* is sufficient to secure locality is not needed for the interpretation
of the experimental violation of the BI by modus tollens.
Concerning STOI*, we have shown that it is not entailed by our definition of locality
within our spacetime framework. Now, at least the three questions arise:
1. If not a locality condition, what is STOI*?
2. Is there no other rationale for taking failure of STOI* as failure of locality in our
spacetime framework?
3. Could it be that, while STOI* is not entailed by SEL, the converse be true?
In the following section, we answer 1. in showing that STOI* is equivalent to a spacetime
version of the Principle of Common Cause (PCC) when applied to Bell-type situations. This
will in turn allow us to answer to 2. and 3. in the negative.
6.4 STOI* is equivalent to STPCC
In this section, we show that the requirement that STOI* holds is equivalent to the
demand that the spacetime version of Reichenbach’s Principle of Common Cause (STPCC)
holds when applied to Bell-type situations. To this aim, we shall present first the PCC
(Subsection 6.4.1). We shall then discuss the appropriate spacetime formulation of the PCC
(STPCC) and make its relation to STOI* clear. We shall end this section by showing that
STPCC is neither a necessary nor sufficient condition for locality, so that STOI* is not either.
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6.4.1 The principle of common cause
The PCC is the requirement that given some correlated events, neither of which causes
the other, one should be able to recover statistical independence of the events by condition-
alization on a common cause. Or, in other words, the dependence between the events should
be screened off by a common cause.
Let us illustrate this by way of example. Remember the examples we gave in Chapter 4
in order to illustrate the idea behind the probabilistic theories of causality. More precisely,
remember the example of your two cyclothymic friends Jules and Jim.20 Remember that
while Jules and Jim, who do not know each other, display a random distribution of cheerful
and crabby days, they are perfectly anti-correlated, one being always crabby when the other
is cheerful and vice versa. Remember that there is an explanation where 1. both Jules and
Jim have opposite taste concerning the cooking of croissants, 2. they take their breakfast
in the same bakery and 3. the baker randomly over- or under-cooks croissants. We can
now see that such a situation is a typical example of a common cause pattern: the perfect
correlations between two events, none of which causes the other, is explained in terms of a
common cause. That is to say, the correlation is screened off when conditionalizing upon the
duration of cooking of the croissants in the common bakery. In other word, the Principle of
Common Cause is satisfied.
A rigorous statement of the PCC is the following:21
Definition 32 – The Principle of Common Cause
If coincidences of two events A and B occur more frequently than would correspond to
their independent occurrence, that is, if the events satisfy the relation:
P (AB) > P (A).P (B),
20It should be stressed that Reichenbach’s own examples are of the type of our example: macroscopic
examples taken from ordinary life situations rather than complicated physical phenomena.
21I am here quoting [128, p. 28]. For the original version by Reichenbach, see [43, pp. 158-9].
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then there exists a common cause C for these events such that the fork ABC is conjunc-
tive, that is, satisfies the relations below:
(1) P (AB|C) = P (A|C).P (B|C)
(2) P (AB|C) = P (A|C).P (B|C),
(3) P (A|C) > P (A,C)
(4) P (B|C) > P (B,C)
Conditions (1) and (2) imply that the events A, B and C satisfy the two relations below,
called screening off conditions:
P (A|B,C) = P (A|C);
P (A|B,C) = P (A|C);
and similarly for A and B interchanged. Reichenbach shows that the conditions (1) to (4)
above together imply that P (AB) > P (A).P (B).22
The PCC is highly controversial. Many cases of correlations can be sited which do not
satisfy it. Further, the four conditions above do not properly characterize common causes.
Some examples can be found in which a factor meets all of the above requirements but is
not a common cause.23 Even though the PCC is untenable24, what the PCC requires is so
commonsensical that we seem to use it as a guide (quite successfully) both in everyday life
and in scientific research.
22[43, p. 160-1].
23See [5, note 1] for such an example.
24Again, see [5] and references therein for a good overview of the issue.
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Reichenbach25 hoped that the PCC could be part of the characterization of what he calls
“normal causality”. He characterized normal causality as the requirement that causal effects
spread continuously through time.26 That the PCC be satisfied, that is, that correlations
between events which do not cause each other must be explained in terms of a common
cause, is, according to Reichenbach, required by “normal causality”. By contrast, if there is
no such common cause while there are correlated events, then a “causal anomaly” occurs.
Normal causality and the requirements associated with it are normative prescriptions for a
satisfactory causal picture of the world.27 Correlations that cannot be explained in terms
of a common cause do not satisfy such prescriptions. In other words, the PCC deems pure
chance an unsatisfactory explanation for correlations.28 As said before, the interpretation
and status of the PCC are controversial. That all correlations are or should be explainable
in terms of a common cause is highly debatable. We shall not further discuss these issues in
this dissertation.
For now, it is worth noting that the PCC is formulated without mention of locality. As
explained before, probability conditions do not by themselves indicate how the various events
and factors are embedded in the spacetime structure. In particular, nothing in the formalism
above tells us that the common cause C occurs earlier than its effects A and B. Along the
same lines, nothing in the formalism above precludes that we consider the probabilities of C,
conditional on A and/or B. That Reichenbach had to add the temporal characteristics of the
25We wish to express our gratitude to Alexis Bienvenue for useful discussions about Reichenbach’s works
and thought.
26See, for example, [44, p. 65].
27Note that the PCC and normal causality are meant to give metaphysical or only epistemological pre-
scriptions, that is, the issue whether they are meant to describe either the true causal structure of the world
or only one of our favorite frameworks when trying to make sense of the world, remains open in Reichenbach’s
writings. We shall not dig into Reichenbach’s work any further in this dissertation.
28Pure chance is considered an unsatisfactory explanation in an indeterministic world. Note however that
if the probabilities are taken as purely descriptive of frequencies of events in a deterministic world, then it
is pre-established harmony, i.e. special initial conditions, that is regarded as an unsatisfactory explanation.
See for example [43, p.65].
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common causes as restrictions on the above formalism29 is symptomatic of this problem.30
Common causes and their effects thus have to be explicitly embedded within time, in-
dependently of the above formalism. In the same way, nothing in the formalism above tells
us about the spatial location of A, B and C. Again, the spatial characteristics of common
causes and their effects have to be specified independently of the condition in terms of prob-
ability distributions. Whether or not the PCC is a locality condition can be assessed only
under the condition that such a specification has been made.
Finally, note that, to the best of our knowledge, there is no statement in Reichenbach’s
own work about the PCC being a locality condition. This historical consideration is in
support of the thesis that the PCC, however useful it may be as a methodological principle,
is not essentially a locality condition. Before we can produce a rigorous argument to this
effect though, we need to discuss the appropriate formulation of a spacetime version of the
PCC.
6.4.2 The spacetime version of the PCC and its relation with
STOI*
The PCC prescribes that, whenever there are correlations between events which do not
cause each other, there exists a common cause, say c, by conditionalization on which the
correlations are screened off. How can such a Principle be appropriately applied to our
spacetime structure? Let us consider two correlated events e and f . Consistent with Section
6.2, these two events can be located on extended regions of spacetime, say Re and Rf ,
respectively. Now, can we choose Re and Rf such that e and f do not cause each other on
the basis of what SEL prescribes? More precisely, does the PCC apply to correlated events
29[43, p.162]
30Reichenbach hoped to define the temporal order on the basis of the causal order. To this aim, he takes
it as an empirical fact that conjunctive forks (common causes patterns) are always open to the future, that
is to say, that common causes occur earlier than their effects.
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located on spacelike separated regions of a spacetime structure in which SEL holds?
Some clarifications concerning our vocabulary are needed here. It will be recalled from
Section 6.3 that SEL prescribes that the probability distribution over events located on
a given region R of spacetime be determined by the total physical state depending on an
appropriate time slice across the backward light cone of R. More generally, Einstein Locality,
whether deterministic or stochastic, imposes some constraints on which regions of space time
can determine each other. It is common in the literature to refer to such constraints in terms
of which regions of spacetime can cause each other. On the other hand, the PCC makes use
of the term “cause” as well. The so-called “common cause”, however, is only characterized by
a series of four probability conditions (see Definition 32), without any reference to the notion
of physical determination. The term “cause”, when used both in the context of the PCC’s
common cause and of the structure of ordinary relativistic spacetime, is thus ambiguous.
Without any further clarification, this could lead to equivocal arguments.
Here is how we shall clarify this situation. First, we shall avoid to talk about common
causes altogether. Instead, we shall focus on screening off events. Granted, the full charac-
terization of the common cause includes more than its screening off role. That the common
cause satisfies the screening off condition is a consequence of its full characterization. We
can focus on this consequence rather than considering a full version of the PCC because it
is sufficient for our argument. With this in hand, our formulation of what we still call –
with slight abuse of language – the PCC is: there must exists a screening off event for any
two correlated events that do not “cause” each other. Now, what “cause” refers to in this
formulation of the PCC remains to be filled according to the context in which the PCC is
used. In our case, the question arises of how to fill it in the context of a spacetime structure
in which SEL holds.
The problem is that it is not all clear whether SEL prescribes anything about causation.
This might depend on which theory of causation is considered as well as on which interpre-
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tation of relativistic spacetime one holds. In particular, it is not clear that SEL prescribes
that events located on spacelike separated events do not cause each other. Since we have not
discussed theories of causation yet,31 and since we do not want to take a specific stance on
the interpretation of relativistic spacetimes, let us consider the two options. If one considers
that SEL does not impose any constraint on causation, then there is no way to apply the
PCC to our spacetime structure. In particular, one cannot argue that the PCC applies to
events located on two spacelike separated regions. In this case, the formulation of STOI* is
simply unmotivated, let alone motivated by locality conditions.
Let us consider now that the case where the constraints imposed by SEL on which regions
of spacetime can determine each other amount to constraints on causation. In this case, SEL
is taken to prescribe that events located on spacelike separated regions cannot cause each
other. Hence, the PCC applies to any two correlated events e and f located on two spacelike
separated regions Re and Rf . Further, the PCC prescribes that there be a screening off
event, by conditionalization on which e and f can be made independent.
Now, what does SEL imply regarding a screening off event? A rather common, but naive,
view is that SEL prescribes that the screening off event be located within the intersection of
the backward light cones of Re and Rf . In the case of Re for example, SEL prescribes that
the probability of e be determined by the physical state on an appropriate time slice, say
Se across its backward light cone. Similarly for Rf and Sf . We maintain with Earman that
such a view is not supported by relativistic spacetimes.
It will be recalled from Subsection 6.3.4 that, concerning the probability distribution over
events on Re ∪ Rf , SEL only implies that it is determined by the state on an appropriate
slice across the union of the backward light cones, Se ∪ Sf , and not across the intersection
of these, I. In particular, SEL does not imply that the state on a time slice I across the
intersection of the backward light cones of Re and Rf alone determine possible correlations
31We shall discuss the issue of causation in Chapter 7.
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between events on Re and Rf . First, consistent with SEL, the future domain of dependence
of I is trivial: strictly speaking, it does not determine anything but itself (See Figure 9.5).
Second, a synchronization of some events on I is not sufficient to guarantee that events on
Re and Rf be correlated because the correlations could be canceled out by influences which
do not register on I, but only on (Se ∪ Sf ) \ I. Third, that we have correlation between
events on Re and Rf does not imply that a synchronization took place between events on I
– that is to say, it does not imply that the screening off event lies on I: for I could contain
synchronized events itself, and the correlations could propagate without the synchronizing
event lying on I. Thus, consistent with SEL, it could be the case that a screening off event
does not lie within a time slice across the intersection of the backward light cones of the
regions on which the two correlated events are located.
Figure 6.7: The intersection of the backward light cones is trivial.
Note that this is not saying that were some correlations explained in terms of a screening
off event lying within their common past, SEL would be violated. Nor is it saying that I
cannot be relevant to correlated events on Re and Rf . In particular, it is not denied above
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that, if Se and Sf were fixed, SEL prescribes that variations of the probability distributions
on Re and Rf be determined by variations registering on I. However, the naive spacetime
interpretation of the PCC requires more than this determination by I, Se and Sf being fixed:
indeed, it demands that whatever Se and Sf , variations on I alone account for synchroniza-
tion of events on Re and Rf . This is an empirical question about our world. And it is much
more than what SEL can rigorously justify. By contrast, the only statement concerning
probability distributions over events on Re and Rf that SEL by itself implies is that they
are to be determined by the total physical state on Se ∪ Sf .
In the end then, we can formulate the spacetime version of the PCC:
Definition 33 – The Principle of Common Cause: spacetime version – STPCC
Let e and f be two events located on spacelike regions Re and Rf of ordinary relativistic
spacetime. It is required that, if e and f are not statistically independent, then there is a
screening off event c, lying on an appropriate slice across the union of the backward light cones
of Re and Rf , by conditionalization on which e and f are made statistically independent.
p(eRefRf |cD−(Re)∪D−(Rf )) = p(eRe|cD−(Re)∪D−(Rf ))p(fRf |cD−(Re)∪D−(Rf ))
Considering the definition above, one realizes that the PCC applied to our spacetime
structure (henceforth STPCC) corresponds to STOI*. More precisely, in the case of Bell-
type correlations, the requirement above is equivalent to the requirement that STOI* holds.
Recall Bell-type situations as described in Section 6.2: aR1 and bR2 are correlated outcome-
events located on two regions of spacetime R1 and R2. The experiment can be set up so
that R1 and R2 are spacelike separated. We consider then the backward light cones of R1
and R2, and a time slice S across the union of these backward light cones. SEL prescribes
that the total physical state σS on S determines the probability distributions over events
on R1 and R2. If there is a screening off event for the correlations between aR1 and bR2 ,
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then it has to be located on S, and conditionalizing on σS will guarantee screening off.
Conversely, if conditionalizing on σS screens off the outcome-events from each other, then
there is a screening off event. So, in the case of Bell-type correlations, STPCC becomes the
requirement that:
p(aR1 , bR2|σS) = p(aR1|σS).p(bR2|σS).; (6.2)
In the context we are considering, we have been assuming that the only factors on S that
can influence probabilities of aR1 and bR2 are λS∗3 , iS∗1 , jS∗2 , γS∗1 , and δS∗2 . On this assumption,
and in this situation then, STOI* as defined in Definition 25, is equivalent to STPCC, which
can be seen by substituting λS∗3 , iS∗1 , jS∗2 , γS∗1 , and δS∗2 for σS.
So, we have proved that the requirement that STOI* holds is equivalent to the require-
ment of STPCC in the case of Bell-type situations. From this, one could object to our
conclusion from Section 6.3 that STOI* is not a locality condition in arguing that the PCC
is a locality condition, and hence, that STOI* is as well in the case of Bell-type situations.
The following subsection is devoted to undermine such objection.
6.4.3 STPCC is not a locality condition
Before we present our objections to it, it will prove useful to analyze the common ar-
gument which is given in favor of the claim that the PCC is a locality condition. Roughly
speaking, the connection between the PCC and locality is made by saying that the PCC,
when applied to correlations between relatively spacelike events, becomes a condition of lo-
cality. In Bell-type situations in particular, it seems quite common to believe that, on the
one hand, locality is violated because of the failure of common cause models, and, on the
other hand, were we to find a common cause, locality would be secured. However natural
this idea might seem at first, the argument does not stand when laid out and analyzed in
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detail.
Let us lay out the argument. Consider two relatively spacelike separated events. Intro-
ducing the framework of relativity (albeit without any rigorous formulation), note then that,
under a rather common interpretation of relativistic constraints, these two events cannot
cause each other: spacelike separation forbids any direct causal link. According to the PCC,
if there is any correlation between two given events, this has to be explained in terms of
a common cause. But, the argument goes, more can be said about such a common cause.
In accordance with relativistic constraints, nothing but events lying within the backward
light cone of an event E can have a causal influence on E. If then the common cause is so
conceived as to have a causal influence on both of the correlated events, it has to lie within
their common past.32 However, if there is a correlation between relatively spacelike events,
but there is no common cause in the common past, then a specific form of causal anomaly
would occur, namely: non-locality. That is to say, locality would be preserved if and only if
such a common cause could be found. If the above is true, then the PCC, when construed
in space-time terms and applied to spacelike separated events is a locality condition.
Anyone would have recognized that the argument above looks very similar to our own
analysis in the previous subsection. But in fact, the argument above goes beyond. Let us
for now make clear the logic of both arguments, our own in the previous section and the one
above, in more detail.
Leaving aside the issues over rigorous definitions and vocabulary, insofar as relativistic
spacetimes are assumed to rule out determination of probability distributions other than
from appropriate slices across that past light cones, the argument up to (and including) “a
specific form of causal anomaly occurs”, seems fine. From the requirements of the PCC
32It is very likely that anyone formulating this argument would take the “common past” to be within the
intersection of the backward light cones. We have already criticized this part of the argument in the previous
subsection, and that will not be the point at issue in this subsection. Thus, it is not important what is meant
here by “common past”.
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and of Locality the claim is made that given spacelike correlated events, a common cause
must exist in the common past of these events. The problem lies in the very last step of the
argument, which states that a lack of such a common cause amounts to a form of non-locality.
This last step simply does not follow.
To make this point more clear, let us consider the following notation:
• PCC stands for the requirement that any two correlated events that do not cause each
other be screened off from each other by a screening off event;
• SEL stands for the requirement that probability distributions over events located on
a region R of spacetime be causally determined by an appropriate time slice across the
backward light cone of R;
• STPCC stands for the requirement that any two correlated events located on spacelike
separated regions of spacetime be screened off from each other by a screening off event
lying within the common past of the correlated events.
Now, the argument above amounts to saying that if one takes the PCC to be true, and if
one wants to apply it to events embedded a space-time structure where Locality holds, then
one can conclude that the PCC prescribes that such events be screened off from each other
by a screening off condition which lies within their common past. This is perfectly fine and
is essentially our own argument in the previous subsection. Given that SEL is the correct
notion of locality in our spacetime structure,33 the argument has the form:
PCC + SEL→ STPCC. (6.3)
However, it should be clear enough that, from this, it does not follow that the PCC, nor
STPCC is a locality condition. That is to say, it does not follow from this either that (1)
33This has been argued in Section 6.3.
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violations of STPCC are violations of SEL, or that (2) SEL is secured whenever STPCC is
satisfied.
What would be needed to draw Conclusion (1) is that SEL prescribes by itself that
correlations between relatively spacelike events be screened off by a screening off event lying
in the common past of the correlated events. That is to say, one would have to argue for the
following independent premise:
†(SEL→ STPCC)34. (6.4)
Only with this in hand could someone argue that a violation of STPCC amounts to a form
of non-locality.
What would be needed to draw Conclusion 2, is that SEL cannot fail whenever the STPCC
is satisfied, that is to say, one would need to argue in support of the following independent
premise:
†(STPCC → SEL), (6.5)
Of course, the trouble is that neither (6.4) nor (6.5) follow from (6.3). Thus, the argument
above does not support the thesis that STPCC is a locality condition. What has to be
assessed is whether (6.4) and (6.5) hold.
Earman, in [41], shows that satisfaction of the PCC is neither necessary nor sufficient for
Einstein Locality to be preserved. We can generalize his arguments to argue that STPCC
is neither necessary or sufficient for SEL. First, it is not necessary. The argument here is
very similar to our argument that SEL does not entail STOI* in Section 6.3. Indeed, SEL
prescribes that the probabilities for the given events be determined by the state on S, but it
does not say what form these probabilities should take. In particular, it says nothing about
34The dagger indicates that the proposition following is not claimed to be true.
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whether the events should be correlated or not. So, STPCC has consequences that are not
implied by SEL.
Nor is it the case that STPCC is sufficient for SEL. Earman’s counter-example in this
case is that the first half of STPCC “can be satisfied in action-at-a-distance particle theories
that allow an indefinite number of particles”35. We can flesh out this in the following way
by appeal to Bohm’s theory. That it recovers what is generally taken to be a satisfactory
scheme of explanation for Bell-type correlations is a great achievement of Bohm’s theory.
That it violates Einstein Locality, whether deterministic or stochastic, however, is one of its
most well known drawbacks. Thus, Bohm’s theory is a non-local theory in which STPCC is
secured. Thus, it is simply not the case that STPCC entails SEL.
We shall thus conclude that STPCC neither entails, nor is entailed by SEL. Since STOI*
is simply the application of STPCC to Bell-type situations, we can now deduce that the
argument to the effect that STOI* is a locality condition on the basis of its relation to the
STPCC does not stand. The upshot is thus that STOI* is not a locality condition, but a
requirement equivalent to Reichenbach’s Principle of Common Cause applied to Bell-type
situations. Hence, failure of STOI* is failure of STPCC. The issue of how to interpret failure
of the STPCC remains open. In particular, we shall not address the question of whether
or not failure of STPCC are to be interpreted in terms of holism in this chapter.36 What
we have obtained though is that (PI-LOC)* is, for the most part, supported, within our
spacetime framework.
6.5 Conclusion
We have provided a rigorous spacetime framework, within which we have formulated
spacetime versions of Factorizability*, Outcome Independence* and Parameter Indepen-
35[41, p. 461]
36This will be the burden of Chapter 7
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dence* (STFAC, STOI* and STPI*, respectively). We have shown that, within such a
spacetime framework, a good case for (PI-LOC)* can be made – or at least for a good part
of it. We have defined a rigorous notion of locality by generalization of Einstein Locality
to the stochastic case (SEL). We have shown that SEL implies STPI*, when applied to
Bell-type situations. Even if the converse does not hold, the defendant of the mainstream
interpretation could be content with this result: failure of STPI* corresponds to a case of
non-locality.
Further, we have shown that SEL does not entail STOI*, so that failure of STOI* does
not imply non-locality. Thus, (PI-LOC)* mostly holds in the spacetime framework proposed
here. We closed our analysis by showing that the requirement that STOI* holds is equivalent
to the demands of the spacetime version of the PCC (STPCC) when applied Bell-type
situations. We have shown that this relation between STOI* and STPCC cannot provide a
rationale in order to take STOI* as a locality condition.
At the end of the day, we have thus provided a spacetime framework in which (PI-LOC)*
mostly holds. This, of course, does not preclude that other definitions of the spacetime
structure considered, or of the versions of the various conditions considered could not yield
alternative results. Our result remains that (PI-LOC)* can be supported in a rigorous way.
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Chapter 7
The various causal pictures
underlying Bell-type phenomena
Recall our earlier definitions:
OI* : For all a, b, i, j, γ, δ, and λ,
p(a, b|i, j, γ, δ, λ) = p(a|i, j, γ, δ, λ)p(b|i, j, γ, δ, λ)
PI* : For all a, b, i, j, j′, γ, γ′, δ, δ′ and λ,
p(a|i, j, γ, δ, λ) = p(a|i, j′, γ, δ′, λ)
p(b|i, j, γ, δ, λ) = p(b|i′, j, γ′, δ, λ)
(PI-LOC)* : Parameter Independence is a locality condition while Outcome Independence
is not– locality being understood in a sense linked with Relativity Theory.
(¬PI-CAUS)* : A violation of Parameter Independence* is indicative of an underlying
causal relationship while this is not the case for a violation of Outcome Independence*.
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(¬OI-HOL)* : (Given that (PI-LOC)* and (¬PI-CAUS)* hold) a violation of Outcome
Independence* is indicative of a form of holism.
(¬PI-CAUS)* and (¬OI-HOL)* are statements about whether conditions on probabilistic
distributions (PI* and OI*) are causality conditions or not. It will be recalled from Chapter
4, Section 4.3 that analyses a` la Jarrett and Shimony can be seen as an investigations of what
the hidden causal picture underlying Bell-type phenomena could be. The hope is to infer a
causal picture from the probability distributions of the surface phenomena. This presupposes
that we are able to construe causation in terms of probability conditions, or at least that
the appropriate probability conditions are indicative of causal connections. The main aim of
this chapter is to assess whether or not the mainstream interpretation concerning the causal
picture underlying Bell-type phenomena can be supported by the theories of probabilistic
causation that are available.1
In section 7.1, we present the early theories of probabilistic causation, that is, we present
theories in which causation was supposed to be characterized by probabilistic notions alone.
All theories of probabilistic causation, except for counterfactual theories a` la Lewis2, use the
framework of conditional probabilities. We shall thus focus on these theories which use the
apparatus of conditional probabilities. We shall explain how the apparatus of conditional
probabilities alone is inadequate to characterize causes. Some additional elements have to
be added in order to obtain an adequate theory of probabilistic causation.
In section 7.2, we argue that two types of theories of probabilistic causation can be
considered. We shall contrast empirical accounts of causation with metaphysical accounts of
causation. The former are confined to give an empirical criterion for a relationship between
events to qualify as a causal relationship. Empirical theories leave open the issue of the nature
1It should be noted from the outset that we do not endorse any of these theories of causation. We use
them as frameworks for a rigorous assessment of the mainstream interpretation.
2Two loci classici for Lewis’ account are [80] and [81]. As mentioned in Chapter 4, we shall not deal with
counterfactual theories of causation.
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of the objective counterpart at the ontological level of what we take as causal relationships
at the empirical level. By contrast, metaphysical accounts of causation are designed to give
an account of causation as an objective feature of the world. Such accounts typically take
causal processes and causal interactions, which are embedded in spacetime, as fundamental.
The most natural type of theory of probabilistic causation seems to be manipulability
theories of probabilistic causation (henceforth MTPC), which are of the empirical type. That
said, we shall argue that spacetime theories of probabilistic causation (henceforth STPC) are
also good candidates to give an account of probabilistic causation, namely a metaphysical
one.
In Section 7.3, we turn to assess whether or not (¬PI-CAUS)* and/or (¬OI-HOL)*
hold first within MTPC, and second within STPC. We shall argue that within MTPC, a
rigorous argument can be made in favor of (¬PI-CAUS)*. That said, because MTPC are
only concerned with causation from an empirical point of view, MTPC can support (¬PI-
CAUS)* only in a weakened sense: whereas failure of PI* are indicative of causal relation
which have empirical manifestations, failure of OI* is not indicative of any causal relation
which has empirical consequences. Further, because of this empirical stance, MTPC does
not support any specific interpretation of failure of OI*.
Within STPC, we shall argue that in general the mainstream interpretation fails. Under
a strict application of the theory, either failure of PI* and failure of OI* are both indicative
of a causal relation, or neither are. That said, we shall give some plausibility arguments
in favor of a weakened version of the mainstream interpretation, in the sense that it has
strong epistemological, and not metaphysical leanings. The lesson of Bell-type experiments,
given this weakened version of the mainstream interpretation, is more about how we should
conceptualize the world than what the world is like at the fundamental level.
The upshot of the chapter is:
1. None of the existent theories of probabilistic causation support the mainstream inter-
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pretation understood as strong program of experimental metaphysics;
2. MTPC provides a rigorous framework to support an empirically oriented version of
(¬PI-CAUS)
3. Refined STPC provide plausibility arguments for the interpretation of failure of OI*
as in (¬OI-HOL)*.
7.1 How early theories of probabilistic causation fail
In this section, we present early theories of probabilistic causation and what they were
supposed to do. We then turn to explain how they fail to characterize causes adequately.
7.1.1 Early theories of probabilistic causation
Reichenbach3 is one of the fathers of theories of probabilistic causation. Good and Sup-
pes4 have both provided more elaborated accounts of Reichenbach’s ideas. All three intended
to reduce the notion of causation to probabilistic notions. That is to say, they took proba-
bilistic relationships between events to be fundamental: causation was to be characterized
by probabilistic notions alone.5
A reductive stance is not required to admit that probabilistic notions are necessary for
an account of causation under the hypothesis that the world is irreducibly indeterministic.
While the reductive program has been abandoned by most philosophers,6 the discussion over
theories of probabilistic causation have developed at a high speed in the literature.7 The
3See in particular [95].
4See [58, 59] and [114].
5Such reductive theories have been convincingly criticized. See, among others, Salmon, for example in
his [96], reprinted with some corrections in [99, chap. 14].
6Hitchcock is a particularly good example [136].
7The most robust contributions are by Spirtes, Glymour and Scheines in [107], and Pearl in [88]. The
most recent developments in the field are due to Hitchcock and Woodward ([137, 138]).
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majority of these authors take the further step toward MTPC. That said, Salmon, and Dowe
after him, have developed another view, of the spacetime type, on the matter.8 Salmon for
instance considers the use of the probability apparatus to be necessary, albeit not sufficient,
to give an adequate theory of causation.9
In Subsection 4.3.1, we have given the probabilistic characterization of cause and causal
relevance:10
Probabilistic cause: e is a cause of f if and only if
p(f |e) ≥ p(f |¬e) (7.1)
If the probabilities are non zero, then this is equivalent to:
p(e, f) ≥ p(e).p(f) (7.2)
Probabilistic causal relevance: e is a causally relevant to f if and only if
p(f |e) 6= p(f |¬e) (7.3)
If, again, the probabilities are non zero, then this is equivalent to:
p(e, f) 6= p(e).p(f) (7.4)
There are three notes of clarification concerning the use of the probability calculus for ac-
counting for causation which are useful for our purposes.
First, probabilities are defined for events. Typically various things are said to be causes,
not only events, but also entities, properties, or changes. Since we are using the formalism
of conditional probabilities (by contrast to conditional counterfactuals for example, which
avoid such a problem), and since the condition above is perfectly symmetric (as is clear from
(7.2) and (7.4)), not only the effects but also causal factors must be capable of being assigned
8See [99, chap. 13] and [38, 39].
9in [99, chap. 14] for example.
10See Definitions 12 and 13, the latter accommodating the possibility of negative relevance.
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probabilities in our framework. Whatever the kind of causes we consider, it is thus required
that they can be construed as events which either occur or do not occur.
Second, the probability of f given e is not defined if the probability of e is zero. One
way out of this is to take conditional probabilities as fundamental, and to define the single
probabilities in terms of conditional probabilities.
Finally, notice that events, as they appear in probability conditions, are not located
in spacetime. Thus, if one wants to consider causal factors and events as embedded in
spacetime, one has to add additional structure to the above characterization. In particular,
since, again, the conditions above are perfectly symmetric, there is no indication of which
event among e and f occurs before the other.
With this in hand, we can now explain why the characterizations of causation in terms
of probabilistic notions alone fail in general.
7.1.2 The failure of accounts of causation in terms of probabilistic
notions alone
There are classical criticisms leveled against accounts in which causation is characterized
in terms of probabilistic notions alone. In this subsection, we investigate some of these
counterexamples in order to draw a list of desiderata for any adequate theory of probabilistic
causation. In short, the desiderata will be: 1. a clear specification of the probability space;
2. some additional structure which introduces an asymmetry between cause and effect.11
In the literature, the main criticism leveled against the above characterization of causes
(Equations (7.1) to (7.3)) is that they are neither necessary nor sufficient to characterize
causes. That it is not sufficient to raise the probability of an event to count as a cause
is exemplified by the classical type of example utilizing spurious causes,12 which appear in
11This last stipulation should not be made by fiat, to rule out something like backwards causation or the
like.
12I borrow here and throughout the chapter Suppes’ vocabulary in his [114]. He distinguishes between
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common cause situations.
Consider the following counterexample. Arguably, it is statistically the case that people
who have yellow fingers tend to suffer from lung cancer more often than average. Following
the pattern above, this would seem to indicate that to have yellow fingers is a cause of lung
cancer. Of course, we all realize that this is a spurious cause: in fact, yellow fingers, as
well as lung cancer are taken to originate in a common cause: heavy smoking. This seems
pretty obvious and easy enough to figure out. More tricky situations could occur though.
For example, we believe that smoking is a cause of lung cancer. Now, it might be the case
that a certain gene provokes lung cancer in the presence of smoke, while smoking by itself,
without the gene, would not enhance the chances of getting lung cancer.
The criteria given by Equations (7.1) to (7.3) do not give us a way to reject spurious causes
of the foregoing type. Arguably though, any satisfactory theory of causation should give us
the means to distinguish between spurious and genuine causes. Some further conditions are
needed. The issue of which kinds of amendment or complementation of the characterization
above could provide a satisfactory answer to the challenge of spurious causes will be addressed
later on. For now, let us show by way of counterexamples that the characterization of cause
above is not necessary either.
Typical counterexamples are related to Simpson’s paradox. Simpson’s paradox occurs
when there are some partitions of a given population are such that while an event e1 has a
higher probability than e2 within every subset of the population, it is not the case at the
level of the total population. A classical example is that the partition of the hiring offerings
and of the gender of the candidates actually hired in a given university can be such that,
while women are more likely to be hired at the level of each department, the opposite is true
when one looks at the statistics at the level of the university, that is, of all the departments
1. prima facie causes, 2. spurious causes, and 3. genuine causes. Prima facie causes are candidate to qualify
as a cause. Spurious causes are prima facie causes that are found out not to be genuine causes.
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taken together.
Applied to causal patterns, instances of Simpson’s paradox can lead to cancellations of
correlations. Here, a classical example is the example of running, smoking and heart attack.
Arguably, smoking is a cause of heart attack. On the other hand, running on a regular basis
is a cause of heart strength, which protects from heart attacks. Now, it might be the case
that, in a given population, smokers are also more likely to be regular runners (smoking and
running being both means to fight anxiety for example). The partition could be such that,
in the total population, smokers are less likely to suffer from heart attacks than the average
non smoker. Hence, it is not necessary that conditioning on a cause raises, or even changes
(in case of a perfect cancellation of correlation) the probability of its effect.
In both types of counterexample above, an important problem resides in that some other
events interfere within the causal relationship considered. The choice of which factors are
considered, in other words, the choice of a probability space, is of great importance for
an adequate assessment of probabilistic causation. If one takes into account the smoking
factor in the first example, and assess the relationships between the yellow fingers and lung
cancer, conditional upon heavy smoking, the problem dissolves. Compare the smoker-runner
to the non-smoker runner instead of the average non smoker, and the theory recovers the
causal relationships as expected. A first requirement for any adequate theory of probabilistic
causation is the means to specify adequately which factors have to be taken into account.
Once the probability space has been adequately specified, then additional structure can
be added to Equations (7.1) to (7.3), so that we can sort out genuine causes from spurious
causes. The intuition is that we need to isolate the causal relationship being considered from
interfering factors. This intuition is codified by the following:
(ISOLATION) : an adequate theory of probabilistic causation should include means to
discard the influence of factors other than the putative cause on the putative effect
under consideration.
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One structure that satisfies (ISOLATION) is the famous no screening off condition. The
no screening off condition is part of the Principle of Common Cause formulated by Reichen-
bach.13 The no screening off condition states that, given that an event e is a candidate for
being a cause of an event f (the probability of occurrence of f , given that e occurred, is
higher or at least different than if e had not occurred), e is a genuine cause of f only if there
is no other event c, conditional upon which the correlation between e and b is canceled.
Definition 34 – Genuine Cause
An event e is a genuine cause of an event f if and only if:
1. e is causally relevant to f , and
2. there exist no event c such that:
p(e, f |c) = p(e|c)p(f |c).
On the other hand, if there is such an event c, then c is said to screen off e from f , and e is
considered to be a spurious cause:
Definition 35 – Spurious Cause
An event e is a spurious cause of an event f if and only if:
1. e is causally relevant to f , and
2. there exists an event c such that:
p(e, f |c) = p(e|c)p(f |c),
in which case, c is said to screen off e. 2. is called the no screening off condition.
We may refer to such a c in the above definition as the screening off event in the following.
Now the question arises: does the addition of the no screening off condition provide
satisfactory to incorporate the foregoing types of counterexamples? The no screening off
13in [43, 44]. See 6.4.1 for a more detailed account of the Principle of Common Cause.
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condition is often taken to solve the first half of the challenge above, that is, the issue of
sufficiency of the probabilistic criterion for qualifying as a cause. Remember the example
of yellow fingers and lung cancer. It seems clear that in this case, the correlations between
having yellow fingers and suffering from lung cancer is screened off by an appropriate event,
indeed, heavy smoking. Hence, the no screening off condition seems to allow us to reject
some causes as spurious.
The no screening off condition might be sufficient to get rid of the cases of spurious causes
of the common cause pattern type; however, the problem necessity regarding the conditions
given in Equations (7.1) to (7.3) remains. In other words, the screening off condition does
not solve the problem of cancellation of correlations. However, the intuition behind the no
screening off condition, that is, to study the relationship considered, while holding still any
interfering factors, seems to remain the right one. The main problem in our example of
cancellation of correlation is that it so happens that there is “more that one way to skin a
cat”. Hence, if we want to investigate the causal structure of the world, we have to isolate
the various causal relationships (or the various causal processes) from one another. What
we need is a more restrictive and more complete way to specify the situation in which the
relationship can be assessed.
However, we would like to emphasize that theory of probabilistic causation will be ade-
quate only if some additional structure that introduces asymmetry is added. This is because
while a condition that elaborates on the no screening off condition in order to satisfy (ISO-
LATION) above generally will allow one to identify genuine causal relations between events,
it still does not tell us which of the events is the cause and which is the effect. Taking the
example of the no screening off condition, if we cannot find any event that screens off lung
cancer from heavy smoking, the probabilistic apparatus does not have enough structure to
tell us which causes which. Any appeal to a requirement of the type “causes happen before
their effects” would preserve the reductive analysis, for it precisely amounts to introduce
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some additional structure, namely the asymmetry of the time order. Hence, besides (ISO-
LATION), a second desideratum for any adequate theory of probabilistic causation is that
additional structure be added which introduces some asymmetry in the model:
(ASYMMETRY) : an adequate theory of probabilistic causation should include a struc-
ture introduces some asymmetry in the model.
7.2 Two types of theories of probabilistic causation
In this section, we argue that both manipulability theories and spacetime theories of
probabilistic causation (MTPC and STPC) meet the minimal desiderata distinguished in
the previous section. Both MTPC and STPC are thus good candidates for qualifying as
adequate theories of probabilistic causation.14 We shall first explain how MTPC and STPC
fall under two different categories of theory of causation (Subsection 7.2.1). We shall then
explain why MTPC and STPC are quite natural candidates in Subsections 7.2.2 and 7.2.3
respectively.
7.2.1 Two types of theories of causation
To put it roughly, MTPC and STPC correspond to an empirical and a metaphysical
stance, respectively, over what counts as a satisfactory theory of causation. Theories of the
empirical type, henceforth type (M), are designed to give an empirical criterion for an event
A to qualify as a cause of an event B. Causation in this case is construed as a relation
between events. The world is conceived as a set of events located in spacetime. We navigate
such a manifold by arranging events in types and in regularities in relations between events,
14Note that we are not saying that such theories are without flaws or difficulties. It is not our point to
take a stance over which theory of probabilistic causation is the best either. Rather, we want to point out
that MTPC and STPC fulfill the minimal desiderata for any theory of probabilistic causation to be viable.
To fulfill such desiderata is necessary, but we do not claim that it is sufficient.
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or between types of events. Certain events, or types of events, are always or most of the time
followed by certain other events, or types of events. Some of these regularities we construe
as causal relationships. For instance, if every time you put your hand in fire, you find your
hand (probably painfully) burned, then you will construe the event types ‘hand in fire’ and
‘hand burned’ as linked by a causal relationship of the type: (for human hands at least),
‘fire causes burns’.
Of course, not all regularities qualify as causal relationships. For example, that almost
every day my arrival on the track of my morning train is followed by my neighbor’s arrival on
the same track is not indicative of a causal relationship between these two events. Rather,
it is just the case that my neighbor and I need to catch the same train to be at work on
time. Moreover, I tend to be more anxious to miss the train than he is, so that I take always
more extra time than he does. Even more simply, that every morning my washing my face is
followed by my brushing my teeth is not indicative of a causal relationship either. Based on
the sole observation of regularities, fire, my arrival on track B, and my washing my face, are
candidates for qualifying as causes. However, while fire seems to count as a genuine cause,
both my arrival on track B and my washing my face seems to be spurious causes. Theories of
causation of type (E) are designed to give adequate and workable criteria for distinguishing
between genuine and spurious causes.
Within such theories, the question whether causal relationships are ontologically imple-
mented is at least left open, if not answered negatively. It is well known that the suspicion
over the construal of causal relationships as grounded on real physical connections between
events is coming from Hume’s analysis of causation. Hume indeed famously argued that no
effect can be logically deduced from its cause. He suggested we have no satisfactory reason
to believe that what we call causal relationships correspond to any physical connections at
the ontological level. Theories of type (E) are in line with Hume’s skepticism. It leaves room
for a form of agnosticism as to the ontological status of physical connections corresponding
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to what we call causal relationships.
The second half of the twentieth century has seen the resurgence of the second type of
theory of causation, henceforth theories of type (M), in which causality is accounted for at
the ontological level. Salmon15 has initiated such a revival, in claiming to have an account
of these physical connections that Hume could not find. Salmon thus proposes an analysis
of causality from a metaphysical stance. Causality is accounted for not in terms of relations
between events, but rather in terms of causal processes and causal interactions, which Salmon
takes to be both objective and contingent. Salmon and his followers insist on the fact that
an account of causality is not satisfactory if it is confined to giving an empirical criterion
for the detection of causal relations. Instead, a satisfactory theory of causality must give an
account of what causality is at the ontological level.
One rationale for taking theories of type (E) to be unsatisfactory is the following. It
is arguably an important feature of causal relationships that they provide warrant for our
inferences. In other words, to construe the world as a manifold of events interrelated by
causal relationships helps us navigate such a world. Typically, after a few instances of
burning your hands, you will probably stop putting them in fire (however tempting it might
be). Every day life as well as scientific activity feature numerous cases of such inferences. It
should be clear that the theories of type (M), in construing causation as corresponding to
physical connections, provide better warrant for our inferences than theories of type (E).
However, not all accounts of type (E) would maintain that empirically distinguishable
regularity relations are all there is to causality. In other words, not all defendants of theories
of causation of type (E) would attempt to reduce causality to empirically distinguishable
relationships between events. Some theories of this type instead rely on a basic notion of
probabilistic cause, or of causal mechanism. These, however, are taken as fundamental. Thus
a further, metaphysical account of such a fundamental notion is not possible.
15[97], [99].
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It should be clear that the original theories of probabilistic causation, as formulated by
Suppes and Good, are of the empirical type. So, it could seem natural to build on the original
insight and develop better theories of probabilistic causation of the empirical type. MTPC
are indeed of such type. By contrast, Spacetime theories of causation are of the metaphysical
type. So, manipulability theories appear as the most natural way to extend earlier account
of probabilistic causation to make them adequate.
7.2.2 Manipulability theories of probabilistic causation
There are basically two kinds of manipulability theories of causation. One kind contains
theories in which causation is accounted for in terms of the free action of an agent. The
second kind contains theories in which causation is accounted for in terms of (non-human, and
neither necessarily actual nor necessarily physical feasible) intervention. The former has been
advocated by Von Wright16 and, more recently, Menzies and Price.17 The latter has been
advocated by Pearl18 and, more recently, by Hitchcock and Woodward.19 The main criticism
that is usually leveled against the former kind of theory is a form of “anthropomorphism”.
We shall not enter the debate, even less pretend to settle it. In the context of this chapter,
we shall consider Hitchcock and Woodward’s theories in which causation is accounted for in
terms of interventions, to which the objection of anthropomorphism does not apply. We shall
argue that interventionist MTPC meet the two desiderata we distinguished in Subsection
7.1.2, namely (ASYMMETRY) and (ISOLATION).
According to interventionist MTPC, a causal relationship holds between variables, which
can take a spectrum of possible values. We shall keep our previous notation, in which capital
letters are used for variables, X, Y , and small letters for the various values {x, x′}, {y, y′}
16[133]
17See [84], [89].
18See [88].
19in [137, 138], [136].
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these variables can take. Notice that a variable is only said to be a cause with respect to a
set of variables. This can be taken as an expression of epistemic modesty. As an empiricist,
one can never be assured that one has ruled out all possible causal influences, hence the
interactionist view hedges their bets by making judgments of causal relationships relative to
the variables considered. Once the set of variables under consideration is fixed, a necessary
and sufficient condition for some X to qualify as a cause is:20
Definition 36 – Cause: manipulability account
A variable X is a cause of a variable Y , with respect to a set of variables S, if and only
if the value of Y undertakes invariant changes with some intervention on the values of X.
Let us explain the notions contained in this definition. First, the notion of invariant
change of the values of the variable Y corresponds to the following idea: there are some
interventions on the variable X such that the amount of change obtained in Y is related to
the amount of change imposed on X. More precisely, a certain relation remains invariant
under the changes of the values of X. A typical example would be the Coulomb Law.
Consider a circuit in which you have put a generator and a resistor. You want to check
whether the generator is a cause of the current in the circuit. According to the interventionist
manipulability theories of causation, the generator counts as a cause of the current if a change
in the voltage associated with the generator results in a change in current, and that such
changes follow an invariant law, in this case the Coulomb law ∆V = R∆I.
Second, the crucial notion of intervention is defined in the following way:
Definition 37 – Intervention
An intervention I on a variable X with respect to a variable Y consists in changes in the
value of an intervention variable for X with respect to Y , where the notion of an intervention
20See for example the concise presentation of these concepts in [137, p. 12-13]. For a more complete
account, see [136, chap. 2-3]. The formulations of the definitions we give are paraphrasing one or the other.
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variable I is characterized by four conditions:
1. I causes X;
2. I can switch off other causes of X;
3. I does not have any effect (either as a direct or as an intermediary) on Y , outside the
causal path which goes from I to Y through X;
4. I is statistically independent of any variable Z that causes Y through a causal path
which does not go through X.
One will notice that the notion of intervention is clearly a causal notion and the account
of causation given by MTPC is circular. But the circularity is not vicious as they do not
aim to give a reductive account of causation. Instead, they aim to give an account of how
one can identify whether a relationship is causal or not. A basic notion of cause and some
knowledge of some of the causal relationships among the variables considered is required for
assessing whether two particular variables, A and B, are causally related. That said, none
of such pre-required knowledge concerns A and B themselves nor their relationship. The
account would be viciously circular if, in order to assess whether or not A is a cause of B, one
would have to know whether or not A is a cause of B. This is not what is needed here. All
pre-required knowledge concerns only other causal relationships than the one under study.
So we set this problem aside.
The role of the four conditions above can be explained in the following way. Conditions
1. and 2. are constraints which guarantee that X is affected by and only affected by I.
Conditions 2. and 3. are constraints such that I affects Y only through X. That is to say,
there is no route from I to Y other than the route that goes through X. Let us clarify this
with an example.
The favorite example of defendants of interventionist MTPC is the case of a medical
study. Typically, the volunteers for the study are divided into two groups: the members of
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one group are given some medication, while the members of the other are offered a placebo.
In such a study, giving or not giving patients medicine corresponds to the intervention I.
Patients processing the medicine is treated as the putative cause, X. Patients recovery is the
effect under investigation, Y . It is easy to see that the constraints imposed by conditions 1. to
4. are satisfied. We can illustrate the first type of constraint (corresponding to conditions
1. and 2. )– that the putative cause be affected and only affected by the intervention – is
satisfied as follows. The study is set up so volunteers do not have independent access to
the medicine during the study. Also, volunteers are sought that lack any special physical
condition so that the medicine given to them cannot be processed by their bodies. In
short, we want our intervention to be the only cause of the medicine being processed or not
processed by their bodies.
The second type of constraint – that there be no other route from I to Y than through
X – can be illustrated as follows. The volunteers’ recovery (or non recovery) should depend
only on whether one has processed the chemical substances contained in the medication.
Notice that we do not do medical studies by simply dividing between people who take the
pill, and people who do not take anything. This is because we know that the very fact of
taking a pill (whether it contains active medication or not) does influence the chances of
recovery. Having the people in the non-medicated group take a placebo neutralizes such an
interfering factor. Moreover, volunteers for the study are randomly distributed into the test
group and control group which ensures that other interfering factors, such as resistance to
the illness in question, are statistically independent of the intervention. These techniques
ensure that an intervention affect the effect only through the putative cause under study (as
understood in 3. and 4. above).
It should be clear that the apparatus of the intervention as described above makes inter-
ventionist MTPC fulfill (ISOLATION). The apparatus of the intervention indeed allows one
to define a context in which a well controlled assessment of the causal relationship under
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consideration can be accomplished.
Let us now see whether or not MTPC can satisfy (ASYMMETRY), that is, provide addi-
tional structure that introduces asymmetry required in any adequate theory of probabilistic
causation. The apparatus of interventions actually does introduce the required asymmetry.
This is because the very notion of intervention is asymmetric, as is the criterion in terms of
intervention: one can change an effect by manipulating the cause, while one cannot change
a cause by manipulating an effect. So, in the end, interventionist MTPC do fulfill the two
desiderata for an adequate theory of probabilistic causation.
Let us see how this works on our examples. Consider the problem of spurious causes
first, which was illustrated by the example of heavy smoking, yellow fingers and lung cancer.
MTPC render this objection inert by extending sets of variables considered rather than
making bald judgments about whether a variable is a cause or not; one checks whether a
variable is a cause or not. Second, the method of determining causes would require that the
factor “heavy smoking” be held still, so that our intervention on the color of the finger be
the only potential influence on lung cancer. One would quickly discover that the color of
the finger is not a cause of lung cancer relative to the set of variables that considers heaving
smoking as well. Finally, the asymmetry introduced by the notion of intervention allows us
to determine which of the variables are causes and which are effects, with respect to our set of
variables. Indeed, dying a smoker’s fingers, making him or her use a cigarette holder will not
(neither significantly nor invariantly) have any effect on whether or not he or she contracts
cancer. Similarly, implementing lung cancer in a volunteer will not in general make him
smoke heavily. By contrast, making him or her stop smoking will have a preventative effect
on both his or her getting lung cancer and yellow fingers (both significantly and invariantly).
So, arguably, MTPC seems to be a great improvement over earlier theories of probabilistic
causation. We may plausible consider it a potentially adequate theory of causation.
Let us turn to the issue of the cancellations of correlation now. The problem was that
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the partition and the probability distributions on a population can be such that the average
smokers are less likely to suffer from heart attack than the average non-smokers for smokers
that are also more likely to be regular runners. Hence on early theories of probabilistic
causation we would not recognize the true causal factors at play. It seems that in considering
the running factor in addition to the smoking factor for heart attacks – we would have to
check first that running is a cause of heart strength – and holding fixed the running variable
when studying the smoking variable we would easily arrive at the correct conclusion via
interventions. So, if the condition of interventions is fulfilled, it seems that MTPC allows
one to discover the correct causal structure in the set of variables considered.
In short then: interventionist MTPC arguably qualifies as a minimally adequate theory
of probabilistic causation. Let us turn to STPC.
7.2.3 Spacetime theories of probabilistic causation
In this subsection, we argue that spacetime theories of probabilistic causation (STPC)
are good candidate for an adequate theory of probabilistic causation. That is to say, we
argue that such theories fulfill the two minimal desiderata distinguished in Subsection 7.1.2:
(ASYMMETRY) and (ISOLATION).
Let us recall first the main tenets of STPC. The main theories here are Salmon’s and
Dowe’s. Salmon21, and Dowe22 give an account of (meta)physical causation in terms of
causal processes and causal interactions.23 Now, it will be recalled that the Humean tradition
takes it that we should be suspicious about any appeal to causal powers, or physical causal
connections. Regarding such tradition, Dowe is more cautious than Salmon for he only aims
at giving only an empirical theory of physical causation. By contrast, Salmon claims that
21To begin with, see [97, 99, 98]. Note that ([98]) is a response to criticisms leveled by Dowe and Kitcher
against ([99]).
22See [38]
23Causal interactions are defined in terms of causal processes, so that causal processes are really the most
fundamental notion in STPC.
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causal processes, as characterized in his theory, are precisely the causal connections that
Hume was unable to find.
In the case of probabilistic causation, both authors reject the characterization in terms
of probabilistic notions alone. Causal relationships between events, whether or not discover-
able by surface correlations, are not what constitute the causal structure of the world. More
fundamental are causal processes. When investigating the causal picture underlying some
phenomena, the main challenge for STPC is to give an adequate characterization causal
processes, that is, a characterization that allows to distinguish between genuine causal pro-
cesses and “pseudo processes”. An example of this distinction would be that a moving car
is a causal process, whereas its shadow on the ground is a pseudo process.
Salmon and Dowe disagree on the adequate criterion to distinguish causal processes
from pseudo processes. Salmon, in his original theory,24 took it that causal processes are
characterized by their capacity to transmit marks.25 Dowe26 leveled important criticisms
against Salmon’s mark method, and developed his own account. Dowe claims that what
characterizes a causal process is the possession a conserved quantity. Conserved quantities are
quantities governed by conservation laws. Typically, particles, waves, or dogs in movement
possess a conserved quantity, whereas shadows do not. Salmon27 has adopted Dowe’s account
in terms of conserved quantity (thus abandoning the mark method), but remained firm on
the idea that a notion of transmission is indispensable for an adequate theory of causal
process.
According to Salmon, to possess a conserved quantity is not sufficient to qualify as a
genuine causal process: the ability to transmit (by itself) a conserved quantity is essential
24in [97].
25The “mark method” was first formulated by Reichenbach. Salmon borrowed the concept but provides a
much more sophisticated account.
26See [36, 37]. Kitcher and Hitchcock took also part to a fascinating discussion that lasted at least a
decade.
27[99, 98].
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to causal processes. Consider Salmon’s classical example of the pseudo process constituted
by a spotlight moving on a wall. Now consider the entity, called it the “blob”, made by the
various parts of the wall which are successively enlightened by the spotlight. It should be
clear that the blob possesses a conserved quantity, namely energy. But surely an adequate
theory of causation should identify the blob to a pseudo process. Salmon rejects the blob
as a causal processes because it does not transmit energy over its history. Instead, it is the
source of the light that transmits energy to the blob at every moment of time. Hence, the
beam of light from the source to the wall counts as a causal process, while the blob does not.
Dowe, on the other hand, rejects the necessity of a transmission criterion. Roughly
speaking, the role played by the notion of transmission in Salmon’s theory is replaced by
a primitive notion of an object in Dowe’s theory. According to Dowe, only objects can be
causal processes. Causal processes are objects that possess a conserved quantity. Thus,
the blob does not count as a causal process for it does not count as an object in the first
place. How do we recognize an object? Objects are to be distinguished from “spatiotemporal
junk”.28 An object is defined as being wholly present at any given moment of time of its
history. As Salmon notes in [98], this amounts to define an object as genidentical. In the
example above, the blob does not count as an object for the various part of the wall are not
made of the same molecules.
Both Salmon and Dowe have advanced good arguments and clever examples in order to
defend their respective theories. We shall not enter the debate, even less pretend to settle
it. That said, in the context of this chapter, we shall use Salmon’s last version of his theory
instead of Dowe’s. Our reason for this is the following. It is not clear that the definition of
objects in terms of genidentity is tenable in general. Most of all, it is highly doubtful that
it can be used consistently as a primitive notion for quantum phenomena. Thus, we shall
use Salmon’s account of causal processes and causal interaction in terms of, respectively,
28The phrase is Kitcher’s.
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transmission and exchange of conserved quantity.
Salmon defines causal processes and causal interactions as follows:29
Definition 38 – Causal Interaction
A causal interaction is an intersection of world-lines that involves exchange of a conserved
quantity.
Definition 39 – Causal Process
A causal process is the world-line of an object that transmits a non-zero amount of a
conserved quantity at each moment of its history (each spacetime point of its trajectory).
Definition 40 – Transmission
A process transmits a conserved quantity between A and B ( A 6= B ) if and only if it
possesses [a fixed amount of ] this quantity at A and at B and at every stage of the process
between A and B without any interactions in the open interval (A,B) that involve an exchange
of that particular conserved quantity.
In the case of probabilistic causation, the interesting function of causal processes is to
transmit determinate probability distributions.
Transmission of a determinate probability distribution is, I believe, the essential
function of causal processes with respect to the theory of probabilistic causality.
Each transition event can be considered as an intersection of causal processes,
and it is the set of probabilities of various outcomes of such interactions that
constitute the transmitted distribution.30
An example will serve to clarify what “transmission of a determinate probability distribu-
tion” is.31 Consider an atom of a radioactive element has some probability to decay. Each
29The definitions given are quoted from [98, p. 462-468].
30[99, 228].
31We take our example from Salmon himself.
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transition to another level counts as an interaction: the photon being either emitted or ab-
sorbed is the other causal process with which the atom, as a causal process, interacts. In
between two transitions, the atom “carries” with it the probability distribution over possible
transitions.
Causal processes and causal interactions have different roles within the account of the
causal structure of the world given by STPC. On the one hand, causal processes are respon-
sible for the propagation of causal influences. It is essential in STPC to consider that causal
influences travel continuously in spacetime. Causal processes are thus the fundamental build-
ing blocks of the causal structure of the world. On the other hand, causal interactions are
responsible for the production of the causal structure of the world. That is to say, causal
interactions are responsible of the modification of the causal influences that causal processes
propagate. There are two fundamental kinds of causal interaction, the structure of which is
given by interactive forks and conjunctive forks, respectively.32
Conjunctive forks are defined as follows:33
Definition 41 A conjunctive fork between events A, B and C is characterized by the fol-
lowing four conditions:
1. P (A.B|C) = P (A|C).P (B|C),
2. P (A.B|¬C) = P (A|¬C).P (B|¬C),
3. P (A|C) ≥ P (A|¬C),
4. P (B|C) ≥ P (B|¬C).
32We do not mention perfect forks, because they are limit cases of either conjunctive or interactive forks.
See [99, p. 297 sq.] for more details.
33Given our framework, in which causal relevance in general is given the conceptual priority over positive
causal relevance, we shall feel free to replace the two last conditions by simple inequalities.
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Such a definition, of course, corresponds to Reichenbach’s own definition of conjunctive
forks.34 Typical illustrations of conjunctive forks are common cause patterns, such as our
example of your two cyclothymic friends Jules and Jim and their rather scattered common
baker in Subsection 4.3.1.
Figure 7.1: Conjunctive forks produce the causal structure of the world.
Interactive forks consist in the intersection of two causal processes, with an exchange
of a conserved quantity. Typical examples of interactive forks is Compton scattering35, or
collisions of billiard balls.36 The structure of interactive forks is very similar to that of
conjunctive forks, except that the common cause does not screen off the correlated events.
That is to say, the correlated events A and B are not made statistically independent by
conditionalization on the common cause C. Instead, we have an inequality instead of an
equality:
P (A.B|C) > P (A|C).P (B|C). (7.5)
34[43].
35See [99, p.133].
36See [99, 293].
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Note that the structure of the conjunctive forks is more appropriate to Bell-type situations.
In the following, we shall not make much use of interactive forks. Figure 7.1 illustrates
conjunctive forks.
In short then, the causal structure of the world is constituted by causal processes, causal
interactions, and conjunctive and interactive forks. It remains to see how these fare on our
minimal desiderata for any adequate theory of probabilistic causation. First, let us explain
how (ASYMMETRY) is satisfied by conjunctive forks.
Causal processes and interactive forks are perfectly symmetric structures. In STPC, the
asymmetry of the production of the causal structure of the world is only given by the structure
of the conjunctive forks. Salmon indeed follows Reichenbach in claiming that conjunctive
forks contain an essential asymmetry: they are always open toward the direction of causation.
In other words, C is always a common cause and never a common effect. This amounts to
saying that causal forks where two events produce a common effect in the absence of a
common cause never satisfy relations that characterize conjunctive forks. Given a causal
structure, the direction of causation is thus the direction toward which most conjunctive
forks are open. Consider our examples: while heavy smoking fulfills the requirements for
C in Definition 41, suffering from a heart attack, as a common effect, does not. So, the
direction given by the structure of conjunctive fork is the one we were wanting to recover:
from smoking to either yellow fingers or lung cancer, and from running and/or smoking to
suffering from a heart attack.
It is clear that STPC satisfies (ASYMETRY). Note that the account of the causal order
above does not appeal to the time order. It is not a priori that the causal and the temporal
order match. Salmon leaves open the question whether there could be cases of backward
causation. He takes it as a contingent fact that in our world, most of the conjunctive forks
are open toward the future.37
37Note that Dowe takes it that Bell-type phenomena constitute instances of backward causation in [38, p.
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Let us now turn to the issue of whether or not STPC satisfies (ISOLATION). First,
spurious causes can be dismissed simply because there is no causal process between a spurious
cause and its putative effect. Recall the spurious correlation example that involved heavy
smoking, yellow fingers and lung cancer. We were worried that the yellow fingers could
screen off lung cancer from heavy smoking, just as heavy smoking screens off lung cancer
from yellow fingers so the event of having yellow fingers could count as a cause for lung
cancer and heavy smoking. Clearly, the consideration of causal processes could do at least
part of the work. There is a causal process between the possession of yellow fingers and heavy
smoking: plausibly, some chemical substance produced by the combustion of the cigarette
which turns fingers yellow. However, there is no such causal process between the yellow
fingers and lung cancer. No conserved quantity is transmitted and exchanged between the
fingers and the lungs. By contrast, there is one such exchange between a smoked cigarette
and the lungs of a smoker – through the smoke, and at least the depositing of tar in the
lungs. The fact that causal processes must exist between causes and effects is sufficient to
bypass the problem of spurious causes.
Recall now the problem of cancellations of correlations: it could happen that the average
smokers are found less likely to suffer from heart attack than the average non-smokers for
smokers are also more likely to be regular runners. Considering causal processes allows us to
discover that there are separate causal processes between smoking and suffering from heart
attacks and between running regularly and suffering from heart attacks. However, there is
no such causal process between smoking and running regularly.
In short then, STPC, equipped with the apparatus of causal processes and the structure of
conjunctive forks, meet the two minimal desiderata for any adequate theory of probabilistic
186]. He does not provide an argument for this claim. It is an assumption. We shall not discuss his analysis.
Instead, we shall try to apply Salmon’s view on Bell-type situations. The reason for this is that, since
we are exploring the various possible interpretations for the hidden causal picture underlying the Bell-type
phenomena, it would be begging the question to assume right from the outset that such phenomena are
instances of backward causation.
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causation. Hence, they are good candidates, in addition to MPTC, for investigating the
causal structure underlying Bell-type situations.
7.3 The respective hidden causal picture according to
MPTC and STPTC
We have described how MPTC and STPC can be considered as good candidates for being
adequate theories of probabilistic causation. With this in hand, we want to apply these two
types of theories of probabilistic causation to Bell-type situations. More precisely, we want
to assess whether or not (¬PI-CAUS)* – that a violation of PI* is indicative of a underlying
causal relationship while a violation of OI* is not – and (¬OI-HOL)* – that a violation of
OI* is indicative of a form of holism – hold in these theories. We shall maintain that (¬PI*-
CAUS), and hence (¬OI*-HOL), hold in neither MPTC nor in STPC, at least in the strong
sense that the “experimental metaphysics” program seems to favor. That said, within both
theories, there are ways to maintain a weakened version of the mainstream interpretation.
7.3.1 The hidden causal picture according to MPTC
Recall from Subsection 7.2.2 that, according to interventionist MTPC, a variable X
counts as a cause of Y , with respect to a given set of variables S, if and only if a change in
the values of X obtained by an intervention results in a corresponding change in the values
of Y .
Two points are worth making clear for our analysis. First, what MTPC give us is an
empirical criterion for causation. As explained before, MTPC do not aim at a metaphysical
account of causation. At best, MTPC remain agnostic as to the ontological status of physical
relations corresponding to what we call causal relations. MTPC are only concerned with
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empirically observable regularities. A consequence of such an empiricist stance is that,
whatever the result of the application of MTPC to Bell-type situations, MTPC do not issue
metaphysical conclusions about causal links at the ontological level.
A second point to keep in mind is that, according to MPTC, a variable is always a
cause of another variable with respect to a set of variables. So, the first step in giving a
MTPC analysis of Bell-type phenomena is to specify the set of variables considered. In
Subsections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, we contrasted the traditional picture of the causal structure
underlying such phenomena with a completed picture, in which one takes the hidden variables
of the apparatuses into account. Arguably, a manipulability analysis of Bell-type phenomena
requires that we consider such a completed picture. It is a necessary condition for using the
apparatus of interventions that we have a full record of all the possible interferences with
the correlations studied. Thus, our set of variables contains not only A, B, I, J , and Λ, but
also Γ and ∆.38
Figure 7.2: The various causal paths potentially responsible for the correlations in Bell-type
phenomena.
38Consistent with our previous notation, the variable Γ and ∆ respectively take {γ, γ′, ...} and {δ, δ′, ...}
as values.
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In Figure 7.2, we have represented all the possible causal paths from the set of variables
we consider, S. The arrows stand for potential direct causal influence (positive or negative).
And we have labeled the causal paths as follows:
• SOD: Surface Outcome Dependence: dependence between outcomes, everything else
held fixed – this will correspond to ¬OI*,
• LSPD: Local Surface Parameter Dependence: dependence between the outcome at one
end and the surface parameter at the same end, everything else held fixed,
• GSPD: Global Surface Parameter Dependence: dependence between the outcome at
one end and the surface parameter at the other end, everything else held fixed,
• LHPD: Local Hidden Parameter Dependence: dependence between the outcome at one
end and the hidden parameter at the same end, everything else held fixed,
• GHPD: Global Hidden Parameter Dependence: dependence between the outcome at
one end and the hidden parameter at the other end, everything else held fixed,
• SD: State Dependence: dependence between the outcomes and the state at the source.
Now that we have our set of variables and the putative causal relationships, we can apply
the apparatus of interventions. Let us consider that we are looking for possible causes of the
outcome variable B.39 Now, it will be recalled that a variable X of S qualifies as a cause
of B if and only if, were we to undertake an intervention on X, we would obtain invariant
changes in B. Remember the constraints on interventions. First, the intervention on X
changes X. Second, nothing else changes it. Third, the intervention on X cannot influence
B but through X: there are no other routes between the intervention and the putative effect
under consideration. With this in hand, we can assess whether or not failure of PI* and/or
OI* are indicative of causal relations.
Let us start with PI*. PI* states that the probability of the outcome at one end does not
change under changes upon the parameters at the other end of the experiment (hidden and
39Everything we say about B will apply to A as well because of the symmetries inherent in Bell-type
phenomena.
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surface). So, failure of PI* consists in that some changes in the probability of the outcome
at one end occur upon changes of surface or hidden parameters at the other end. In the
case under consideration, changes imposed on I or on Γ would result in changes in B. Now,
this is supposed to indicate a causal path from the hidden or surface parameters at one end
to the outcomes at the other end of the experiment. We maintain that this is not the case
within a rigorous application of MTPC. Within MTPC, failure of PI* does not necessarily
indicate a causal link between the parameters at one end and the outcomes at the other end
of the experiment.
To see this, consider that while the first two requirements for interventions may be
satisfied, the third is violated. Granted, assuming violation of PI*, one has the means to
enact changes in B in changing I or Γ, while blocking interfering influences on B from λ,
δ and j. The problem is that changes on I or on Γ can change B not only directly, but
also through Local Parameter independence (hidden or surface), A and failure of OI*, or
SOD. This point can be seen more easily in Figure 7.2. So, failure of PI* alone does not
give us the means to assess whether there is a direct causal link from the parameters at one
end to the outcomes at the other end. One has to make further assumptions about which
causal paths in our causal picture are allowed or not. Only under the further assumption
that either Local Parameter Dependence* or Outcome Dependence* is forbidden could one
consider that failure of PI* is indicative of an underlying causal link between the parameters
at one end of the experiment and the outcome at the other end.
Let us turn to OI* and its potential failure. Contrary to failure of PI*, failure of OI*
seems to properly single out a unique causal path. Indeed, failure of OI* consists in that the
effect B changes under changes on A, where every other potential factor is held fixed. In
particular, conditionalizing on {i, γ, j, δ} forbids both influences on A from the parameters
on the B side and influences on B from parameters on the A side. So, an intervention on A
would be the only cause of change in A, and these changes imposed on A could not influence
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B through any other route than the one linking the outcomes.
Here, however, arises a difficulty of a different sort, namely: is it possible to intervene
on A at all? Of course, MTPC do not require that interventions can actually be done by us
– that would be anthropocentric. That said, by definition, I counts as an intervention on
A only if I causes A. Now, assuming that we have the complete set of all possible causal
factors for A in our causal picture, and given that all these factors are maintained fixed in
violations of OI*, then there is nothing left to be used as a trigger for an intervention on
A. In short then, failure of OI* alone fails to give us the means to assess whether there
is a causal link between the outcomes because no intervention seems to be possible on the
outcome. Here again, one has to make further assumptions about which causal paths in our
causal picture are allowed or not.
Three types of factors could be potentially used as triggers on A:
1. the parameters I and Γ on the A-side,
2. the parameters J and ∆ on the B-side,
3. the state Λ.
Using 3. would obviously fail to satisfy the requirement of intervention. Indeed, if we
assume that Λ causally influences A, we have arguably to assume that it influences B as
well. In this case, our intervention can influence the putative effect through a route which
does not pass through the putative cause, which prevents one from concluding that failure
of OI* is indicative of a causal relationship.
What if we assume in our model that we can use 2. – i.e. the distant parameters, in order
to trigger A? This amounts to assuming that Global Parameter Dependence, hidden or
surface, holds.40 In order to satisfy the requirements for interventions, one has to make the
40Strictly speaking, we would need only Global Parameter Dependence from the B-side to the A-side.
This would seem rather ad hoc however. Further, consider that one can make the assumption that GPD
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additional assumption that changes on J and ∆ do not change directly B. In other words,
one would have to forbid Local Parameter Dependence, both hidden and surface.41 So, in
a model such that Global Parameter Dependence holds but Local Parameter Dependence is
forbidden, violation of OI* would be indicative of a causal path between the outcomes.
Let us turn to the third case, that is, the case in which we assume that we can intervene
on A through I or Γ. This amounts to assuming Local Parameter Dependence, hidden or
surface. Conditionalization on Λ, J and ∆ allows one to satisfy the second requirement for
intervention that nothing other than I or Γ, can influence A. Finally, in order to satisfy the
third condition on interventions, we would have to forbid any other route from I or Γ to
B. Thus, we have to forbid Global Parameter Dependence, both surface and hidden. So,
in a model such that Local Parameter Dependence, either hidden or surface, holds, while
Global Parameter Dependence, both hidden and surface, are forbidden, failure of OI* counts
as indicative of an causal link between the outcomes.42
If we consider a model in which only OI* is violated, while any kind of Parameter De-
pendence, Local and Global, Hidden or Surface, is forbidden, then one has to admit that no
intervention is possible on A. In turn, according to MTPC, in such a model, and relative to
the set of variables considered, failure of OI* is not indicative of a causal link between the
outcomes, or there is no causal link which has empirical consequences. Granted, it might
well be the case that there is a causal link at the ontological level – if there are such things
and whatever they may be – but this is not what MTPC are interested in. As said before, all
MTPC care about are empirically observable regularities. From such a point of view, there
is no causal relation when there is no empirical manifestation.
holds on both sides, since we already forbid that the parameters on the A-side influence B by holding fixed
on i and γ.
41As in the previous case, we need strictly speaking to assume only that Local Parameter Dependence be
forbidden on the B-side. The case in which it is forbidden on both sides can be considered however because,
again, i and γ are held fixed in our model.
42Note that this option corresponds to Jones and Clifton’s theorem – See Theorem 1 in Subsection 4.3.4.
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Putting our analysis of violation of OI* and violation of PI* together, we can finally
conclude that a rigorous application of MTPC supports a refined version of the mainstream
interpretation: according to MTPC, in a model in which any kind of Parameter Dependence
(Local and Global, Hidden or Surface) is forbidden, but only Outcome Independence is
violated, there is a causal link between the parameters at one end of the experiment and the
outcomes at the other end, whereas there is no causal link between the outcomes.
Note however that the version of the mainstream interpretation that MTPC can support
is, however, weakened. It holds only from the empirical point of view: no metaphysical
conclusions about the fundamental causal picture can be drawn from the MTPC. For the
same reason, whether or not failure of OI* is best interpreted in terms of holism is left open
within the empirical point of view of MTPC. That said, for defendants of the mainstream
interpretation that are not too metaphysically minded, MTPC offers rigorous support.
7.3.2 The hidden causal picture according to STPC
It remains to be seen whether or not the traditional interpretation holds, or at least can
be made plausible within STPC. We shall argue in this final subsection that under a strict
application of STPC, this is not the case. That said, we shall also argue that, with some
refinements of the theory, (¬PI-CAUS)* and (¬OI-HOL)* can be made plausible, but in a
way which would here again not content Jarrett and Shimony’s metaphysical aims.
Once again, recall that (¬PI-CAUS)* states that failure of PI* is indicative of an un-
derlying causal relationship between the parameters at one end of the experiment and the
outcomes at the other end, while failure of OI* is not indicative of causal relationship be-
tween the outcomes. In order to assess whether this holds or not within STPC, the question
is then: how can we assess whether or not there is a causal relationship between two events
with STPC?
It will be recalled from Subsection 7.2.3 that, according to STPC, the notion of causal
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relationship between events is not fundamental. Instead, the causal structure of the world
is fundamentally constituted of:
1. causal processes;
2. causal interactions, including interactive and conjunctive forks.
Causal processes are responsible for the propagation of causal influences. Causal interac-
tions, that is, interactive and conjunctive forks, are responsible for the modification of these
propagating causal influences. Finally, causal interactions are defined in terms of intersection
of causal processes.
We would like to make a special note from the outset to the effect that, if ¬PI* and ¬OI*
are to be taken as indicative of underlying causal interactions, such interactions will have the
structure of the conjunctive forks and not of the interactive forks. It will be recalled that,
within the conjunctive fork structure, a common cause z satisfies the following condition:
P (x.y|z) = P (x|z).P (y|z), (7.6)
which is a condition of independence, and which entails the screening off conditions:
P (x|y, z) = P (x|z) and P (y|x, z) = P (y|z). (7.7)
The structure of interactive forks differs only in that, instead of 7.6, common causes within
interactive forks satisfy 7.8:
P (x.y|z) > P (x|z).P (y|z). (7.8)
It should be clear from the above that both PI* and OI* can be seen as requiring that the
complete state λ screen off the parameters and the outcomes, or the two outcomes from one
another, respectively. Hence, the traditional analysis clearly conceives Bell-type situations
in terms of conjunctive, and not interactive, forks.
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Now, according to the above, before we can decide whether or not there are causal
interactions underlying ¬PI* and ¬OI*, we need to decide what counts as a causal process
in Bell-type situations. Definition 39 in Subsection 7.2.3 states that a causal process is
the worldline of an object which transmits a conserved quantity, the function of which, in
the case of probabilistic causation, is to transmit determinate probability distributions over
outcomes of possible interactions.
From this characterization, it follows that what counts as a potential causal process
depends first on what counts as a worldline. To the best of our knowledge, Salmon is not
clear upon how he interprets relativistic spacetimes that STPC rely on.43 We shall then
consider two options here:
(1) spacelike wordlines are not allowed;
(2) spacelike wordlines are allowed.
If spacelike wordlines are not allowed, then the only candidates for being causal processes
are the two worldlines from the source to each of the apparatuses. In this case, the only
possible causal pictures for Bell-type situations seem to be:44
(1a) the state λ is a common cause for the outcomes;
(1b) there is backward causation.
Arguably, Bell-type experiments rule out (1a): there is local common cause model for
quantum probabilities. So, the upshot of Bell-type experimental results under STPC which
do not allow for spacelike worldlines is that we have a case of backward causation. It will be
recalled that this is consistent with Salmon’s claim that the direction of causation is given by
43Salmon makes clear that continuity in spacetime is necessary, but this does not forbid superluminal
processes.
44The question here arises as to whether all correlations need to be explained within STPC. Salmon gives
explicitly a positive answer to this. Typically, he takes that correlations have to be explained in terms of a
common cause, for example in [99, p.137]. One could of course consider a spacetime theory of probabilistic
causation in which not all correlations have to be explained in terms of a common cause. That said, it is
famously difficult to design a satisfactory criterion for distinguishing between correlations that have to be
explained from correlations that do not. This relates to the conditions of applicability of the PCC, which
we shall discuss later on in this chapter.
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the direction of conjunctive forks, but that it is not necessarily pointing toward the future.
STPC thus does not rule out the possibility of backward causation.
One could consider various models of backward causation for Bell-type phenomena. One
such model considers that a first future-directed causal process deploys from the source to
the apparatus where the first measurement-interaction occurs. This interaction results in the
production of a past-directed causal process45 toward the source with which the past-directed
process interacts. This interaction in turn results in the production of a future-directed
causal process from the source toward the second apparatus where the second measurement
interaction occurs. We shall not investigate backward causation models in more detail. For
our purposes, it is enough to conclude that, in the case in which spacelike worldline are not
allowed, the rigorous application of STPC supports the interpretation of Bell-type situations
in terms of backward causation. It cannot however support the mainstream interpretation.
Let us now consider Case (2), that is to say, the case in which spacelike worldlines
are allowed in our model – say by ways of tachyons. In this case, not only could there
be causal processes between the source and each of the apparatuses, but also between the
parameters at one end of the experiment and the outcomes at the other end as well as
between the outcomes. Given Jones and Clifton’s theorem, we can, at least in principle,
obtain transmissions of determinate probability distributions between I,Γ and b if PI* fails,
as well as between a and b if OI* fails. So, under STPC, there can be some causal processes
between outcomes or between outcomes and parameters, or both. Under STPC, both ¬PI*
and ¬OI* could be indicative of causal interactions.
What are the various causal pictures that one could consider under STPC given these
causal processes? For failure of OI*, it seems that the three following pictures are possible:
(2a) the state λ is a common cause of the outcomes;
(2b) there is direct (tachyonic) causation between the outcomes;
45For details about what such causal processes could be, see [38, p. 186 sq.] and reference therein.
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(2c) there is backward causation.
Again, Bell-type experiments rule out (2a). So that the upshot of Bell-type experimental
results under STPC which allow for spacelike wordline is that we have either tachyonic or
backward causation. It should be clear that in none of these cases is the mainstream inter-
pretation supported under STPC. In case there is backward causation, it is not supported
because there are no causal links; neither between the parameters and the outcomes, nor
between the outcomes. In case there are tachyonic causal processes, such processes can be
between parameters and outcomes as well as between outcomes. In this case, failure of PI* as
well as failure of OI* would both amount to superluminal causation, and to causal anomalies
if superluminal causation is forbidden for other reasons.
The upshot of our analysis is that, under the strict application of STPC, (¬PI-CAUS)*
fails, and hence (¬OI-HOL)* fails as well. Either failure of OI* and failure of PI* are
indicative of underlying causal interactions, or none of them are. Thus, STPC does not
support the mainstream interpretation.
It might be objected that STPC are at best incomplete, at worst unacceptable accounts of
causality. The treatment of correlated events is but a slightly refined version of Reichenbach’s
Principle of Common Cause (PCC): any common cause as characterized by the conjunctive
fork structure is a common cause as defined by the PCC. Now, the PCC is well known to
fail in general.46 More precisely, there are many types of correlations which fail to fulfill the
requirements of the PCC. Moreover, such failures of the PCC are “benign”; they are not
considered peculiar causal anomalies. In short then, not all correlations should be taken as
having to satisfy the requirements of the PCC in any adequate account of causality. This
does not mean that the PCC is not important or useful. It just means that the conditions of
application of the PCC have to be refined. One thus could argue that, similarly, STPC must
be refined such that the domain of application of the conjunctive fork structure be made
46For a more detailed presentation of the PCC, see Subsection 6.4.1.
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more restricted.
To elaborate in detail the various types of counterexamples that have been leveled against
the PCC in the literature would take us too far off track.47 We shall not attempt to provide
conditions of applicability for the PCC in general. We shall instead consider one type of
failure of the PCC which is of interest for the analysis of Bell-type situations.
Consider a flock of birds flying. Each bird is separated in space from the others. It is
well known that there are some species for which there is no leader of the flock. However,
the trajectories of the individual birds are highly correlated. There is no common cause that
would screen off such correlations. Hence, the PCC fails for such correlations. In this, as
in similar cases, the diagnosis for the problem with the application of the PCC is that it is
inappropriate to explain correlations in events when they can be seen as being events that
characterize a single system. As Frank Arntzenius writes:48
Thus, [...] we regard such systems as single unified systems, and do not de-
mand a common cause explanation for the correlated motions and properties of
their parts. A fairly intuitive notion of what counts as a single system, after all, is
a system that behaves in a unified manner, i.e. a system whose parts have a very
strong correlation in their motions and of other properties, no matter how com-
plicated the set of influences acting on them. For instance a rigid physical object
has parts whose motions and properties are strongly correlated, no matter how
complicated the influences acting on it. These systems therefore are naturally
and usefully treated as single systems for almost any purpose.
If that is right, then an argument could be made to support the traditional interpretation
of Bell-type situations. One can argue that correlations due to failure of OI* correspond
47The literature here is plentiful. See, among others, [128], [25], [105, 106], [126], [90], [42, chap. 5], [127],
and [19]. See also the work done by Szabo and his team, for example [67, 68]. Finally, Frank Arntzenius has
a series of articles ([2, 3, 4]) and is the author of the recent synthesis on the principle of common cause ([5]).
We shall rely mostly on Frank Arntzenius’ work in the following.
48[5].
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to such failures of the PCC. For the events a and b are measurement outcomes meant to
reflect properties of two systems which originate from the same source. Correlations between
the measurement results can been seen as resulting from interactions with a single system.
In that case there would be no need to conclude that there is a causal influence between
outcomes or a case of backward causation.
Now, considering failure of PI*, no such argument could be made. To regard the parame-
ters and the outcomes as properties of a single system seems both unnatural and problematic.
It seems unnatural because we have good reason to believe that the apparatus and the quan-
tum system that is measured are separated physical systems – we can use an apparatus on
arbitrary quantum systems for example. It seems problematic because it would amount to
denial of the very possibility of a scientific experiment in Bell-type situation by denying the
distinction between the apparatus and the object of the experiment.
Notice, however, that it is unlikely that all defenders of the traditional interpretation
would ultimately accept such an argument in support of their theses. The approach that
we have advocated for the restriction of the application of PCC does not entitle us to any
definitive ontological conclusions about the fundamental causal picture underlying Bell-type
situations. First, what we have are only plausibility arguments to the effect that correlations
by failure of OI* could be due to a form of holism. Second, the form of holism these arguments
can support has strong epistemological leanings. Arntzenius’ suggestions describe ways in
which we can most successfully carve out the worlds into individual systems. The rule above
tells us that certain correlated events can be regarded as properties of a single unified system,
not that these correlated events are the properties of a single unified system at the ontological
level. The flock of birds example makes the point explicit. The argument given here in favor
of (¬PI*-CAUS) and (¬OI*-HOL) thus drastically weakens the traditional interpretation: it
does not support the idea of “experimental metaphysics”.
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7.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have considered two theories of probabilistic causation, namely the
interventionist manipulability theories and the spacetime theories of probabilistic causation
(MTPC and STPC) in order to assess two components of the mainstream interpretation of
Bell-type theorems and Bell-type phenomena, namely (¬PI-CAUS)* and (¬OI-HOL)*.
We have shown that under a strict application of MTPC, a good argument can be made in
favor of (¬PI-CAUS)*. That said, MTPC deal strictly with causation at the empirical level
and do not license inferences concerning causation at the ontological level. The mainstream
interpretation is supported by MTPC only at the empirical level. Failure of PI* is indicative
of a causal link with empirical consequences, but failure of OI* is not indicative of any causal
link which can manifests itself as the empirical level. So MTPC support the idea of“peaceful
coexistence” between models of quantum phenomena in which only OI* is violated while
PI* holds and Relativity (if Relativity is taken to forbid superluminal causation) at the
empirical level, but leave open what the world is like behind the phenomena. This is far from
supporting any kind of “experimental metaphysics” but still could content many physicists
and philosophers.
STPC provide a more metaphysically oriented account of causation. However, we have
shown that under a strict application of STPC, the mainstream interpretation fails. Either
failure of PI* and failure of OI* both count as indicative of underlying causal interactions, or
neither of them do. It follows from this that no account of causation supports the mainstream
interpretation at the ontological level.
However, we have argued that under a refined version of the spacetime theories of prob-
abilistic causation, some plausibility arguments can be made in favor of a weakened version
of the traditional interpretation, according to which failure of PI* is to be regarded as in-
dicative of a causal interaction between the parameters and the outcomes, while failure of
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OI* indicates that we should regard the two subsystems as parts of a single unified system.
The upshot is thus that neither of types of theories of probabilistic causation available
can support the mainstream interpretation construed as a strong program of experimental
metaphysics. That said, (¬PI-CAUS)*, if restricted to the empirical level, can be well
supported within MTPC. Finally, (¬OI-HOL)*, if restricted to the epistemological level, is
plausible within a refined version of STPC.
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